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Prefa.ce

This study grew out of
Art

~ducation

in Indianapolis.

t~e

desire to make

8

survey of

As the investigation pro

gressed the need of making e, survey of the business firms of
the city made itself manifest in that there

V:TS

a desire to

know what vocC1tione.l uses could be made of a.n art education.
It was necessary therefore to make a survey of the art con
tent in the various

voc~tions.

Originally it

WRS

intended to include the art courees

of the elementary schools in this study, but owing to the
fact that this p2rticular

ty~e

of art educ&tion only serves

as a foundation on which to build any future art study, it
was considered unnecessary.

The study was limited therefore

to the high schools, co1leges,

miversities and v2.rious

organiz2tions which have an Est content in their curricula.
Due annreciation and

a.cknowled,cr,:m~nt

is given to all

who have P2rticipated in any wp.,y in this investigation; to
the instructors in

~ne

various art departments of the

Indianapolis High Schools who have been sympathetic, inter
ested and cooD8rative; to the many commercial organizations
who hC've shown a very dee-p interest in thie study and its
outcome; and l8st out not least to Dr.
{iii)

\;.'1 ~ ~ ~

~rnest

L. Bowman,

i

Dean Albert F. Baily, Dr. Amos B. C·erlisle, Nellie Keller
a.nd Dee.n William L. Riche>rdson, wi thout whose encouragmen t
and criticism this study could never have been comu1eted.
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VOCATIONAL ART EDUCATION IN INDIANAPOLIS

CHA"TJt:R I

INTRODUCTION

In making thie investigation the faot has been

br~ught

ver,y forcibly to our attention that the high schools of
Indianapolis are devoting a maximum amount of time to the
cultural and aesthetic side of the subjeots which have an art
content or correlation.

These subjects are Art Eduoation,

Home Economics and Industrial Arts.

On the whole, these sub

jects are taught for an eduoational and ap9reciative value
rather than for vocational value.

The colleges and univer

s1 ties, to a grea.t extent, follow the same principle.

They

teaoh fine arts and the annreciation of fine arts, and some
gf them go so far as to include a teacher training oourse in

art, whioh is vocational tp some e,xtent.

The subjeot matter

taught, however, tends to influence teaohers, going into the
high sohools to teach, not from a vooational standpoint, but
from the cultural and apnreciR.tive standpoint.

The high

schools and colleges make no effort to train boys and girls
for the vocational art field.
(1)

2

The nroblem, therefore, and the solution thereof,
resolves itself into these three uhases:

(1) What are the

present and future opportunities for employment in the vo
cational and industrial 'arts field?
tional and industrial arts

~ield

A survey

o~

the voca

was made in order to d.eter

mine the present and future opportunities for employment and
to ascertain the need and the kind of curriculum necessary
for the development of a program for vocational and indust
rial arts training.

(2) To what extent do the high schools

and colleges of Indianapolis supply the training as recom
~ended

by the vocational and industrial establishments?

A

survey of the art education in Indianapolis was made to de
termine to what extent it forms a foundation for future
study in the vocational and industrial arts.

(3) What recom

mendations can be made based upon these findings, for the
establishment of a vocational and industrial arts training
school?
In solving the first phase of the problem the follow
ing seeMed most logical.

~ployers

in the various vocations

which have a distinct trend towards an art content were in
terviewed or were asked. to fill out questionaires.

(1) to

find out the possible conditions favorable for present and
future employment; (2) to secure information upon the desir
ed qualifications for

em~loyers;(3)

to determine whether

:3

these emuloyees actually posses these required qualifica
tions; (4) to determine whether or not employees have to be
trained and apprenticed by the institution employing them.
In solving the second phase of the problem it was ne
cessary to visit the public and private high schools, col
leges and universities of Indianapolis and to interview the
different departments, using art knOWledge to determine
their contribution to the training in vocational arts.

Such

den.artments include art, home economics, and industrial arts.
It was impossible to secure all the necessary

info~ation

by

nersonal interview so questionaireslwere sent to those not
interviewed.
From the results of the investigation in connection
with the solution of these two phases of the problem the
following thesis was evolved.

Viz.

The high schools and

colleges do not devote enough time and attention to the
study of entrance and preparation for entrance into the

vo~

cational and industrial arts field.
Vocational and industrial arts cover a vast number of
r

occupations.

In this study the following are considered:

commercial art, window decoration, costume designing,

draft~

ing, architectural designing and drafting, pottery, printing,
textiles, wood and metal decoration and interior decoration.

1. See appendiX No. II. p.

4

nefinition of Terms Used
In order that the reeder may clearly understand

pre~

cisely what is intended in the following report, certain de
finitions of terms employed in it are herewith given;
~

is a language, a means of expression through

plied knowledge made efficient by

~kill

ap~

in performance ac

quired by experience, study or observation.
In its original and elemental meaning art is not
difficult to define, for in this sense all that is
not produced by n~tur~ cause may be art. Nature is
not art. The dependence of art upon nature, however
is complete. Art must be produced by human cause.
The word "Art" is used to refer to excellence or per
fection of worklnanshiu, as when a man expresses or
reveals himself nerfectly through his work. Thus art
assumes not o~lY intellectual values but also spir~
i tual val ues.
Art 'Educe.tion is a term coming to be used more
and more-frequently to designate the bToad field of ed
ucation into which the various fine, industrial and re
lated arts may be organized for purposes of general in
struction in elementD.ry and secondary schools. The
field of specialized instruction is divided into the
study of Fine Art (architecture, SCUlpture, and paint
ing), Industrial Art, Granhic Art, Advertising Art,
Domestic or Household Art, Civic Art and Theater Art
with their ~any divisions and sub-divisions of sub
ject matter including drawing, painting, design, col
or. construction, appreciation of art and history of
art. 2
.
Art Education, then, is that form of education which
trains an individual to exnress himself in his handiwork

1. Leon L. Winslow., "Definition of Art Education".
School

~

Society.

2. Ibid.

23:418-421.

April 3, 1926
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through the inventive use of tools and materials.

Art edu.

cation aids in selecting and trains for skill in performing
certain prescribed duties.
The aims of art education are: (1) The develop
ment of the desires and ca~acity to enjoy beautiful
things. (2) The establishment of standards of taste.
(3) The raising of the esthetic sense from the level
of mere response to those accidental stimuli which
are oowerful enoUbh to arrest and hold the attention
without effort. (4) To an appreciation of what gives
increasing pleasure, because of elements that are per
manent and universal. l
In art education, therefore, every possible op
portunity should be given for those conditions and
activities through which taste and skill may mature. 2
Vocational Art Education is that form of art
education whfch-rrains the individual in the various
phases of fine, practical or industrial art with a
definite purpose of making money.3
Vocatignal

!!1

~ ~

Vocations are those occupa

tions and professions which include the use of any phase of
the arts to earn a livelihood.
Industrial Arts Education is one of the so-call
ed 'Practical Arts' agriCUlture, domestic or home
making, commercial and industrial arts. The activ
ities involved in the arts are called 'Practical',
indicating their use in every day life, to set them
off from the liberp,l arts. They are called arts to
distinguish them from the same or similar activ
ities ce.rried on for vocational or wage-earning

1. Paul Monroe. Cyclopedia of Education. Art Edu
cation. Vol 2. p. 210
2. Henry Turner Bailey. Art Education. Houghten
Vifflin Co., Boston. 1914
--
3. William H. $tone. "The Industrial Arts in Edu
cation". Educational Review Bulletin 6: 368. Nov. 23, 1927
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purposes. A boy, for exam9le, may learn to trans
plant shrubs with the intention of becoming a florist;
he may learn to sew on buttons in order to become a
tailor; he may lea,rn to wri te business letters as
one ste'O towe,rds becoming a merchant; and he may
learn to drive nails with a notion of making his
liVing as a carpenter. If these or similar things
are learned with definite money making purposes, the
learning 1s called 'vocational education'. Anyone
is likely to need to know and be able to do all of
these tasks, and many other similar ones, entirely
aside from his life work or occu~ation. These
tasks may be entirely unim~ortant at times. If
one learns such merely for general 9ur~ose, that
learning is called 'art education'.
The four divisions of "art education- as listed
above are agriculture arts, domestic arts, commercial
arts and industrial arts. The !lfine Arts" are not
included in this classification as a distinct divi
sion, although a. stu<"y of T'ainting, scul:9ture and
architecture 1s sometimes introduced with the sub
ject of industrial arts. l
Dr. F. G. Bonser of Columbia University offers
the following comment, "Where the term industrial
art, as distinguished from industrial arts, is used,
the emphasis is placed upon the art element in in~
dustry and the other values of industrial studies are
very much subordinated".
The term "industrial arts" indicates a general
study of industry, while the term "industrial art"
rel~tes'specifically to the art factor in industrial
products. The significance of the meaning of these
two terms, it appears, is dependent UDon use of the
singUlar or plural, "art" or "arts".2
Industrial A!i is the art made use of in industry.
"Industrial Arts" indicates a general study of

indus~ry

while

1. William H. stone. "The Industrial Arts in Edu
cation". Educational Research Bulletin. 6:368. Nov. 23, 1927
2. Whitford, Taft and Ensign. "Report of the Com
mittee of Terminology". The Federated Council on Art Edu
cation. 1929.

7

the term "Industrial Art" relates specifically to the art
factor in industrial products.
~!!l _S~c_h_o_ol_

curriculum and

eQui~ment

ent training in the
The

is a schoOl especially organized in its

~ine

so

gra~hic

a~

to give complete and effici

and plastlc arts.

Arts ordinarilly include painting, sculpture,

and architecture, however the dictionaries and encyclopedias
incl ude seven fine a,rts, namely, painting, sculpture,
tecture, literature, music,

dra~a

archi~

and the dance.

Arthur W. Dow used the term "Space Arts" to
designate the arts of painting, sculpture, archi
teoture and related arts in contrast to the other
fine arts. l
For our purpose we will use the three referred to as
the space art s; painting, sculpture a,nd arohi tecture.
Basic Assumptions
1. A training in the elements of the fine arts should
be a part of the general education of every boy and girl.
is not intended to make

~reat

artists out of these pupils.

They should, however, have , a general training in the
oiples of drawing, design, color and appreciation.
general training should be divided into two parts

prin~

This
~

general

1. Arthur W. Dow. Composition. Garden City, N. Y.
Doubleday, Page and Company, 192~. P. 7.

It

8

education which includes fine and industrial arts and vo
cational education for the

s~ecific

"art" trades.

A general education of this tYge would (I) increase
the ability to draw as a means of expression, (2) increase
the ability to onoosg more wisely from the vast amount of
merchandise available, (3) refine the taste and (4) make
i t -possible to use the foregoing knowledge in a ,ra.ctical
way for enjoyment and

~ossible

success.

Many an individual

has failed to receive proper recognition because of poorly
selected olothes and unbecoming colors.

The absence of this

kno"Vl:'ledge is shown in the lack of refinement of ta.ste that
will likely effect one throughout life.
Many professions are ouen to young ge091e which re
quire a general knowleage of design and its principles.
They are commercial advertising, Which includes poster and
show card lettering and design, sign painting, outdoor sign
dis~lays,

gold and silver leaf lettering for doors and win

dows, window displays and newspaper advertising; interior
decora.tion; window decoration; costume designing and con
struction; mechanical and architectural drafting; pottery;
printing; wood and metal decorations.
There are many abominable show windows in the smaller
business houses of Indianapolis.

These windows show not only

a great lack of the knowledge of design and color but also
extremely poorly trained winaow decorators.

Consequently

9

they have a heterogenous collection of "what have you"

ad..

.
vertised fQr sale.
ion to the

This, of course, is in direct contradict

~sycholo~y

of design as

an~lied

of advertising, also to the principles

to advertising.

There are required, of course, a few specialists in
each field.

These various fields have a direct relatiunship

and effect upon each individual's daily life; therefore un
less the general public is educated"to the appreciation of
the finer qualities of decorative art, the commodities of
artistic quality will continue to be for the selected few.
Only the most exclusive business houses display wares
artistioally; the design of their merchandise is of the
highest quality and the

Bm~~J.er

and less exclusive shops

will continue their heterogenous display.
2. The public school presents the best opportunity
for conveying the benificial influence of the arts to the
individual, the home, and the environment of the people.
"The schools have been feel ing the effect of
the de~ression allover the United states, and the
direct result has been for the politicians to remove
the study of a.rt from the curriculum, in many cases
terming it a "useless trill". It is encouraging
"to hear from the Federated Council of Art ~ducation,
Professor Royal Baily Farnum, President, that the
Carnegie Corporation h~B decided to take a hand in
the situation.
The Federated Council of Art Education has always
been greatly instrumental in futhering the study of
the arts and annreciation of these arts in the colleges
and universities of our country and is now interested
in nromoting"the same ~rogram in the secondary schools.

10

It is probable that the corporation will emnhasize
this field during the next few years and slacken
its endeavors on the higher educational level, which
can look out for itself •••••••••••• "
Art Education has not kept abreast of the other
sUbjects in secondary education, in scientific in
vestige,tion there is need, on the oart of the teach..
ers of the arts, ~or the tolerance and understand.
ing of research and for the co-operation with trained
investigators wao have done much to improve the cur
riculum in otner fields N • l
3. The future will bring forth a renewed interest of
the pUblic in the arts, as a use for leisure time.
"If the principles o~ the N.R.A. become perma
nently entrenched" in the economic life of America,
with its establishment of shortened hours for all
workers with hand and brain, the effect on the arts
and art appreciation will be almost revolutionary.
As a corollary, there will be development in art
training which will greatly increase the activities
of art schools and give them a va.stly more important
place in the educational scheme of the nation than
almost anyone here-to.. ~ore has believed possible".2
4. This is an ideal time to make preparation to en
lighten the many who will be seeking an ever widening know
ledge of the arts and their uses.

During the last few years

the outlook for the artists in the field of vocational, in
dustrial, and even the fine arts was very discouraging, to
say the least.

1. Pierce Hilpert. Instructor in Musio and Art.
U. S. Of~ice of Education, Bullet{n 1932. No. 17]ionograph.
25. P. 68
Digest.

2. F. W. Meyers. "N.R.A. and the New Deal". Art
December 1, 1933.
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"There is an insistent demand today for the
elimination of fa~9 and frills from our schools.
What is a "fad" OJ:' "r-rill"? The answer, undoubt
edly, varies with the timasand backgrounds of
the speaker. In 1633 reRding and writing were
the fads and frills. One could carryon the simple
life of the colonies very well without them ••••• In
1733 arithmetic W3.S a fad.
It was considered the
most difficult subject, one Which few ou~ils could
hope to study successfully and few tea~hers teach •
•••• In 1833 geogra9hy and history were fads. In
1933, what is a fad? While it is difficult for the
average critic to give a definite answer to this
question, he usually has in mind anything which was
not taught in school when he attended; in other
words all the changes of modern education are frills
and fads.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••..•

Perhaps the activities of the school next to
suoervision most frequently attacked as "frills"
and "fads" are music and art. Yet never were
the problems of a wise use of leisure time so
acute as at ?resent and these problems are destined
-to increase in 'lne.gni tude wi th the inevi table increase
of leisure. The creation of leisure without a
corresponding provision for reBource~ul use of
tha.t leisure is filled with dyn~roite.
They do add slightly to the cost of education,
but can we safely elimin2te them?
Vocational education - home economics and
industrial arts - also add to th3 cost of education,
but for a large proportion of our children they
re~resent the most valuable activity and materials
of learning that the schools have yet devised.
If we believe, as the traditional school does,
that it is important through our college preparatory
course to keep the road to the professions for the
comparatively small number who can 9rofit by such
training, then surely any democratic theory of
education makes it equally imperative that the
great mass of students who are destined to occu~ations
involving the U5e of the hands should have equal
ouportunity for preparation for their vocations.
There is a wealth of studies showing the close
ccrnnection hetween the lack of a trade and a
career of crime. Can we safely take the chance
involved in dum"l)ing these children into the scrap heap?"l

1. Howard p,ill sbury. "Wha t- a.re the Fads and Frill s
of Education?" Indiana Teacher. April 1933. p. 10.
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Now since the public had taken the attitude that the
arts were all "fads and frills" there was little chance for
the producing artists and teachers of the arts to make enough
money for a bare existence.

The situation in this field, as

well as in other fields, became most serious.
Finally the government has realized the

seriou~ness

of the situation and has evolved plans to employ artists and
teachers as well as other unemployed.

The Civil Workers of

America, was organized and similarly the Public Works of Art.
Producing artists were set to work in their respective fields,
the products of their work becoming the property of the gov
ernment.
The teachers of the arts were given clesses to
teach.

These classes were open to the ]ublic, especially to

those out of work, and to others who wanted to continue their
study.

The enthusiasm with which these classes were received

by children and e,dults is SO'T!'Je proof that there is a desire

for knowledge and a thirst and hunger for simple beauty.
"Following the sugg,estion of Harry Hopkins,
relief administrator f6r New York, New York state
Department of Education, in December 1932, established
adult classes for the unemployed at the Central
Continuation School in New York City.
This project was so successful that the number
of instructors had to be increased from five to
almost fifty men and women. All instructors were
professionally trained artists. The instruction
cOTered the main phases of fine and applied arts.
The students ranged in age from seventeen years to
seventy years and were of two types. Those who had
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had nrevious training and those with no training.
Among those with previous tre.ining were ~rofessiona1
men and women out of work and who took this chance
to keep up.
Among the interesting results shown were
scup1tures, executed after only three or four
months of instruction, and creditable protraits
by hands before entering these c1aSses~"1
5. A knowledge of the arts is an essential factor
in the twentieth century ciVilization.

It plays an im.

portant and vital part in the everyday life of the people,
"The schools of today with all their "fads
and frills" are the most im~ortant stabilizing
influence we have in the community, • • • much
of the credit for the high morals of our people
in this time of economic distress belongs to
those very "fads and frills" which have enabled the
school to function in a truly educational fash
ion in the lives of its pupils, Upon these so
called "fads" much more than upon traditional sub.
jects, important as they are, this country must
de~end for the attitude of its citizens tow~rd their
community life and their responsibilities,"
According to Dr. p. F. Valentine, "The purpose of
education is the

deve10~ment

of a personality".

The finer

points of a personality are contained in the individual's
ability to make fine distinctions in his selection of
clothes, the pictures and,home furnishings with which he

I, Edi toria1, "The Unemployed".
Aug. 1, 1933,

!!:l Digest,

2, Howard Pillsbury, "What are the Fads and Frills
of Education'?", Indiana Teacher, April, 1933, p, 10
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surrounds himself.

The cuitura1 and artistic atmosphere

of his daily surroundings is necessary in the development
of a fine personality.
"Wr.iters on taste and design already are show
ing a tendency to consider this new situation and
to see an opportunity to turn the attention of
great numbers of the public to art as a ~eans of
enjoyment. Thus would the understanding and
apprecia tion of the arts tend to become e. cultural
necessi ty for the many rather than slm"91y an
esoteric pleasure for the few.
The view has been advanced that one of the best
ways to promote art as a cultural necessity is to
encourage "Amateurism".l
The fact that classes in drawing and design, and
study clubs for the study B.nd appreciation of the arts, are
springing up allover the city, including adults as well as
children seems to point to the turning of the attention of
the public towards the arts.
Another proof of this assumption is the apparent
need of properly trained teachers to supply the demand for
instruction of the arts as is being made by the government
to-day.

1. Editorial.

"Amateurism" Art Digest. Nov. 1, 1933.
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Summary

The problem is divided into three distinct parts:
(1). What are the 9resent and future opportunities for em
ployment in the vocational and industrial field?
(2). To what extent do the high schools and colleges of
Indianapolis supply the training as recommended by the
vocational and industrial establishments?
(3). What recommendations can be based upon these findings
for the need of the establishment of a vocational and in
dustrial arts training school?
The methods used in the solution of the first two
diVisions of the problem were the personal interview and the
questionaire methode.

~uestionaires1 were sent to employers

in the various vocations having an art content to ascertain:
(1). The possible conditione that were favorable for present
and future employment.
(2). The qualification of the employees that are desired by
the employer.
(3). Whether or not employees possess the desired

quali~

fioations.
(4). Whether or not employees have to be trained and
a~prentioed

by institutions employing them.

1. See

App~ndioes,

questionaire p.
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Personal interviewB were made in the various ed
uca.tional inati tutions of Indiana-polis to determine their
contribution to the training or vocational arts.
The

conclus~uns

reached after oonsidering the in

formation received from these interviews, and a careful
tabulation of the data secured from the questionaire evolved
themselves into the following thesis.

The high schools

and colleges do not devote enough

and attention to the

ti~e

study of and preparation for entrance into the vocational
and industrial arts field.
The increasing demand on. the part of the public for
better design will in time be responsible for the wider de
velopment of a thoroughly organized program of art ed
ucation.

The influence of this art education program will

permeate every phase of society so that even the humblest
will have a satisfying knowledge and appreciation of the
beautiful.

Heretofore the appreciation of the American

peonle has been restricted to the few, who have been
fortunate to have received specialized training.

.

The mass

of the American people have been handicapped because of the
lack of opportunity for study of the arts and their
appreciation.

1. See

Appen~iceB, ~uestionaire

p.
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Art Education includes the study of vocational and
industrial arts.

These may

oe divided into the

gra~hict

plastic and machine arts t both fine and commercial arts.
The general aims of art education are:

(1) pedogogical,

(2) economical-and (3) CUltural.
The specific aiills are:

(1) to engender love of beauty;

(2) to develo, good taste; (3) to enrich life and train for
leisure; (4) to gratify the desire to create and (5) to
encourage talent.
The assumptions are:
(1). Every individual should have the advantage of some
phase of art education in order to 9repare himself for a
vocation or an avocation.
(2). The public schools and colleges are logical sources
for the distribution of the information.
(~).

In the future tne public will develop a keener interest

in the arts as a use for leisure.
(4). Now is the time to

~repare

for the future.

(5). Our civilization is begiryning to realize that a know.
ledge of the arts is an essential factor in life.

,

f"I

HISTORY OF

~-qT

'PTTI:~

II

li;DUCATION IN

INDIANA~OLIS

The possibility of finding a historical
educational work completed in the

Indiana~olis

resum~

of the

schools, prior

to the time this material was gathered, seemed rather remote.
A number of individuals were
tions were asked.

av~roached

and a number of ques

Finally the right individual was found.

Miss Florence Fitch, now deceased, the former supervisor of
Art in the Indiananolis

uu~lic

schools informed me that

several years ago she had read a report of a historical na
ture lJefore a public gathering, and thc.t perhaos sui table
material could be found

fro~

this source.

Many interesting facts were gleaned from this report
and they are quoted word for word in the following paragraphs.
"Art education was first introduced into the
schools of the city of Boston in 1821, Massachusetts
was the first state to-adopt art as a uart of the
general education curriculum in t~e year 1850.
Twelve years later, after Massachusetts introduced
art into the state C0urse of study, Indianayolis
in 1872 apJ;>ointed Miss Millie lIorey as tee.cher of
drawing. At that time Indianapolis had thirteen
school buildings and about on~ hundred teachers.
This was the u~riod of form study when PU9ils were
taught to connect given ~oints to ma$e stars and
rectangles and were considered quite proficient
(18)
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when they could copy with a fair accuracy and
lifeless technique, a drawing of an old pair of
shoes or a broken barrel.
In 1875 Mr. Jesse Brown was ap;?ointed teacher
of drawing, but it was not until I880 that his title
was changed to supervisor. High school drawing
which he taught hi~self was allowed only one or two
periods ~er week. Now Indianapolis has twentynine art teachers in the high schools alone. An
early elementa,ry course of study in drawing, shows
a connection with nature study. There was a time
however when third graae pupils were taught to draw
the cross-section of a screw-driver.
In 1883 Miss Roda Sellick tQok charge of the
art classes at Shortridge High School and from then
on until her death fifty years later, she was a
conscientious and ins9iring teacher of art, many of
whose punils are among the successful artists of
today.
In 1895 Miss Wilhelmena Siegmiller was ap
uointed superVisor of drawing. The city then'had
forty-five elementary s~hools and about four hundred
teachers. It is seldom one meets any individual
whose appreciation of beauty and love of nature are
more fully expressed in personality and character
than they were in Miss Siegmiller. She was poet
and artist doing creative work in both lines~ Her
aims and standards were high and as a teacher,
su~ervisor and friend she was generous, helpfUl,
encouraging and inspirational. She was one of
the foremost supervisors of, art in the country.
Hiss Siegmiller edited the Siegmiller drawing books
which were introduced in Indianapolis in 1908 and
were used for years in many places over the country.
By 1898 the nature of the work had so changed
that instead of drawing only, the pupils were working
with colors as mell as ~encil. Creative art problems
in many different materials had been introduced.
So Miss Goldsworthy wa~ apjointed assistant super
visor of art and Miss Siegmiller became director
of art instruction in the grades and high schools
and primary art handiwork in the grades. A full
time clerk was appointed to the department and
additio~al assistants were appointed as the city
continued to grow. By this time appreciation of
beauty became the chief aim. True appreciation
~~~e with acquaintance with beauty and efforts at
its expression.
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It was the yrivilege of the 9resent director,
Miss Florence Fitch, to work with Miss Siegmiller
several yea.rs as an assi stant supervisor of art,
finally as first assistant and after Miss Siegmiller's
death was appointed acting director for one year
and then finally airector. So Indiana?olis has had
only four directors of art since the subject wps
first introduced. It has been the wish of the
department to carry on_the spirit of the work as
conducted durin~ "Uas qiegmiller' s ti~e. Keeping
as its aims, the develo,ment of the artistic appre
ciation and creative ex~ression of the child and
the service of art in general education. At the
time of Miss Siegmiller's death in 1913, school
number 65 was the last elementary building opened
and at that time there were about 600 teachers in
the elementary schools. Now Indianapolis has 87
elementary school centers and over 1200 elementary
teaChers, 900 of whom teach draWing.
Since 1914 the high schools have had no super
visor of art. Each high school conducts its own
course 'independently. The elementary art work is
taught by the regular grade teacher under the
guidance of a su~ervisor who tries to visit each
teacher once each month. In the lower grades it
is especially important that there should ~e no
conscious separation of subject matter and art
work. The art problems should grow out of the
pupils interest.
The Art Institute, The Art stores and the
Indiana artists have cooperated by lending exhibits
and lecturing to the ~unils. In 1925 a small group
of citizens organized· with no funds, buildings or
exhibits - The Children's Museum. The Art depart
ment was active in promoting this organization and
helning to make it of value to the school children.
The C1lildren t s Museum occupies the former Carey
house at 1150 North Meridian street. It is a three
story house and room can scarcely be found for ita
le.rge collection of interesting and varied exhi bi te.

. . While
. . . Indianapolis
. . . . . . .has. .at. various
. . . . times
. .......
lost

various supervisors whose going was regretted
we notice with pride that several of the leading
suoervisors of other cities in the country were
once in our corps. Such cities include Kansas City,
st. Paul, Des Moines, South Bend, Bloomington,
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KalamaznTI, ;;edar Rapids and others. Others have
gone to very responsible teaching positions or as
hea.ds of large departments in com'~nercial insti tu
tions. In this Way other 71aces have recognized
the ability of the art supervisors of Indianapolis. wl

1. Florence Fitch. Unpublished nenort. IndianaDolis
School Office.
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CHAPTER III

SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL ART
~~

h~UCATION

IN PUBLIC

PRIVATE HIGH SCHOOLS

In order to secure information concerning the-state
of Art Education in the city, blankslwere sent to twelve
Indianapolis High Schools public, private, and parochial.
All the pUblic high

s~hools,

one private school and one

parochial school replied with the information requested.

The

one parocial school, st. Agnes Academy, has no art depart
ment, thus leaving only seven anewering schools.
In the following table the initials in the top line
'of each table indicate each of the eight secondary echools
of Indianapolis. 2
TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT

Am) HOURS PER WEEK OF ART
STUDY IN THE INDIANAPOLIS HIGH SCHOOLS

Q,uestions
1. Enrollment ••
2. Hrs. per wk ••

I

Tech B.R. 'b.A. G.W. M.T ..tF.S. ~.H.S.St .A. _total

~~

~5

4

l2~

21~ 40C
4

6~ 7:V~

1. Appendices lIP.
2. Appendices IV Table I P.
(22 )

~~~ ~~

1,7~

40 5

2:3

The total

enroll~ent

seven schools is 1,755.

of the art department in these

The total number of hours per week

that is devoted to art study in' the high schools is forty and
five sixths hours. l The Art Education program of the Indiana
polis high schools tends· to train the students of the art
department in the wise use of leisure time, with the social
objective ranking second and the vocational objective rank
ing third.

Art Education in these schools is mostly

cultural rather than vocational.
.

TABLE II A TABULATION OF VOCATIONAL FITT}rr~BS OF THE GRADUATES
OF THE ART D:&;PART:MENTS OF THE INDIANAPOLIS
HIGH SCHOOLS.
Q,uesti ona

Tech, ~.R C.A G.W M.T p.S S.H.S St.A total
I

1. Are graduates

no
fitted for a
yes yes yes
yes
vocation?
2. Is instru~tion
motivated by
cO:mr'1ercial inyes yes yes yes yes
terests?
3. Is Vocational
guidance given
through inves
no
tigation of art
yes yes yes yes
occu"9ations?

no

no

:3
4

no

1

yes

no
yes

6

.

2
5

c

The tabulation of Table II, question number 6, of
Table I,lshows that four schools out of seven train graduates
who are fitted to enter a vocation, but exception was taken

1. Appendiees IV Table I p.
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TABLE III A TABULATION OF ART SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN I~~IANAPOLIS
HIGH SCHOOLS

Subj. taught in
department

I
I

Tech.B.R.C.A.G.W.M.T.P.S S.H.S.St.A.total
"

applied design------art for extra cur.--archit.drg. & des.--art appreciation----cam & gear drg.-----cartoon drg---------ceramica------------charcoal drg---------

color----------------

commercial design---craft design--------decorative design---development drg-----drafting------------figure drawing------furniture design----history of art------technical drg-------interior decoration-lettering-----------machine drg.--------~echanical drg.-----
metal craft---------
nature drawing------oil painting--------pen & ink drg.------pure deaign---------pers~ective----------

pictorial photo.----poster design-------representation------shop aketching------textile design------ty~ography-----------

water color

~aint·g.-

yes
yes
yes
yes yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes yes yes
yes
yes
yes yes
yes yes yes
yes

yes
yes yes
yes
yes yes
yes yes
yea yes
yes yes
yes yea

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes yes
yes
yes yes

yes yes
yea yes yes
yes yes
yes yes
yes
yes
yes yes yes
yes
yes yea
yes
yes
yes
yes yes yes
yes yes
yea yea yes yes yes
yes yes yea yes yes yes
yea yes yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes
yes
yea
yes yes
y-es
yes yes
yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes
yes yea yes
yes
yes
yes
_y~s .y~s yes .y~s

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yea

5
4
4
6
2
:3
:3

5
6

6
6
?
4
:3

?
4
6
2
4
?

I

yea
yea
yea
yea
yea
yes
yea
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

2
:3
:3

5
:3

6
7
7
1
6
4
:3

1

yes
yes

2

yea

.

-

6

-

.

2~

to the question and it was indicated tl1at only in commercial
courses was this true.

Only in the commercial courses would

the tabulation of questions seven and eight of table Ilbe true
also.

These students are also fitted for Art School or

college.
Decorative design, lettering, pure design, per4
e~ective,

and figure drawing are taught in all the public

high schools of Indianapolis.

Six of the high schools teach

art appreciation, oolor, commercial design, craft design,
history of art, pen and ink drawing, poster design, and. water
color painting.

Five Indianapolis high schools teach ap4

plied design, charcoal drawing and nature drawing.

Fou~

of the same high schools teach art for extra-curricular
activities, architectural drawing and design, development
drawing, furniture design, interior decoration and re4
presentation.

Three high schools of the city teach cartoon

drawing, ceramics, drafting, mechanical drawing, metal
craft,· oil painting and shop sketching.

Two high school B

teach cam and gear drawing', technical drawing, mechanical
drawing, typography,' show card, fashion design and illust
ration, free hand clrp."wlng and jewelry.
teacnes pictorial

pho~ography,

One high school

textile design, wood carving,

pattern making and foundry.2

1. See Taole I Appendices IV P.
2. See Table III p. 24
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TABLE IV

A

TA~TrrJA~ION O~ ~ORP~I~TION

S1fBJ:I.i]'"l'T"c;

'mT"'P'

'T"lrF,

1]'O~ATIONAL

OF REGULAR HIGH SCHOOL
AND ART

DEl'ARTJ·rENT

Teeh!BoRjCoAkl1+.T. P.S S.H.S!st.A. total

Q,uestions

Adv. and Eng.----- yes
print des. layouts
and print shop---- yes
Adv.campaigns wi th
sch. Pub.--------- yes
indirectly-------~.S. subj.--------

1

I

1
f
,

yef.

i

ye~

ye~

1
2

yes
. - ...

2 ..

Technical High School correlates the commercial art
with the English department, printing design and layouts
with the print
school

sho~,

~ublicity

and the advertising campaigns with the

programs.

Broad Ripple makes any natural

correlation that is necessary with other SUbjects.

George

Washington and Shortridge high schools make their correlat
ions indirectly.
TABLE V

THE S:!;VEN C~l:IDI:NAL PRINCIPLES IN THE ORDER OF TlffiIR
IMPORTANCE IN APPLICATION OF ART STUDY

laDeck in order of
imnortance 1,2 &3

r

TechlB.Ric.A~G.~.M. T .P.S .S.H.~ .st.A • tot~
I

.

Worthy use of lei-

Bure---------·---

Worthy·home member
ship-------------
Command of funda
mental processes-
Vocational fitness
Ethical character
01tizenship------
Health-----------

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2
I
2'

2

:3

1

:3

3

3

3

2

1
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Five schools Technical, Cris.9us Attucks, Park School,
George Washington, and Shortridge, teach art as a subject
to

~repare

for a worthy use of leisure

as first in imyortance.
of leisure as second in

ti~e

and checked it

Manual Training checked worthy use
im~ortance;

worthy home membership as second in

Crispus Attucka checked
im~ortance;

Technical

indicated that the command of fundamental processes was
first in importance; while George Washington and Park
School checked voce.tional fi tness as first, Technical and
Broa.d Ri '9ple indi cEl.ted it as se'cond and Cri spua Attucks
as third.

Ethical character was given third place by

two schools, Broad Ripple and Manual Training, and sec
ond by Shortridge.

Citizenship held first place with

George Washington and Park School and health held third
~lace

in Technical High School.
Crispus Attucks High School Art Course is planned

to cover subjects in all four divisions of vocational art,

viz., industrial, commercial, fine arts, and household
arts.

The course in interior decoration as taught in

Criapus Attucks High School covers an unusually large
field for a high school. l

1. See question 11. Table I Appendices IV
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TABLE VI

A TABULATION OT<' OB.TECTlVES KMPHASIZED IN MECHANI
CAL DRAWING.

Objective~empha-

I

I·

1
I
I r
sized in Mechani- Tech.B.R.C.A.G.W
~M.T P.S.S.H.S.St.A.total
cal drg:
I

~ppreciation-----

~hop-~----------Archit.drawing--
Archit.design---
Archit.drafting-
Elec.engineering
Mech.drafting---
Civil engineering
Machine design--
Tool design-----
~ree handeketch~-

I

yes

1
1
4
3
1
2
3
1

l

yes
yes yes yea!
yes yes
yes
yes
yes
yea

yes
yes

I

yes

I

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

..

I

1

1
. 1

-

Mechanical drawing is taught as an appreciation
course in one school, shop is the objective emphasized in
teaching mechanical drawing in another school.

Architectural

drawing i8 emphasized in four schools; architectural design 
and drawing are emnhasized in three schools; while electric
al engineering is the dominating objective in two other
schools; architectural drafting, civil engineering, machine
design and tool design are emphasized in only one school.
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TA."BLE VII

A TABULATION OF :OOST GRADUATE COPRSZS AND
MENT 0"9. GRADUA'rnS OF INDIANAPOLIS HIGH
SCROOLS.

Q,uestions

Tech. B.R C.A G.W }l.T
- -_.

p.s

m.U'L~)y

S.R.S .st.A total
!

!

~ost

grad. course
yes 'fe s
yes yes
in art---------
0:(, of grads in
steady employment 10-15
~rt em~loyment in
~hich grads are
successful------
yes
yes
Commereial------- yes
~nterior dec.---Jindow decoration
Costume design--yes
prarting--------~rehit. draft.and
~es.------------~ottery---------

~1thography------

yes
yes

art-------------Adv. a.gencies----

I'

10 .. 15

:3

0
0
0
1

0

yea

Sign painting---~how card-------
!ashion art-----Department store

5

0

~rint.&

engraving
Textiles--------
Wood & metal dec.

,

yes

yes

2
0

1

yes

1
1
1
1

yes
yes
yes
yes

..

1
.1 ..

Five of the high schools offer 90st-graduate courses
in art and two do not offer

~ost-graduate

courses.

Ten to fifteen percent of the graduates of the art
department of Technical High School have steady employment.
Three schools have graduated students who are successfully
emnloyed in commercial art.

One school has graduates suc

eessfully employed in drafting, two in printing and engrav
ing, and one school is represented by successful graduates
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in each of the following professions:

wood and metal

decoration, lithogra1')l-ty, sign painting, show card writing,
fashion art, department store art and advertising agencies.

TABLE VIII

~ueetion

A SIDnAARY OF ADVAnCED ART TRAINING.

~ech~B.;IC.AIG.wIM.T~.~ls.~.s\St.Altotal
-

-~-

INo. of grads. de
sire further trg.
in Voc. art?-----I
Good sources of
trg.------------
Indianapolis--Chicago-------Cincinnati----~ of grads. secure
trg. in---------
Indianapolis---I
Elsewhere------

50%

50%

50%

yes
yes
yes
?5~

75~

25~

. _.. 25%

An average of fifty percent of the graduates in art
in two city high schools in the year 1935 were desirous of
advanced vocational art training.

It was suggested that

this training may be obtained in Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
or Chicago.

It was estimated that seventy-five percent

of the successful graduates of art of

Techn~cal

.

High School

have received training in Indianapolis; the remaining twentyfive percent have received advanced training elsewhere.
It has been suggested that there i6 a great need for
a Vocational Art School
polis.

~or

high school graduates of Indiana

Such a training school would fit students, with the

kind of background that these students possess, to enter
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the va.rious vocational callings wi thout first serving a
period of apprenticeship.

The student would be better qua1i

fied to do the work tha.t he i B assigned to do, and it would
permit a greater saving of time and money on the part of em
~loyer

and employees.

lIll1 senior high school art courses should nre
pare directly for entrance to professional art school
and to art courses in the college. Sometimes they
should prepare also for entrence to industry. Gen
eral eo~rses iri.the senior high school grades usu
ally emphasize the household field, while industries
~oint directly towards specific'vocations in the
commercial or industrial fields."l

SUMMARY

The Art Education courses of the various high
seem to be fairly

c~mp1ete

and versatile.

scho~B

(Copies of the

courses of study in art and mechanical drawing will be found
n Appendix II.
as it

W&S

Not all the high schools are represented

impossible to secure courses of study from

all of the high schools.
a different aspect.

The home economics courses present

The interior decoration phase seems

to be outstanding, but as broad as this field is, it
stands to reason that with all the other phases of home
making, it is impossible for the teachers to do justice
to this oarticular division.

1. Leon Loyal 'Ninslow, Organization and. Teaching at:
243p. PP.182-3

AIl. Warwick and York, Inc., Baltimore, 1928,
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]!any times f8,Cts are stranger than fiction.

Such

seems to be the case in regards to the c3stnme d3sign courses
of Indianapolis high schools.

The actual designing of

clothes is of minor importance.

Only lines and color, as

they affect the individual figure are stUdied.

The study of

textiles is touched only lightly and to the extent of re
cognition of different materials and the suitability of
these materials to garment, use and occasion.

Gannent cop

struction occupies the major part of the time devoted to
clothing.
In the industrial division only Manual Training,
~ashington

and Technical High Schools have departments de

Toted to this type of work.

Technical High School will be

discussed in the following paragraph.

Manual and Washington

High Schools make no effort to teach induetrial arts with a
Tocational aim.

It is taught as an appreciation course, or

as an exploratory course.

Students in this section are given

basic principles and a gOOQ sound foundation and the training
is such that an individual , student may go into advanced
training in an industrial school, mechanical school, or he
may
al

ap~rentice
as~ect

himself in mechanical work.

But the vocation

is not stressed, neither is vocational guidance

given in this respect.
Technical High School is known throughout the city
as a vocational school, especially the industrial, home
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economic, agriculture and art departments.

From the general

characteristics of such departments we would naturally conelude tha.t they would make- an effort to prepare their stu.
dents for

a vocation.

From the reports of the'conIDlercial and

industrial firms we find thRt Technics,l High School ranksfirst as a secondCl.ry school for the ':reparation of workers
in vocational art.

~'tA"''J:'ER

IV

SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL ART EDUCATION IN PRIVATE
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS AND

ST~DIOS

The study of the art education program in the public
and orivate high schools as set forth in the previous chapter
shows conclusively what we may expect from graduates of art
deuartmente of the Indianapolis high schools.
as though

approxim~tely

It seems

one-half of the high school graduates

are prepared to go directly into a vocation while the othex
half are prepared to go into advanced training in some art
school or college.
A study of the situation in five vocational art
training schools and studios will show how far they can de
velop these high school graduates into individuals who are
well

equip~ed

to enter a vocation and who can earn a satis

factory livelihood.
A summary of the training of these schools will be
found in table II, Appendix IV.

A short table will precede

the discussion of each of the five vocational art schools
and studios •.
(34)
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"ABT,~

IX

A STP.1MARY OF ~mOLLMENT, "PRICE OF COURSE, COURSE
CONTENT AND TRAI~nNG OF INSTRUCTORS OF
.JOHN KERIWN ART SCHOOL

1. Total enrollment------------------------------- 109
2. Coat of course.(tcuition and materials)
per year.---·----~-~------------~-----------.~~200 •
8
3. No. of class hrs. ner day---------------------~
2
4. No. of day sessions---------------------------5. Courses offered and enrollment
painting-----------------------------------~ 70
Bc~l~ture---------~------------------------- 11
co~mercial-4--------------------------------. 19

teacher training----------------------------
6. Training of instructors

number---------~---·------------------------
special schools-----------------------------

univerBity-----------------------------.---~

college-------------------------------------

.degree--------------------------------~-----
John Herron Art

Scho~l.

9

8
4
4

0

q

The John Herron Art School

has an enrollment of one-nundred and nine students exclus
ive of the Saturday high school cl asses which number twentyfour.

The coet of the tuition and materials is about two

hundred dollars a year.

There are two day sessions five

da.ys a week and each session lasts four hours.
offered in the art school
a.rt and teacher training.

~re

The courses

painting, sculpture, commercial

The teacher training course, how

ever, is offered by means of Butler University and Indiana
Univereity Extension.

only the academic and methods courses

are taken outside of the art school.

According to the

registrar of the John Herron Art School, a minimum require
ment of six semester
hours of methods satisfies the
,
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requirement for graduation from the art school, whereas
under the old training system of the art school one could
not graduate from the teacher training deyartment unless
he had taken three years of methods and 9 ract ice teaching,
making a total of nine semester hours.
The bulletin of the crt school states:
The first three years of this period will be
taken in the Painting course in the art school.
In the fourth year, half of each day will be devoted
to the commercial course and to other specalized
work required for the teaching field. The other
half day will be devoted to academic subjects, some
required, some elective. The fifth year will be
devoted to required academic work including practice
tea.ching in the -~)Ublic schools, and elective work
either in academic studies or in the art school. l
In the painting class seventy students are enrolled,
eleven in the sculpture class, nineteen in the commercial
class and nine in the teacher training class.

There are

eight instructors, four having been graduated from special
8chools and four haVing been graduated from Universities.
Six of the eight instructors have earned degrees.
The director

o~

the art school, Mr. Donald M. Mattison,

teaches life painting and advanced composition.

Mr. Mattison

is e, graduate of the Yale School of Fine Arts, a winner of
the Prix de Rome, and at one time was an instructor in the

1. Bulletin of· the Art School of the John Herron
Art Institute. 1935-36
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de~artment

of fine arts of Columbia University, New York,

and in the New York University.

Mr. Mattison believes that

a student of the fine arts to be successful must serve a
period of apprenticship.

He has

~herefore,

incorporated in

the art school the method of study and application to the
practical problems arising in this particUlar field.

The

Beaux Arts Competition problems constitute a large part of
this particular type of training.
Mr. Henrik Martin Mayer, assistant to the director,
is a graduate of the Yale School of Fine Arts, a winner of
the

W~nchester ~ellowship

for travel abroad, Instructor in

drawing and comnosition in Cooper Union, New York.
Both Mr. Mattison and Mr. Mayer have been unusually
successful in the winning of prizes and commissions since
coming to Indianapolis.
Miss Lucy Taggart, a member of the board of directors
of the Art Association of Indianapolis is also a member of
the faculty of the a.rt school.

She has stUdied with the late

William Forsyth, William Cqaee, Charles Hawthorne and
Harriet Frishmugh.
Mr. Oc.klev

~ichey,

teacher of commercial composition,

1s the only gra.duate of an Indiana institution who is on the
faculty of the John Herron Art School.

He has studied with

Willy Pogany and Austin Purves, jr. and was associated with
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the SturRt "t!7alker Stock

Com~9any Ci,S

their stage designer dur

ing their sojourn in Ind;Fl..n aY)olis. l
Mr. Alan

Tom~kins,

teacher of still life painting,

comDosition and lectures on pictorial art, is a graduate of
Columbia University and the Yale School of Fine Arts.

He

is also a winner of the Winchester Fellowshi? for travel
abroad.
Mr. Inge Johnstone, teacher of architecture, has a
Bachelor of Archi tecture degree from Cornell Uni versi ty.
Before coming to Indianapolis he was instructor of Archi
tectural design at Cornell University.
Mr. David Rubins, teRcher of sculpture and cast,
studied at Dartmouth College; Beaux-Arts Institute of design,
New York; Ecole des Beaux Arts and Acaqemic Julien, Paris.
He was a student of Mr. James Earle Fraser, of New York, and
later acted as his assistant.

He was the winner of the

Paris Prize in sculpture in 1924; The Prix de Rome in 1928;
Avery Prize, 1932 and the Architectural League, New York.
The graduates of Herron Art School are SU9Dosed to
be fitted to go directly into a vocation although the in
struction is not motivated by commercial interests, but vo
cational guidance has been given through the study of and

1. Since this material was organized, Mr. Richey
has left the John Herron Art School and is employed by the
Technical High School art department.
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investigation of art
given.

occu~ations.

A post-graduate course is

Only twenty-five percent of the gra.duates since the

year 1931 have aad

steaQ~

employment.

This low percentage

of steady emnloyment is attributed to the change of organ
ization and administration of the school.

They have been

successful in commercial art, interior decoration, window
decoration, costume design, printing and engraving.

Teacher

training should be added to the list because the Indianapolis
high schools have em9loyed successful teachers of art who are
graduates of the former teacher training department of the
Herron Art School.
the school

~tre

Many teachers who are graduates of

also scattered throughout the state.

A

number of graduates of tne Art School have been successful
in the Public Works of Art Projects since the yes,r 1935.
The records of the Art

~chool

indicated that only ten

g'raduates had been successfully employed by Indianapolis
commercial firms in the last ten years.
Studio Art School.
Studio Art School was

The questionaire sent to the

retur~ed

unclaimed.

This school was

conducted by two former graduates of the John Herron Art
School.
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TARLE X

A S
COT

f.ARY OF ENROLlDNT, PRI~E OF COURS];, COURSE
..:IT A1'D TRA:rnUTG OF INSTRTJCTOR IN
TT.{E; TAFIJINGER STUDIO CLASSES.

50
1. Total enrollment------------------------------2. Cost of coUrse {tuitiun and materials
per year)--------------------------------~-$200.
o
No. of sessions - Day----------------~--------

3.

Evening--------------~------

4. No. of class hrs.

~unda~----------------------

5

11

o

~~y-------------------------

3
3

Evening---------------------Sunday---4------------------5. Courses offered and enrollment

painting----------------------------------

life drawing-------------------------------

13
37

number------------------------------------special schoo1s----------------------------

1
1

6. Training of instructors

.

-

Taflinger Studio Classes.

Elmer Taflinger, director

and instructor of the Taflinger Studio Classes, was inter
viewed personally

~nQ

tne qU6stionaire was filled in from

the results of the interview.

The total enrollment is fifty.

The total cos t of the comn 1.ete course, painting and 1 ife
drawing, for one year is two hundred dollars, although the
course may be pursued a month at a time.
classes but classes are held five evenings

There are no day
~er

are also held on Sundays from 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.

week.

Classes

There are

thirteen enrolled in the uainting class and thirty-seven in
the lite class.
Mr. Taflinger attended snecial schools having studied
and taught in the Art Students League in New York.

He

,.n
BtDdie~

under Du Mond, W. R. Leigh, Robert Henri, Bridgeman

e.nd Bluemechiem.

He acted as r:.rt director fa!' DC'.vid Belasco

for several seasons.

Later he taught in the Minneapolis

School of Art, Grand Central Art School of New York, Circle
Art Academy of Indianapolis, now dissolved, and finally
conducted his own school which is still flourishing.
Vr. Taflinger does not believe in graduating students in art.
When they beoome one hundred percent proficient he re
commends them for various uositiona.

They are not recom

mended until he is positive they are capable of being suc
cessful.
Vocational guidance ia not given through the investi
gation of art occupations neither is a pvst-graduate course
offered.

Former students are welcome to rejoin the class

anytime they feel the need for additional training.

One

hundred DArcent of all who have been recommended for

em~loy

ment in the Vocational field have been successful'.

Most of

Vr. Taflinger's students have been successful in the com
mercial field and one or two have been successful in the
teaching field.

'"
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TABL"E XI

A

8ln.f't~l-qV

0'"

~OLJ1"ENT, PRICJ~

OF GOURSE, COURSE

COlfTENT NID 'r~nTI1TG OF INSTRUCTORS
THE nmIMfAPOLIS ACADEMY OF

IN

COlmERCIAL ART.
1. Total enrollment------------------2. Cost of course {tuition and materials

per

_

_

ye~r)~~----------~---.-------

3. No. of sessions - Day--------------------

_

40

$175.
3

Evening~~~----------------~_.
Sunday--~4-----~.

_
_

~

4. No. of ill ass hrs. Day----------------------

Evening----------------~-~-~

Sunday------.-~--------~-----

5. Courses offered and enrollment
lettering and perspective------------------

5

o
2>

3

o

30
30
30
39
publicity compaign----------.-------------
dynamic eymmetry-------------------~--.~--- 39
30
commercial illustration----.--------------color theory------------------~------------ 30
lay outB--------------·----~------------_· 30
6. Training of instructors

design------------------------------------
poster----------------------------------.--

number------------~-------.---------------s~ecial

schools-----·4-----------.---------

Indianapolis Academx of Commercial

AAi.

11

The inform

ation concerning the Indianapolis Academy of Commercial Art
wae secured through personal interview.
Harold D. Prunty i8
this Bchool.

He

attende~

~he

director and instructor of

special schools such as the Chicago

Academy of Fine Arts, Columbus Art School, Art Institute of
Pittsburg and the National Art Academy of Chicago.
An~roximately

thirty are enrolled in this school with

an average tuition cost of one hundred seventy five dollars
per year.

There

ar~

three day classes and five evening
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classes per week.

Each class is three hours in duration.

The courses offered are lettering, persDective, design, poster,
9ublicity

c~~paign,

dynamic symmetry, coamercial illustra

tion, color theory and layouts.
The graduates are fitted for a vocation.

The in

struction is motivated by commercial interests and vocational
guidance is given through the investigation of art occupa
tions.

This school does not offer a post-graduate course.
Mr. Prunty had kept no records of his students who

had been successfully employed therefore no information coUld
be secured as to the percent of his graduates having steady
emnloyment, or other particular successful lines of work,
or the number of graduates employed in the last ten years
by indianapolis firms.
TABLE XII

A S~TUUJlJ~",T O"!f ~rqOLTl~NT AND TIME S!'B-:NT IN ART STUDY
IN T~ '"IT.IRI<)T~,mRE ART CLASC)ES.

1. Total enrollment-------------------------------2. Cost of course (tuition and materials
per year)----------------------------------3. No. of sessions - Day--------------------------Even~ng----~------------------

Sunday-----------------------4. No. of class hrs. Day--------------------------Evening--------Sunday-----------------------4

-------------

Chriatamore House.

60
0
:3

1
0
:3
1

0

The fifth school of this group

is really a pre-vocational school and is held mainly as a
recrea,ti onal -oro,j eC,t.

the !;hri stamore Houae Art Classes are

44,

conducted by Harry W. Fowler, who is a graduate of the
Herron Art School.

'4:e

hes an enrollment of sixty students,

distributed in three day classes and one night class

~er

week.

TABLE XIII

CONTENT AND OJ? INSTRUC'rOR
OF TIm CJIRISTMlORE J.RT CLASSES.

A SUl~lARY OF COURSE

~

1. Courses offered and enrollment
clay modeling-------------------------------

15

wood work----------------------------------- 15

puppetry------------ •• ---~------------------ 15
drawing------------------------------------- 15
2. Training of instructors
nQ~ber--------------------------------~----special schools----------------------------degree------------------------~----------~--

The subjects offered are:
ing,

uup~etry

and drawing.

of these classes.

11
1

clay modeling, wood work

Mr. Fowler is the only instructor

He has a Bachelor of Art Education degree.

Summary

In the five

vocatio~al

art schools and. studios, viz.,

John Herron Art School, studio Art School, Taflinger Studio
Ola8ses, Indianapolis Academy of Commercial Art and Christa
more L{ouse, there is a total enrollment of two-hundred and
forty-nine boys and girls
career.

~reparing

for a vocational art

The average tuition cost is one hundred forty-four
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dollars and eighty cents uer year per student. l The sum of
the sessions of all five schools amounts to eight day ses
sions and fourteen class hours per day, eleven evening
classes and seven class hours per evening and eleven Sun
day sessions with three class hours per Sunday making a
grand total of thirty-eight sessions and one-hundred and
thirty class hours per week.
The schools having the greatest number of students
enrolled are the Herron Art School and Taflinger's Studio
Classes.

The Herron Art School ranks first among the

aforesaid five schools as a. vocetional training school,
Taflinger's Studio Classes second and the Indianapolis
Academy of Commercial Art third.

The pre-vocational

cls.sses, conducted by Harry Fowler at the Christa..more
House, have a larger enrollment than either of the fore
going three schools.
The total number of instructors in the special art
schools is eleven, six having graduated from special
schoole, four having gr8duated from a university and seven
hold degrees.
Three of the five schools named above indicated that
their graduates were fitted for a vocation, while in one

1. This average was obtained by ffi'Lltipling the tui
tion cost ~er student in each school by the number enrolled
in each school • . The total sum of the products was divided
b,y the total enrol~ment.
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school the graduates are not fitted for a vocation.
Only one school said that it's instruction was moti
vated by commercial interests while three said that their
instruction wa.s not so motivated.

Two schools have given

vocational guidance through the investigation of art oc
cu~ations

and two schools have not given such guidance.

Only one school gives a post-graduate course.
The

~ercent

of graduates in steady em9loyment aver

aged sixty-four and one-tenth

n~rcent.

This is rather mis

leading because a very s!TIall percent of Mr. Taflinger's
students are recommended for employment but one-hundred per
cent of those recommenaeu are 6uccessful.
Of all the

gradu~tes

of the John Herron Art Sohool,

only ten graduates were recorded as having been successfully
employed by Indianapolis com'11ercial firms in the last ten
yeftrs.

r,~APTER

V

UNIT~~SITIES

ART EDUCATION IN

AND COLIgGES

According to the number of blanks returned from the
Universities and Colleges of Indianapolis it seems that
little is being done in Vocational Art
Indiana University

res~onded

ve~

Educ~tion.

by saying that their Ex

tension program did not offer work tha.t came within the scope
of this problem.

This means that they have no classes in Voc

ational Art Education, Home Ecomonics or Industrial Arts.
Indiana

~entr8.l ~ollege

pa,rtment of Industrial Arts.

reported that they had no de

There was no response from the

departments of Home Economics and Art Education.
There have been only two returns tha.t could be tabu
lfl.ted and compared.

Those reports came from the Department

of Applied Design of Purdue University and the Department of
Rome Economics of Butler University.

The

a~parent

on the part of the other departments has been

indifference

au~alling,

and

until the educational institutions, of college and university
level, in Indianapolis awaken to a sense of
and the

lar~e

res~onsibility

uossibilities in this field Vocational Art Ed

ucation will continue to be neglected.
(47)
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From the summary of Voc8.tional Art Education in the
~rivate

and public high schools of Indianayolis it may be

seen that there are one thousand seven hundred and fifty
five students enrolled in the art denartments of the various
high schools.

Less than three hundred students are enrolled

in Vocational Art Training Bchools and Studios of Indiananolis.
In two high schools fifty percent'of the graduates of one
and sixty percent of the gra.duates of the other in the ye8r
1935 desire advanced vucatiunal arts training.

The Art

School encourages only the most highly talented individuals
who are interested mainly in the fine arts.

This question

comes to mind; where are these high school graduates going
to obtain this advanced vocational arts training?

Vocational

Art as such is not taught in any advanced training institu
tion in Indianapolis.

Why not retain these students in the

city and give them the type of training that they will seek
el sewhe re '?
The summary of Chapter III p. 31 shows that twenty
ive 'gercent of the

Bucces~ful

graduats of Indianapolis high

schools have received advanced training outside of the city.
schools are

doir~

all in their power to give their

a good foundation, therefore one of the advanced
Indianapolis should be farsighted
ouqn to continue the work commenced by the high schools.
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At present neither butler nDr Purdue Universities,
or either of the other two educational institutions is suf
ficiently eouinned to carryon this yrogram efficiently.
Both of these departments are planned to train students only
in Home Economics.
TABLE XIV

A TABULATION OF ART COnTENTS OF THE HGr.re ECONJ:MICS
COURSE OF BUTLER tWlVERSITY.

Q,uestions
1. Courses?
Applied design-----------------------Art appreciation---------------------History of arcnitecture--------------Color--------------------------------Decorative design-------------------~Figure dra":"'"ing---- - - - - - - - -- - - -.-- - - - - -Interior decoration------------------Lettering----------------------------Principles of art--------------------Pen and ink drg.---------------------Pure design--------------------------Textile design-----------------------Water color--------------------------Costume design-----------------------History of costume-------------------2. Are grads. fitted for voc.?--------------3. Is instr. motivated by com. int.?--------4. Is voc. guide given, thru invest.
of art occupations?--------------~---5. Poet ~rad. couree------------------------6. Adv. trg. best obtained
Indianapolis-------------------------
Elsewhere-----------------------------

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
ye s
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes

Butler Universitv aen?rtment of Home Economics
offers the following courses:

applied design, art
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apprecie.tion, history of

ar~hitecture,

cOl.or, decore.tive

design, figure drawing, interior decoration, lettering,
pen and ink drawing, principles of art, 9ure design, textile
design, water color

naintin~,

costume design, history of

costume, and clothing construction.

Other lines of em

ployment in which Butler University graduates have been
suc'ceseful are costume design and textiles.
The report from the Home Economics department of
Butler University stated that advanced training could best
be obtained elseWhere, which does not Beem very comJlimentary
for Indianapolis.
Shortly after the rough draft of this problem had been
handed in, a questionaire was returned from the department
of Industrial Arts, College of Education of Butler University.
The nroblem was too nea.r comnletion for this report to be
included in the tabUlation, but as it haDpenB the ma.terial
taught in this department is that which aids primary
teachers in the teaching of handwork in their classes.
aim of this course is purely cUltural.

The

5:1.
J

A TABULATIOlr OF "l;)UJID.~
SI1'Y'S DEPART""
APPLIED DESIGN TO ....."."...............u _
~ VOCATIONAL
CONTENT
APPLICATION.

TABrJJI: XV

'

T OF·

ctuestions
1.

Enrollment---------~--.-------~---~---·---

2

No

-. .

187

of eeeBions-------------------~-~~--~- vary
1-8
3. No. of class hrs per day------------------

4. Courses and enrollment
Anplied design-----------------------
Art appreciation---------------------Color----------History of art.----------------------4

---------------------

Pure de5ign--~-------------------_·--5. Are grads. fitted for vocation?----------6. lnst. motive by com. interest.?----------7. Voc. guide ~iven thru invest. of

occupationa?-----------------------·-8. Post grad. course-------------·-----------

9.

% of grads. in eteaqy employ.-------------

14
12
:3
8
150

yes
no
no
no
high

Purdue University has 187 students enrolled in the
depa.rtment of applied design.

There are from four to eight

cls.ss hours per day, but the number of daily sessions vary.
The depRrtment of applied design offers courses in
applied design, art appreciation, color, history of archi
tecture and pure design.
There are fourteen students enrolled in the course
of anDlied design,

t~elve

students enrolled in the course

in art apDreciation, three students enrolled in the course
in color, eight students enrolled in the course in history
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of art, and one hundred and fifty stuuents enrolled in the
course in pure design.
The graduates of this department are said to be
fitted for a vocation altho the instruction is not

~otivated

by commercial interests, nor is vocational gUidance given
through the investigation of art occupations.
not give post-graduate work in this department.
of graduates in steady

eM~loyment

Purdue does
The percent

is thought to be high.

Summary

In summarizing the material of this chapter we find
that Butler University offers a much more comprehensive
course for vocational art than does Purdue University.

The

art courses as taught in Butler University are correlated
with the Home Economics course.
The graduates of both universities are said to be
fitted for a vocation altho neither university motivates
instruction through

co~ercial

interests nor is vocational

guidance given through investigation of art occupations.
Neither Butler University nor Purdue University offers a
post-graduate course.
Purdue University states that the percent of grad
uates in the department of applied design, having steady
em~loyment,

is high.

5~

Butler University states that advanced training
in Home Economics can best be obtained elsewhere.
Neigher Butler University nor Purdue University or
either of the other two educational institutions is suf
ficiently equiDyed to carryon a °nrogram of vocational art
education efficiently.
Vocational art as such is not taught in any advanced
training institution of Indianapolis.

·~F'..A.PT."3R

OPPOnfU~lTl~5
1rO~A. 'T'T

FuR

YI

EMPLOTI~~T

IN THE ART

0N!=; TN nmIANAPOIIS

Government Census and Technique
The Government Census for 19301 of vocations using
art knowledge shows that twenty-three thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven men and six thousand one hundred and ninety
four women ere employed in Indianapolis firms, a grRnd
total of thirty thousand and seventy-one.

It remains to

be seen through conclusions reached at the end of this
chapter whether or not there is ample opportunity for em
ployment of trained men and women or more demand for un
trained individuals.
The data as set forth in this section is the result
of ma.terial gathered through

~personal

tionai re.

informa ti on partially covers the

The scope of

th~ s

interview and the ques

Tocational arts field and is divided into five sections.
They are:

(1) Commercial, which includes commercial artists,

engraying, printing, sign painting, advertising, theatrical

1. See

A~pendices

IV and V.
(~)
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eouipment and artists materials.

(2) The home, which em

braces architects, furniture (retail and manufacturers),
interior decoration, drapery, rugs, ornamental iron, land
sca.,e artists, and antiques.
divided into dies and

(3) Industrial which is sub

em~onsing. te~razzo

and tile, metal

9roducts, woodworking, pattern makers and art glass.

(4)

Clothing and e,ccessories which covers dressmaking, costume
business, Jewelry, women's tailoring and womens apparel.
(5) Department stores includes the all important advertis
ing departments. which is different from the general TIln of
advertising, displays and the gift departments.
The questionaires which were sent into this large field
numbered two hundred and seven, forty-six of which were re
turned.

The questions and statements which made up the ques

tionaire were b?sed, so

~~r

as

~ossible,

upon the line of

questioning e.nd discussion used for the personal interview.
The method of determining to whom these question
aires should oe sent was at random, since the number of
firms under each section

wa~

unequal.

They

range~~rom

one

firm under theatrical equiDment to ninety-two in the print
Therefore fourteen was set as the maximum nQmoer
in anyone field, the total number not to exceed
more than two hundred.

In some instances as in drapery,

and materials tne entire number of firms recorded in the

~""
1..10

1932 Indianapolis Telephone Directory was used.

The plan

was to select the firms that by repute and actual knowledge
were the

la~gest

and most successful and also to get a fair

samnling of the group.

Therefore the l&rger lists of firms

received the greater number of
with only a few

n8mAS o~

The table of this
left to right.

~uestionaires

and those lists

firms listed were all included.
cha~ter

should be read across from

This shows a comparison and also a

of all the questions answered.

sun~ary

The first column contains a

brief statement of the questions of the questionaire.

Each

of the small columns represent a different phase of vocation
8.1 art, 8.nd the different ryhases are

~rouped

under their re

spective division of vocational art.

Commercial Art

Table Number VIl shows a tabulation of the various
divisions of

co~mercial

arts.

The seventh division, of

thi-a group, thea.trical eaui.')ment, made no returns.

Of the

total number, forty-five blanks sent to the commercial
division, only eighteen blanks were returned.

Two of the

forty--five blanks were returned unclaimed which indicated
that those firms had discontinued business.

1. See AppendiX No. IV
•

Table No. VI

One was not
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an advertising or commercial firm and one he.d discontinued
its art department.

Three firms did not emnloy artists.

This

makes a total of seven that gave no information leaving eleven
out of f orty-fi ve tha.t ge.ve information.
TABLE XVI

A TABULAT I Ol~ OF TH:E

OUT, THE

Nm.rn:bR OF BLAl'lKS ANS'I'I

OF

IWDrVl~UAL~

~Oy~

AND SALARY IN SIX PHASES
ali' (1 O"n~Rr:

IAI, ART.
..

-

Brief questions
of questi one.i re
No. blanks sent--------No. firms answering----No. regularly employed-Extras-----------------~ of turnover----------Aver. wkly. salary of
exn. artiste----------

com~ercial

art 1

3

4

5

6

9

3
2

10
3

9
1

6

1
2

25

2 I ;

Phases of
1

10
3

---

---

2

5

-- -,

-

~35

I

30

5~
, f)

,!1-42

The following summary is based upon the

47
11

- - $40

total..

,

-

re~ort

37
30
l4%'
~39

of the

eleven firms which responded and which regularly employ
thirty-seven men and women.

Thirty extra men and women are

hired for the rush seasons by two engraving firms.
cent of turnover is fourteen percent.

2

The per

The average salary of

advertisers, -printers and engrevers is thirty-nine dollars
per week.

1. Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 indicate co~mercial
artists, advertisers, materials, engraving, print
ing, and sign business respectively.
2. See AppendiX No. IV Table No. VI
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TABIJ]; A'VI I

A sm
'VORK

RY OF S1?ECI:lfIC ART KNO",J2;DG-E AIrD
~ Iili!..u Il~ 'rEE SIX !lHAP
Cv~RCIAL

Brief questfons of
the aue~tionatl"e
Suecific art knowledge
applied design----..:.-----a.rchi t.drg •.~ design---Brt appreciation-------c~m ~ gear drg.--------cartooning-------------charcoal drg.----------color------------------commercial--------------craft design------------decorative design-------develo~ment drg.--------drafting----------------figure drg.-------------furniture design--------history of art----------interior decJration-----lettering---------------layouts-----------------machine drg.------------mechanical drg.---------met-;l craft-------------natu~e drg.-------------oil painting-----------pen ~ ink drg.---------pure design-------------gers~ective------------~ictorial photogra~hy---

poster design-----------representation--------~-

shoD sketch-------------textile design---------typograuhy--------------technical drg.---------water color painting----Related work

I

I

LA'l'.fll

ART.

Phases of com~ercial artl
1
6 ~
:3
4
5
2

tot~

I

1

-:3

1

1

- ....
-:3 I
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
3
:3
:3
'2

,-'

:3

-:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3
:3

-- .-.
2

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

I

1

1

-- -- 1- 1- I-

- 1
- 11
- 1
- - I1
-1 -- - - -2
1
I

1
1

I

1
1
1
1 I,

-

-

--

1

---1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1

1
-

-

1
1

-

I

--

1
1



--

1

-

-1 --- 11
I
1
- - 1
- - - :3
-- -- 1- -- --:3
1
:3

- - - -

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

-

I

- -- - - 1I
-- 1-1 1- --- -- 1I
- - - 1 1- 1..
- - - -

6
I
6
1
1
4
7
7
5
7
6

4
7
4
5
4
8
7
4
4
1
6

4
6
6
7
5
7
5
I
:3
I

4
6

:3
...
sneed--------~~---------~
:3
accuracy----------------~

4
4

salesmanship-----------advertising-------------merchandising dt~n'BV---~hoto retouchipg--------

:3

2
2
1
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The specific art knowledge required is about the
same for all six divisions while the related work varied
with the profession.
TABLE XVIII

A SUMMARY OF TRAINING AIm TRAINING SGHOOLS AS
INDICATED BY TIm SIX PHASES OF .
CO~BCIAL ART

Brief questions of
the Questionaire

Phases of commercial art
1

2 113

4

5

6

No. favoring ant)renticeships~ 3
Are R.S. grads. adequate?
I
2
yes----- -._-
no---------- 1
fair---- --- ~ of Ind'pl's trained-------*
Inst. ~roviding beat tr~.---Tech. H. 8.-------~----_·

1 I 0

3

0

1

-2

1

--

1

totall
l

!~ .

T. H. S.-----·-------·

S.H.S.-----~------------

Purdue Zxtension--------
Rerron Art School-------
Tafflinger Studio Classee
Others
Cincinnati Art School---
Chicago Art Academy-----
University of Nebraska--*
Is Ind'pl's trg. sati sfac tory
yes---------

no----------..

1

-2
-- --- 731

-- --- --- - -3

1

-

- - - 11 - -

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
- - - -3 1- ,. 12

-

1
75%

-

1

-

1

8

5

-

3
3
53.3~

1

-

--

- -

2
1
2
1
5
1

.

- 1

-

- -

1

I

1
2
1
2
6

Eight firma favorad apprenticeships and two did not,
five indicated that high school graduates were adequate,
two said that they were not and three said fairly so.
nical and Shortridge High Schools seemed to provide
~est

Tech

t~e

training of the high schools, while the Herron Art

School was indicated as being the best advanced art training
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An average of fifty-three and

school in Indianapolis.

three tenths percent are Indis.napo1is trained.

Five firms

favored out-of-state schools euch as Cincinnati Art School,
Chicago Art Aoademy, University of Nebraska, and Pratt Inetitute.

Six firms indicated that the training in the

Indianapolis schools was not satisfactory and two firms said
that it was adequate for their needs.
TABI~

XIX

A TABULATION OF SUGG~STIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN TRAINING COURSES
FOR COMMERCIAL ART.

Brief questions of
the questionaire
Suggestions for impruv'~ta
more drawing-------------better foundation--------uractica1 uro~le~s-------~
free lance------------Recom. of spec. trg. classes
ye8--------no--- .. -----Suggestions for organization
contact men in field-----'Qract. com. Etrt prob.----trg'. in pres. com. re q. --Dangers to avoid
fine arts trg. worth1ess-less theory more practiceBenefi ts
better trained artists---ability to solve prob1emsgreater saving in time and
money------------------better art work-----------

of

, Four out of six

fi~s

'Phases of commerClal ar1
5
6
4
total
1 2 3
3
3
3

1
1
I

- -

- - ..2/3 3/8

I
- - - 2
- - - -- - - - -

3

1

- -- 1- -

:3

..

3
3

..

- - - - I

-.. ....- --

4
4
4
.
t1l,
1.12.. 0

-

I

-

6
3

1
1
1

-

1
1
1

- I
..I

1

I

I

-- --

1
4
1
3
4

suggested more drawing, a

better foundation and more practical problems as improvements
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for commercial artists and advertisers.

Three-eights to two

thirds.was given as the amount of free lance work required

in materials and engraving.

Six firms reoommended the or

ganization of special training classes but three firms did
not advise such a stene
In the sugsestions for the organization of special
training classes four firms suggested that contact should be
actually in the cownercial field as their
suggestions and criticisms would be

hel~ful.

Two manufactur

establishments thought that more practical commercial
problems, training in present day commercial requirements
visits to commercial art studios were essential.
~e

The

avioded were too much fine arts with not

commercial training, and too much theory with not
'0ra,ctice.

The benefi ts would be better trained art
solve

~roblems

in any situation, a greater

both time and money for both the employer and
and last but not least a much better quality of art
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Architecture and Furnishings

The second division of cOlTl1'!1erciAI art dea.ls with
building and furnishing of a home. l The results cornpare
ry

f~vorably

xx

with those of the preceeding group.

A TABULATION 01i'

BLA~OCq

SEN"T AND RETURNED, THE NUM

BER 1=?]i}'}TTL.\'RJ,"'T ~mT.O~ EXTRAS, PERCENT OF
TWlNO'~~ AlTn SPJ..ARY TN Fliffi PHASES OF

ARCHITECTURE AND FURNISHINGS.
cueations of
questionaire

Phases of ~ome makin'
2
I
:5
4
10
3

blanks sent-----
8.nswering-- ----
regularly emp1oy

.---------------

ras--------------
~ of turnover-------
Aver. wkly. salary--

I

1-12
3-12

-

$50.

12
1

--
-
-

5""' I total

12
3

10

5

1

1

I 4~

7

4

:3

26

-50"6
-

-

--

--

8

1.3/1,11
$50.

A total of forty-nine blanks was sent out nine of
were returned.

~enty-six

men and women are regu1ar

emnloyed in the art field of building and equipuing a
ome, with from three to twelve extras being used in archi
tecturRl offices on various occasions.

The average weekly

salary is fifty dollars for an experienced worker in the

1. See Appendix IV

Table VII.

2. ~i~ures 1, ?, 3, 4, and 5 indicate Architects,
JUrniture, Interior Decoration, Orna~ental Iron, and land
scaue artists respectively.
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The
I

~ercent

of turnover in this division

much grefJ,ter than 1n the di vi si on of commercial art t i t
tng about fifty percent.

There are no suitable training

making it impossible for men and wo
necess~ry

n to receive the kind of training

to reduce the

This is esnecially true in the
hase of interior decoration.

The great percent of turn-

field increases the average in this division.
A TABuLA'fIOM 0F SP:H.CIFIC ART KJWWLEDGE REQUIRED
IN THE FIVE PHASES, OF ARCHITECTURE AND

H'UmnSHINGS.

lJrlef-que's-tions of
~Phases of
the Questionaire
1 I 2
:s
!&

pacific art knowledge
ap~lied design------archit. drg. & design
a~t apureciation----ceramicB------------color---------------craft design--------decorative design---drafting------------urniture design----history of art------interior decoration--lettering------------mechani cal drawing- --metal craft---------nature drawing------oil ~ainting--------nen and ink---------nure design---------oersDective---------~ictorial

photogra~hy

noster design-------re~resentation------~ho~ eketch---------ter color 9~inting-

3
:3
:3

3
3

-3
:3

-3
-:3
2>

-3
3

-:3
3
:3

-3

---

-

ho~e makin~~consti

I 3 I

4

5

2

-

----

2
2

-2
2
2

-- --

--

--

2
2
2

-

-

--2

-

-2

-

--

--

-2

-

--

1
1

-1
1

-

-

1

--

1

1

-

--

--

-

--

-

total
5
5
5
:3

6
:3
5

3
3
6
2
3
3
1
3
3
1
2
4
3
3
2
2
3
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Of the specific types of art knowledge required, ap
lied design, architectural

dra~ing

and design, art apprecia

tion, color, decoretive rlesi.gn and history of art are in
greatest demand.

Ceramics, craft design,

dr~fting,

furniture

design, lettering, mechanical drawing, metal craft, oil baint
ing, Dictorial photography and water color pa.inting are second
in demand.
TABLE XXII

A TABULATION OF RELATED VJORK DESIRED BY TIill FIVE
PHASES OF ARCHITECTURE AN!) FURNISHINGS.

:Phases of home m8.kim -canst
Brief Questions of
:3
2
4
5
total
the questionaire
1
Related work.
free hand drawing---mathametics---------ceramics------------charcoal drawing----color---------------decorative design---history of art------interior decoration-nature drawing------oil painting--------?erspective---------pictorial Dhotogra~hy
poster design-------salesmanship---------

:3
:3
:3
:3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

-

-

-

--

-

--

-- - --- -- -- --- -- -- -- - - - - - - - --

2

:3
:3
:3
0
3
0
3
0
3
3
3
3
3
2

The related types of knowledge which this division
of commercial firms wish their employees to have in addition
to the specific art knowlecige includes a great variety of
information varying according to the

~hase

of work and rang

ing from mathamptics to dry cleening and foundry.

The phase

of interior decoration requires a knoWledge of salesmanship,
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knovrledge of the market, woods and
electrical wiring and

equi~ment,

fini~hes,

walls and finishes,

floor covering, textile weav

lng, dra.pery, dry cleaning and dye stuffs as related informa...
tion.

The phase of ornawental iron requires a knowledge of

fabrics, ornamental iron, oronz, sheet metal and wire work,
period design, mod.eling and portrait, composition of glazes,
and chemestry as related information.
TABTJE XXIII

A TABULATIQJ\1 OF APPRENTICESHIPS lv-.m TRAINING FOR
THE FIVE uHAS~S OF ARCHITECTURE AND

FURNISHHTGS.
Brief questions of
the Questionaire

Phases of home making-canst
1

2

3

...

I

4

5

,

.

total

,

No. favoring auprentice
sniDs.
yes------
no-- ... ----
Are H.S. grads. adequate
~ Ind'ul's trained-----
Inst. ~roviding best trg
Technical High SchoolShortridge ~igh Sghool
Rroadrip~le

qi~h ~cho-

Jl-----------------

I

lutler University----Purdue Extension- ... ---
Ind. Central College-
Herron Art School--- ... 
Taflinger Studio Clas

ses----------------

Art Ass'n. Voc. Class
es-----------------
Is training above satis
factory?
yes------

no-------

3

yes
30%
I

1

-

I

..-

-

-

-..

1

no

..
I
..-

-

-

-

1

-

I

-

fair I

-

-

I

-

I

-

I
I
I

-....

5
I

fair
1.3~

I

2
I

2
I
I

2

-

I

-

I

-

I

-

I

..

-

-..

...

3

-

4

_.

~he

five.

number of firms who favor an9renticeehips was

High school graduates seem only fairly adequate to
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the needs in this division.

About thirty percent are Indiana

'Polis trained.
The favored institutions seem to be Shortridge High
gchool, Butler University, and John Herron Art School for
training in thi s di vi s1 on dealing wi th hOTDem?.king and con
struction but the

~raining

in these schools is not entirely

sctisfactory according to four answering firms.
No res90nse

exce~t

a letter stating that they employed

no arti sts

WB.S

received from furni ture dealers or landscape

gardners.

This reduces the number of tabulated blanks to

seven.
Suggested improvements of courses were as follows: l
(1) Four firms suggested a more practical training
for work under pressure.
(2) Three orgenizations asked for more complete courses.
(3) Four

1nstituti~ns

asked that teachers make con

tacts with individuals engaged in vocational work under these
various phases to discuss demands, methods, and practical
nroblems.
The dangers to be avoided were inadequate training,
self-satisfaction, and over-confidence on the part of stu
dents •. All courses must be planned on an absolute vocational
be,sis in order to be. recognized by business concerns.

1. See Appendix
IV
,

Table VII
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The

ben~i·.!.t~

'flere many. varied. and interesting.

They

tended, however. to resolve themselves into the following:
(1) Earlier productive results by the graduated stu
dente.
(2) Earlier financial gain by employer and employee.
(3) Benefits for those who would not be able to pay
for private tuition or college training.
(4) Improvement of results in the architectural field.
(5) The architectural field would be made more at.
tractive to beginners.
(6) A group of better trained salesueoule and interior
•

.1-

decorators would be developed.
(7) A Vocational arts training school would be a
very profitable project for Indianapolis to sponsor.

In

terior decoration is a ra9idly changing field. and Indiana.
~olis

offers material and oDDortunity for a two or three year

CoUTse in this phase of vocational art.
(8) A trainin6 clasB of the proper vocational and com
mercial order would revolutionize the interior decoration
business.
(9) Such a project would eliminate apvrenticeships
and aid both the employer and the employee.
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Industrial Art

In studying the complete tabulation of this division
of

co~mercial

art, Table VIII which is found in Appendix IV,

we find four phases renresented.
metal

~roducts,

TABI,E Xf-IV.

They gre terrazzo and tile,

pattern makers and art glass.

TABUTJATION OF
OF BLANK

T~

::u,Jfi.J.~~S

SENT, TH:E

.",."... rTI"T7JT"\

1Iro'ElR

P.L0Y..;,:,.JJ , P.n..FtGMIT OF T1

fum

~~V..c.HALili

PHASJ!lS OF

SALARY IN FOUR
ARTS

I~l)USTRIAL

,

Brief questions of
the Questionaire

,

Tour Dha,ses in Indust. Art

No. of blanks sent---~-No. of blanks returned-
answered-------------unclaimed------------firm dissolved-------No. regularly employed-~
No. of extras----------~ of turnover----------Aver. wkly. salary of
ex'9. artist-----------

1

2

3

4.L

total

7

7

7

6

27

2

1

1

1

1

---

-

-

..
10
25

-

1545

---

.-l't,

4
1
1
10

25

,

-

.lot,

~45.

Twenty-seven blanks were sent to various industrial
organizations.

Four blanks were returned answered.

One

blank w?s returned unclaimed, denoting that the firm had
gone out of business, and one blank wa.s returned saying
tha,t the firm had dissolved.

1. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent terrazzo and tile,
metal products, pattern makers and art glass respectively.
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TA~I.E

x:x:v.

A TABULAT ION O:B'

,,-IRED BY

ART.

THE FOUR PHASES

Brief questions of
the Questionaire
Specific art·knowlenge.
applied design---------archit. drg .l:'c design--'"
art appreciation-------cam. & gear drawing----ceramics---------------oolor-----.----~--------

commercial design------decorative deaign------develoument drg.-------history of art---------interior decoration----layouts----------------machine drawing--------mechanical drawing-----nature drawing~--------pure design------------shop sketch------------technical drawing-------

fllur ohase-s of Indust
1

2

:3

Ar
total

4.
I

1

..

1

1

1

1

..-

1

-

--

1

-

-

•

----

--

-

..--..

-

-

1
1
1

..

-

1
1
1

-

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

The s,?ecific 2.rt knowledge of greatest

--,

-

-

-

--

1
--

I

1
1
2
1

I

1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1

2
1

1
1
1

im~ortance

was art appreciation, decorative design, and mechanical draw
ing.

The specific art knowledge, of secondary importance,

was the more general subjects and those common to the indust
rial field.
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TA~:r,'8

XXVI
~

A TAPUT.JA.TION OT'

RE.Lt~TED JDW7I,"$i'JGE REQ;UIRED IN
THIS DIVISION 011' THE IlIDUSTHIAIJ ART.
~

'four Qhases of Indust

Brief questions of
the Questionaire

1

Ar
4

3

2
~

total

-

Related work
ceramics--------------modeling & portrait---composition of glazes-chemestry-------------mechanical engineeringwood ~ metal patterns-general foundry--------

-

I

1

~

1
1
1

-

-

--

-1

-

-

-

1

--

1
1

-

I
,

1

1
1
1
1
1

-

-"

The related work, in which these industrial firms
desired their employees having some training, was modeling
and "?ortrai t, composi tion of glazes, chemestry, mechanical
engineering, wood and metal patterns, and general foundry.
TABLE XXVII

A TABL1LA'l'I(;l~ OF 'I'
ING IN THE :8'OUl1

Frief-que-s-ti ons of
the questionaire

I four1

No. favoring anorentice
shios
yes------\
no------
Are H.S. grads. adequate
yes-----
no------
~ Ind'"9l 's. trained----
Inst. ~roviding best trg.
Tech H.
gerron Art School----
Others
Ohio state Univ.-----
Univ. of 111.--------
lows, State Uni v. -----
Alfred TJniv.---------
Is 2.bove trg. satisfac
yes-----
tory?
no:------ I

S.------------I

'IN

TED MET1IODS
INIJUSTRIAL

T)hases of "]ndust. Ar
I 2 I 3 I 4
Ito tal

1
1

-

1

1

I - I - i -

-

-

1

1

-

1
small

-

5010

- I - I 1 I 1
1
-- -- -1
1
- -1
1

1

I

-

I

1

I

I

1

3

1
2

1

50"~

I

2

1
1
1
1

1
I

3
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Three of the four firms ansv:ering the Questionaire
favored an

ap~r8nticeshin,

two firms reported that high school

graduates were satisfactory and one firm indicated that high
school graduates were not satisfactory.
Technical High School held first place as a secondary
training school and the Herron Art School, Ohio StRte Univer
sity, University of

Illi~0is,

Iowa State University and Al

fred University were the favored colleges and Universities.
Three of the four firms indicated the training in the Ind
ianapolis high scnools ana colleges
8u~~estions for improvement l
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unsatisfactory.

in these schools were

as follows:
(1) ~lore practical training for work under pressure.
(2) More complete courses in the vocational and indus
trial arts field.
(3) S~ecialization in the field of ceramics.
Two

fi~TJ.S

favored the organization of special train

ing classes, one did not favor such a project.
Among the suggestions for the organization of SUch
a

~roject,

three are outstanding in this as well as in other

phases of vocational art.

They are:

(1) Instructors should contact men in the various
fields of industrial arts.

1. See Appendix IV

Table VIII.
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(2) Courses shoul<1 be planned according to the demand
of the industrial field.
(3) Cours9s should be planned upon a strictly vocational bl'lsis.

The benefits were:
(1) Saving of time and money for em~loyer and employee.
(2) Individuals could secure desired trainin~ <'l.t home.
(3) Em~loyers would not have to seek employees outside the s tate.
(4) Local peonle would be used if they were properly
trained.
The lunerican Art Clay Company found it necessary to
secure a man from

r,hica~o,

to do some commercial modeling

for them as none of the students in the modeling denartment
of the John Herron Art School were interested in doing this
work and Shortridge High School pupils were inadequate.

This

particular commission was a two hundred dollar project for
a matter of six or eight small problems.

Some one in our

own city might just "as "'el1' have had the commission, and
others, if we had a training school with a modeling course
to train individuals for this particular kind of work.

7'3

Clothing and Accessories

Of the twenty-eight blanks distributed in the field
of clothing and accessories only eight blanks were returned
and of the eight blanks only one was answered.
seven were returned unclaimed.

The remaining

These facts indicate one or

more of several assumptions:
(1) That art knowledge is not required in the clothing and accessories business in Indianapolis.
(2) That firms have been unsuccessful and dissolved.
(3 ) That a campa,ign needs to be conducted for the
education of the directors of clothing and accessory firms
as to the necessi ty of knowledge of the art content of tfleir
Tocati on.
The one answering firm was a dressmaking establishment.

According to this blank it was imuossible to secure

properly trained individuals as employees.

The public schools

did not offer the type of training which could be used commercially.

The

c~tholic

schools offer a type of training

which could be utilized to a much better advantage.

7-1,

Dep~rtment

Store Art

The fifth and last section is devoted to the advertising, the art novelties and the window trimming

dep~rtments

of the department stores.
The window trimming department in most ca.ses was very
closely allied with the advertising department.

This informa-

tion was practically all gathered from the advertising ma.nagere.

The information on art novelties was secured from the

individual in charge of that department.
RETURNl~D,

i]TT AIID

TULFJ XXVI I I •

NtrM-

RCENT OF
Y SAL'F DE-

fer -questi ons of
the auestionaire

luu

blanks sent------answering--------regUlarly employed
o. extras-----------of turnover--------~er. wkly. salary ex~.
artist--------------

-~

art _
p.. ~~~~I of dept,
2
:::; t 0 re-.
:-:/.--,- total

small

1
1
5
10-15
s:mall

5
5
10
5
small

14
10
23
17
small

:;~50

$15

$35

.~I,35

8
4
8
2

There were fourteen blanks sent to department stores
of which were returned. s.nd answered in full.

The number

1. Figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate commercial advertiaof department stores, gift shop - L. S. Ayres, and window
coration, res~ectively.

~g
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regularly emnloyed in the deoartment store advertising and
diB~lay

was twenty-three.

The number of extras employed for

the rush seasons was seventeen.

The turnover was very small.

The avera.ge weekly salary was thirty-five dollars.
TABL-q: XXIX

A

TA~

IN T.

'l"ION 04'

F1:CI"?IG ART KNO
DE:?ARTKENT 8TO
ART.

J

UIIDm

nLfA'":1i:S OF

rie!" Que-s ti ons of
fhree phases of dept. store art
the questionaire
1
I
2
I
3
I total
pecific art knowledge
apolied design-----archit.drg.&design-art a~~reciation---ceramics-----------charcoal drawing---color---------------

1
2

co~mercial----------

3

craft design-------decorative design--igur~ drawing-----urniture design---history of art-----interior decorationlettering----------layouts------------1 painting-------~en ~nd ink--------pure design--------nersoective--------~oster design------renresentation-----wster color painting

2

1

-

-2

1
1

-

I

--

2

-3

1

1

2

1
1

2

2

--

2
3

---

-2
2
3
:5

--

2

-

5
5
5
5

-5
5

-5

-

-5
5
'5
5
5
5
5
5
5

-5

8
5
8
6

1
8
8

2
6

3
3
8
8
7
8
5
7
7
8
8

2
5

The specific art knowledge required in from five to
advertising' and display

de~~rtmentB

commercial nature.

of the department
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The related knowledge,

sug~ested

as being essential,

consists of salesmanship, knowledge of the market, woods and
finishes, walls and finishes, electrical wiring and equipment, floor coverings, textiles, draperies and period design.
Seven departments of this section favored a knowledge,of composition and six departments favored a working knowledge of
the field.
TABLE XXX

TABLE TRAINING'AND TRAINING

A rAJ3ULATION OF

I:TSTITTTTI eNS IN

,.,....,.."."..,., PHARES OF DE-

'P A..-q'1~ nJ"~

ART.

Three uhases of dept
Brief questions
~f
.
the Questionaire
1
2
'

No. fa,voring apprenticeships---------Are H.S. grads. adequate?
yes-----fair-----

store art
3

i

total
i

2

0

5

7

-2

1

1

2

few

( Indpl s. trained---Inst. providing best

0

4/5

Technical H. S.---Manual Training H.S.
Shortridge H.S.---Herron Art School-Chicago Art Inst.-Pratt Institute---Art Student's
League----------Is trg. above satisfactory';' yes------

1
1
1

---

no-------

trg.---------------

no-------

.

2
1

. 1
1

-2

--

-

50%
1.
1
1
5

2
2

41%
2
2

1
1

2
7
2
2

1

2

-5

-7

Seven departments favored apprenticeships, three departments, indicated that high school graduated were satisfactory,
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two deoartments reported high school graduates fairly satis...
factory, and one department said that a very small percent
of high school graduatea were satisfact·ory.
Technical, Manu9.1 and Shortridge High Schools furnish
/

the best high school training.

John Herron Art ,School is the

best advanced art training school in Indianapolis.

Seven de-

partments indicated that the training in these schools was
inadequate and showed a decided preference ror such schools
as Chicago Art Institute, Pratt Institute and the Art Students
League of New York.
It is deplorable

-~1l[l.'t eft

city the size of Indianapolis

cannot adeque,tely train Her ci tizens for the arts vocations.
we have just as competent instructors in this city
territor.y as the schools

~~ich

are located

::mcl s te.te s.
..

..

.-

A TABULATION OF SUGGESTIONS FOR.. DlPROVEMENT IN TRAINING COURSES FOR THE 'f£il{/!Jt PHASES OF DE-

PJ\RTMEl1T STOTI]; ju"'ZT.

questions of
uestionaire

Three

practical trg. for
under pressure----figure drg.-------~om~lste courses--...
'ea.chers m.ake more conets in 'oracti"e,l fi~ldJ
of free -'le,nee work----I
oom. of s~ee. trg.
asses';
yes-------I
no---

K

..

~.......,--

i

•

.............

-""'j;-I

""a-

_.

store art
~

Itotal

--

2
3
3
:3

2
:3

3
4

I

...

1

I

4:

:3
"5ri[
"-' ."

25'1,

3

I

8
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The

aug~estions

for imryrovement corresponds with the

receeding three groups:

(1) More figure drawing.
(2) Practice for speed and accuracy.
(3) More

cO~Dlete

courses.

(4) Teachers should have practical experience and conindividuals in the commercial field for suggestions and
working out a program.
A TABULATION FOR SUGGESTIO:m FOR O-qGANIZATION OF
YO~ATI0WAJJ AR'T'8 COTTJ\RE AnD DANGERS TO
A"ir0ID IF 'rH.RI!.."E PHAS::b.;S OF
D'E""ART1LENT STORE ART.

A

fef questions of
the auestionaire

Three

ggestiona for organi
tion
Contact outstanding
men in field--------1
Courses planned on
vocational basis----1
Courses to supply de
mand of com. field--~
gers to avoid
Ine..dec!11ate trg.-----Self-satisfaction---Cocksureneas---------

~ight

of the ten

de

store a.rt

2

otal

3

3

I

-

I

4

I

7

3

I

I

I

4

I

8

3

I

I

I

4

8

4
4.
4

5

I
I
I

~irms

-

1

5
6

which replied favored the

training classes and the suggestions
organi za.ti on were:

(1) Contacting outstanding men in various phases of
ercial work.
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~9lanned

(2) Offering courses vrh:i.ch are

on a strictly

basis in order to hold the support of the business

(3) Planning of courses to sUDply the demand of the

commercial field.
The dangers to be avoided are:

(1) Inadequate training.
(2) Selfsatisfaction and over training of too techni.

type.
The benefits are:

(1) A more highly trained
(2)

}~ore e~fic1ent

grou~

of commercial artists.

work under pressure.

(3) A greater saving in time. energy, and money for
employer and employee.
(4) More interest in the selling of art wares as a

(5) Elimination of apprenticeships.
(6) More trained window trimmers available on demand.
The window trimmers.of Indianapolis learn the trade
helper.

So far there is a very small percent of turn-

because there are no more available.

The stores work

it takes several years to train a

good window trimmer, and it is too expensive to release one
Therefore window trimmers hold a
regardless of their ability.

There are only a few
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schools for window trimming in this country. therefore large
possibilities exist for Indianapolis in conducting a school
of this type.

.

Summary

Table Xl is a summary of the five nreceeding divisions
of vocational art.

The number of blanks sent out was taken

from the five preseeding tables found in appendix IV.

These

show a deficiency of thirty-two. making a total of two hundred
and seven blanks which were actually sent.

The thirty-two

£r9 accounted for in the sections which neither sent replies
nor returned blanks.

Those sections were not included in the

tables. only the answering. firms and sections including
such firms were tabUlated.
A total of fifty-nine firms answered.

There are

ninety-six people regularly employed and apryroximately eighty
are employed as extrAS.

'!'he sum of the averc.ge percent of

turnover in these five divisions of vocational art is fiftysix nercent.

The averc.ge salary -is forty-one dollars and

seventy-five cents per week.
The greatest

dem8~d

of specific art knOWledge is in-

dicated by the following subjects:

1. See

Ap~endix

IV

Table X.

Applied design. art
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apureciation, lettering, decorative design, perspective, poster
design, water color

~ainting,

uure design, pen and ink tech-

nique, oil painting, layouts, interior decoration, history
of art, furniture design, figure drawing, cr8.ft design, commercial design, color, charcoal drawing, and architectural
drawing and design.

The gre8.t8st demand in related know-

ledge is for salesmanship and a knowledge of the markets.
Those favoring apprenticeships numbered twenty-four
firms of the fifty-nine which answered the questionaire.
Seven of these firms indicated that high school graduates
were not satisfactory, six said that they were fairly satisfactory and nine institutions said that high school gr8duates
were entirely

satisf~ctory.

Thirty-eight percent of the total number of individuals,
who are employed within these five groups of commercial art
are Indianapolis trained.
The ranking of the Indianapolis high schools in vocational art training is as follows:

Technical High School,

first, Shortridge High School, second, Manual
third, and the catholic schools fourth.

~igh

School,

The John Herron Art

School ranks first as an advanced training school, the Taflinger studio Classes, second, and Purdue Bxtension, Indiana
Central College and the Art Association Vocational Classes,
third.

A total of thirteen firms prefer out of state train-

ing schools.
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Two firms indicated that Indianauolis training was
BEitiafe,ctory but twenty-one firms indicated that it was not
satisfactory •
The greatest demand for improvement of courses seemed
to be:
(1) More practical training for work under pressure.
(2) Teachers make more contacts in practical field.
(3) More complete courses and more practical problems.

About fifty-one percent of the art work done in these
five divisions is

~one ~y

free lance artists, which indicates

that the art staffs of these various firms are not as competent as they might be.
Thirty-two firms recommended the organization of special training classes and four firms did not recommend such a
step.
The suggestion for the organization of these training
classes in the order of frequency were:
(1) Contacting men in the field.
(2) Planning courses'to supply the demand of the comfield.
(3) Offering courses on a strictly commercial basis.
(4) Teaching of practical problems.
(5) Visiting commercial studios.
(6) Training in present day commercial requirements.

(?) Making contacts with manufacturers.
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The dangers "to be avoided in these training classes
are:

(1) Allowing students to develop the attitude of overconfidence and self-satisfaction.

This attitude is very detri-

mental to the young student entering a vocation.
(2) Inadequate training.
(3) Stressing too much fine arts training

~~d tneo~J

and minimizing practical work problems and practice.
The benefits of a training course of this type are
given 1n order of their frequency of suggestion:
(~)

More highly trained artists.

(2) Greater saving in time and money.
(3) Elimination of apprenticeships.
(4) Better art work.
(5) A very profitable project for Indianapolis to
syonaor.
(6) Enlarge nossibilities of window trimming in
Indianapolis.
Availibility of more window trimmers on demand.

,~TA

"D'T'Ti;R VII

SLnfl1ARY, CONCLUSIONS A1ID

RE~OliUENDATIONS

Summary

The Indianapolis high schools are doing ·all they can

to

~ive

the students in their art

b~ckground

for art training.

den~rtments

a good cultural

The vocational 9hase of art ed-

ucation is not stra6secl except in the commercial
gener21 their training is

preTI~r&tion

cle-~8ses.

In

for art schools or uni-

versi ties.
All of the high schools seem to be fairly consistent

in the art content of their courses of study; each high school
having courses in which it specializes,
to 157 inclusive of Apuendix III.
B found to

fields.
9.5

~e

eYa~~le,

see DaRe 110

This training, however,

inadequate .for entrance into the vocptional

Data secured from rthe cO'l'T\"'18rcia.l and industrial fields

shown in chanter VI, proves the unsatisf8.ctory quali ty of

high school art training and art school training in Indiana~olis

for vocational work.

shin is required, or

In almost every case an anorentice-

sneot~l.

training classes are held to ac-

auaint the student wi th the particular pha.se of ",rork in which
he is about to

eng~ge.

(114)
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Technical High School ranks first as a secondary training school for vocational art, Shortridge High School ranks
second, end Manual High School renks third.
School has had

~erhaus

The Herron Art

the l?-rgest representation of her stu-

dent body in the vocational art field.

The training in these

four schools is not satisfa.ctory for vocational purposes.

The

vote from commercial and industrial firms was two satisfac.
tory and twenty.one unsatisfactory.
The advertising managers of Block's and Ayre's de.
partment stores laughed when asked how the Herron Art students
compared with students of art schools from other states.

Every

Herron Art student who has been employed by Block's or Ayre'e
advertising department has been a complete fcdlure in this
line of work.
The private vocational art schools and studios have
eVidently lost sight of the need for specialized training in
vocational art or they do not realize that there is a demand
for this kind of training.

They blithely continue year after

year teaching painting, sculpture, life drawing, a

smat~

tering of commercial and a very questionable type of teacher
training.

I say questionable, because in my own mind there

is a doubt as to whether or not the type of work done by
art teachers is a highly desirable type.
hor:ever, remains to be proved.

This statement,
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Twenty-five percent of the graduates of the Herron Art
have found steady employment in the last four years.
are scattered throughout the state and nation
a record of only ten graduates who have been
Indianapolis firms in the last ten years.
The Taflinger studio is strictly a training school for
arts and in no way attempts to train for a vocation exthrough fine arts •

.

The Indianauolis Academy of Commercial Arts does not
exist as far as the industrial and commercial field
concerned.
All the schools indicate that they train for a vobut commercial firms say that they are far from being
proficient in their attempts.
Very little response o! cooperation was received from
colleges and universities, that had training departments
The department of applied design of Purdue University
Extension, indicated taat they taught only design, applied design, art history, and art· appreciation.
employment

~ps

The percent of those

high in home economics.

Vocational art

mentioned.
The home economics department of Butler University had
a very versatile art program, taught from the home economics
viewuoint.

Only in one instance was anyone found from

that department giving evidence of satisfaction and that was
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at L. S. Ayre's department store in the Small House division.
In this department there

w~s

a graduate of Butler University

whose ability to succeed was not due to her training because
it was reported inadequate, but
to succeed

reg~rdless

WRS

due to her determination

of the type of work ahe had to do.

The

art department of Butler University and Indiana Central
college, and also the home economics department of Indiana
Central College did not respond.
It is estimated that about fifty percent of the students of art graduating this spring from Indianaoolis high
schools, are desirous of further vocational art training but
Indianapolis has nothing to offer them.
If all the students of John Herron Art School, the
Taflinger Studios and the Indianapolis Academy of Commer.
cial Art, which amounts to two hundred and forty-five, had
paid tuition there would have oeen a total of thirty.seven
thousand and fifty dollars

ex~ended

for art study.

Records

were not investigated, but it is safe to estimate that twentyfive percent of the John Eerron Art School student body were
school on scholarships.

That would reduce the

tuition to thirty-one thousand six hundred dollars.
is such a

~ity

that all this money is spent and the student

Is not receiving the type of training to fit him for a vocation.

course this supposition is based upon the assumption that
of the art students
desire to earn their livelihood thro,
the use of vocational or industrial art.
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Of the forty-nine commercial firms which replied
through the questionaire there are ninety-six individuals employed regularly and as high as eighty individuals are employed
as extras.

Of the ninety-six regularly employed thirty-eight

percent were Indianapolis trained.

The turnover was sixteen

and four tenths percent.
The art knowledge required by these firms seemed to be
supplied by the training schools, especially the high school B
but only in a small degree of proficiency.

There is a demand

for tra.ining in saleBmanBhip, -pictorial composi tion, period
design and subjects related to interior decoration, and a
working knOWledge of the field.
Of the forty-nine firms which answered the questionaire
twenty-nine favored apprenticeships although they indicated
that vocational training classes would be highly desirable.
Thirty-two firms definitely recommended these training classfour firmB who said theBe training classes were
impractical.
The training schools in other states that were recornas being more deBirable than those in Indianapolis
Cincinnati Art

~chool,

Chicago Art Academy, Ohio state

University, University of Nebraska, University of Illinois,
,

Alfred University, Chicago Art Inst1Institute and the Art Students League in New York.
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The suggestions most frequently made for the improvement in courses were:
(1) Teachers should make more contacts with individUals
in the practical field.
(2) Courses should be more complete.

(3) Training shoUld be more practical and train for

York under pressure.
(4) Problems shoUld be more practical.
(5) More practice in draWing.
(6) Better foundation.

The suggestions for the organization of a special school
or epecial training classes might be limited to three.
(1) Plan the course of study to supply the demands of

the commercial and industrial field.
(2) Instructors shoUld make contacts with men and wo-

the field and secure their advice and suggestions as
needs in the practical 1"ield.
(3) Courses must 'be organized strictly on a vocational

in order to secure the support of the commercial and inmen.
The benefits of greatest importance were said to be:
(1) More highly trained artists.
(2) Greater saving in time and money to both the emand emn1oyee.
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(3) Elimination of ap9rentice8hi~s.
The last three items listed were general benefits,
others listed in the table are more or less beneficial to
various professions

~lone.

In reviewing the statement of the problem in Chapter

I, may it be conclusively said that:
(1) Condi tions are still unfavorable for e, very great
increase for present employment, but the outlook for the future, B.nd the near future 8,t that, is most excellent.
(2) Emuloyees fall short of the oualifications requirthe emuloyers in the vocational field.
(3) It is necessary for the em~loying firms to give
apDlicant a training course before allowing him to oar-

tici Date in the wo rk of the d.euB.rtment.
Conclusions
From this study it is possible to draw the following

(A) The average high school does not furnish training
industrial and commercial phase of art to the extent of
u~ishing

a working besis for the individual to enter a voc-

four reasons:

(1) The high schools aim to give back-

art training'only in the cultural sense.
of art is not stressed except in

(2) The
commerci~
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classes.

(3) The high school art training in general is pre-

ua.ration for art school and the universi ty.

(4) High school

art training was found to oe inadequate for entrance into the
vocational fields as was shown in Chapter VI.
(B) The colleges do not give specific training in
vocational and industrial art as
Herror~

sho~~

in the following:

(I)

Art School students and graduates are ina.dequately 'Ore.

pared compa.red to students and graduates of training schools
from other states.

Onlj ten individuals who were graduates

from John Herron Art School h8ve been successfully employed
in the last ten yePTs hy Indiana~olis firms.
an absence of

B~ecialized

arts in Indianapolis.

(2} There is

training in vocational and industrial

(3) Very little response or cooperation

was secured from Butler University or Indiana Central College

in securing material on the vocational arts.

(4) Commercial

firms indica.ted that all the training school s of Indianapoli B
are far from being proficient in their art training for a vocation.

(5) Fifty percent of the graduates of the Art denartthe Indianapolis Bigh schools this Syring are desirous

of further vocational art training but
offer them.

Indiana~olis

has nothing

(6) ~r~in;ng schools out of the state were

Ihown a 'Oreference over Indianapolis training schools.

(7)

orty-nine firms indicated that vocational training classes
desirable.
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(C) The culture phase of art is given too much stress
com9ared with the vocational and industrial arts.
under (A) for high schools.

(See reasons

According to the com~ercial firms

interviewed John Herron Art School is the only advanced vocational arts training school in Indianauolis; its training
is not satisfactory because tne material is too cultural and
theoretical rather than practical.
(D) The training received in the high schools and
colleges is inadeauate to equip one to take his place successfully in any of the interviewed business concerns of the city
having an art content without first serving a term of a9prenticeship.

As proof the following st&tements

BYe

offered:

(1) Twenty-four firms out of fifty-nine firms favored apprenticeships as against high school, college or art school training.

(2) Ninety-six individuals are regularly employed.

only

thirty-eight percent of this number are Indianapolis trained.
(3) Twenty-two firms indicated that training in Indianapolis
was unsatisfa,ctory, t'V':'o firms fel t that it was satisfactory
and the remaining thirty-seven were indifferent.

(4) Thirty-

two firms definitely recommended the' organization of special
training classes.

(5) About fifty-one percent of the art

work done in Indianapolis as indicated by the five divisions

of vocational art discussed in Chapter VI, is done by free
lft.nee ertists.
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(E) The

5"1"18,11

number of high school and college class-

es which were indicated as giving training for vocational
fitness and which were aeemed inadeQuate by employing officials
in the vocational field indicetes thet there is not close
enough contact of the teacher with employing officials,
existing conditions and demands because of:
the part of

co~mercial

(1) Demands on

firms asking that teachers of vocational

and industrial art make closer

cont~cts

the co~~ercial and industrial fields.
ura.ctical training course s.

with individuals in

(2) Demands for more

( 3) Demands f or

te[~ cners

of

V'J-

cationa,l and industrial art to become better acquainted wi th
existing conditions end demands in this field.
In view of the data set forth in the preceeding chapters concerning the art educational programs of the various
secondary echools and colleges of Indianapolie, the comparison of this data with the required specific art knOWledge as
set forth by the five phases of commercial art in Chapter VI,
and the conclusions which have been drawn, the following
thesis seems to have been proved beyond a doubt:

The high

sohools and colleges of Indianapolis do not devote enough
time and attention to the study of entrance and preparation
for entra,nce into the vocational and industrial arts field.
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Recommendations

In view of tne previously presented facts it seems
ulausible to make the following
(1) The
educ~tion

hi~~ ~~hools

reco~endations:

need to re-organize their art

program to include more industrial and vocational

art.
(2) An institution of college level or a deuartment

of industrial and vocational art in connection with a college
or

8.

uni versi ty, should be orga.nized in Indiana901i s which

snecifically tre.ins for a vocation e.s well a.s an avocation.
(3) The heads of the departments of vocational and
industrial art of the above proposed department should cooperate with the heads of the departments in the 2rts vocations to formulate a practica.l working program on which
to DPse a course of study.
(4)

A department of vocational and industrial art

should be created in the St8,te Dep3.rtment of Public Instruction.
In every state. there should be one school of
Applied Art under State Administration. l

~o.,

1. Charles R. Richards. Art in Industry. The Macmillan
New York. 1929. 499 ~D.

CHAP'E:ill VIII

SUGGEST

"DROBL.1£!ts FOR Fur

STUDY

A ci ty the size of Indianapolis necesse.rily me.kes use
of a.n enormous amount of art of various types.
branches of industrialism and

com~ercialism

Its many

require adver.

tisers, designers, architects, interior decorators, pattern
makers, draftsmen,

teac{j.~rs,

printers, engrave rs, and v:orkers

in all other -phases of art.
The data secured in the solution of this problem has
given evidence that the advanced training as set forth by the
colleges and art schools is not the type of training that commercial firms need and desire.

The commercial firms have to

spend valuable time and money on the training of various individuals to oarry on the work of the establishment or else
the individual must serve a term of apprenticeship.

The in-

fluence of the principles and practices of the N.R.A. will
be firmly entrenched in the lives of business men causing the

method of apprenticeship to practically pass from existance.
N.R.A. the smallest salary which can be paid any

one is thirteen dollars and fifty cents a week.

Most employers

consider this salary too high to pay while an individual is
(g 5)
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learning a business.

No longer is an

take individuals into his

em~loyer

establish~ent

permitted to

and allow them to

work for nothing while learning.
This naturally brings up several questions for consid\

eration and possibly future study.
(a) Would Indianapolis and the various industrial and
commercial firms be benefited through the development of an
art guidance program?

Such a program would require the ser-

vices of an art guidance director who would act as an intermediary between the heads of the art. department of the various
industrial and commercial firr!ls and the vocationa.l art training school and departments of various colleges and universities of the ci ty and state.
t~aining

The problem of voca ti ona.l art

is too large a problem for anyone institution to

foster, therefore it should be divided among the various
tra.inin/?; lnsti tutions of the state for specialization in individual

~hases

of vocational art training.

This proposed art gUidance director should be a member
of the state Board of Education for this reason:

Under such a

-program the hip'h school r,-ourses would need revising to serve
as a founda ti on for

8,

college course.

Special teachers woul d

have to be trained by the colleges or, one college at least,
to oualify for vocational art teaching just as do the Voca.
tional Home

:~conomics

and Agricul ture teechers.

This would

--_.
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hel~

solve the

unem~loyment

over the state.

problem of the many art teEchers

Art to be made vital in any community must be

the type which will give the high school and college student
a training to earn a livelihood.

As long as art is taught

merely from a culture aim it will continue to he considered
a frill and a fad in most comrnmi ties.

Alree.dy Hrt is consid-

ered by many school su"';)erintendents a.nd trustees in terms of
fine.ncial return.

This "brings us to the second possible

nuestion for consideration.
(b) 'Vhat are the possi bili ties of the training and development of individual vocational art proj ects?

Indianapol is

is oecoming "Art-J'Iinded" as is evidenced oy the many a.rt cluos,
garden clubs, the interest in city ulanning and the beautification.

The highway beautification program which is now under

way in connection with the widening of the state roads is
evidence enough that people are hungry for beauty in a practical

way.

All of

t~~se

nrojects and many others, however, show the

great need of guidance of the proper sort.
(c) Whe.t equipment is needed in Indianal;)olis for Buch
a "9rogram?
(1) This nrcject would require the services of a
trained director and a corps of trained assistants.
(2) It would need the stinnort of the state Department of Education, the State Department of Conservation,

9P

Industrial and Commercial

~nates,

colleges and high schools.

(d) What are tne financia.1 -oossibi1ities of such a
nrogram of vocational art guidance in
probably the largest

h~ndicau

Indiana~olis?

This is

and the nossibi1ities are best

left for treatment in another problem of research.
(e) Would the org8.nization of a. State .school of Vocation~l

Art be practical?

It has been said that a State School of Art must
be to the people, to their co~~ercial and industrial
interests, what a School of Agriculture is to the
DeODle of agricultural
interests. l
~

~

1. R. L. Duffus. American
1928. p. 118.

~~naisBance.

Alfred A. Knoff,
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APPENDIX II

~uestionaire

sent to the 12 Public and Private

High qchools of Indianapolis

1. :l'Tp:me of School
2. Name of person

_
co~nleting

this blank

-------

;). Po si ti on held_ _-

_

4. Number of students enrolled in art department____
5. What is the range in hours per week, in general, that
your students give to art study? In school
hours.
out of school
hr.
6. Plen03 check the subject listed as follows:
(a).
before the sUbject if it is taught in your department.
(b).X in first space after the subject if it should have
been studied before the student reaches you.
(c).O in second space after each subject wnich you consider essential in the preparation for a thorough
background training for Vocational Art.
___AD~lied design
•
•
Art for extra-curricular activities
•
•
---Architectural drawing and design
~ :----Art appreciation
••
--- ---Cam and gear drawing - - .
•
---Cartoon drawing
• --: ---Ceramics
•
--:-- ---Charcoal drawing
•
•
---Color
-----•
•
~
Commercial design
•
•
---Craft design _-__ .~ ---

---

(100)
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Decora~ive

Dev~~oQroent

~

------""'="""'"

-

~

~

--------~

-----

=

ues1gn

•

drtiN!ng

•
•

•

Drafting
•.•
F1gure ar2W1~.
•
Fur.n1ture o.esign _ . _ .
History of Art
•
•
Techn1cal draw~ng ~
•
Inter10r aecors't1on-- •
Lettering
•
I --Mach1ne ur8wing-•
•
Mecoen1cel uraw1ng
-.--.
Metal crBIt
• --.--Nature o.raw~ng - - - a
•
Oil Painting
-.- --.Pen ana ink: a.rawing
•
•
Pure a.es ~gn
•
.--- - Perspect1ve --.--- •
Pictorial Ph.otography
•
•
Poster des1gn
•
.--- --Repreeentetion--- -.-- •
Shop Sketching ---.---.
Textile a.es~gn ---.--.
TypographY
Water oolor painting ---•
•

.=.---

'I. What other 1terns o:f tra 1n1ng. not l1sted. do ypu cons 1a.er

irollor tant?

--------------------------_.
-----------------------_. -------------------_.
------------------------_. ------------------_.
-------------------_.
8. W1tn woat Vocat1onal a.epartments 1S art correlated and ho

now 1s this lione?

fOllow~ng l~Bt cheCK ~n oraer. 1,2 & 3, the,most
important of the seven cardinal pr1nciples whicn serve as
as a mot~vat1ng force banI!:: of tne art program of your
S oncol.

• In the

Wortny use of leisure.
WortJY home memOersh.ip.

Command of fundamental
proB~,e!"Jes •
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Vocational fitness.
Ethical cnaracter.

Citizenshi..e--.
'. Heal the

10. Are your gra,duates fitted to go directly into a Vocation
'Yes
•
No
.&
11. Is instruction motivated

b~r

commercial interests'?
Yes

-----_.

No

12. Is vocational guidance given through the investigation
of art occupations'?
Yes
No

-----_.

13.

~n18t

subject matter is included under each of the follow
ing divisions of vocational art?

(a). Industrial arts.

( b) • Commercial arts.
•
•
•

•
- - -- - - - -

-

-

•

- -

•
•
•
•

----

•
•
•
•

•

( d) • Household arts.

( c). Fine arts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

.'

,

<---.

•

14. Thich of the following objectives do
"Mechanical drawing?

Is . '
--~._.

-

Y01J

-

_.-

--~

•

empha.size in

Shone
Mechanical drafting.
----Architectural drawing. ----Architectural design.
----Electrical engineering.
ot~ers?

-------------------_.
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., "

lor Deooration please Chec~ the suoyoll aeal.
l.gn.
ryoVer lngS.
a. rloer cover 1. s.
and dr tl r18S.
8
nJ.slles.

J.~ •

___ Hanal1ng 01' IDs"terie.ls.

____~ Dry cleanlng.

--16. Doe

____Uphols1>ry Itt br :LCS •
aV9<:il.
B.
yes.
Combination of m
Is.
Uater 1.81s •
Chemest1"Y.

"1

our school otfer a

eS.
eld.

st-a=faQ.uet
Yo
No

course in

------_.

t?

tl.e 6"& 1. ena 1.1' e

t

nt6'

't"lonoo1.s.

1.

e

cnccl or s

0

1 Art

n.l.v erg], 11 1. 1i

Co1.l.slil:ee

of

Voce1i1.

J:''lVD"te

Inc!.~,

poliS

10 ...

•

Totel enrcllmenii 1,Ii Brt c1epBrtment

•
•
•

o~

Girls
3. Cost of course' tu.ition and ma"terials)

4. No. of sessions?

De
g

'unC1BY

.•

-------_.

~_------_.
~_--_~_~~-.

-------_ .

6. No. of c1

•

--------_.

6. TJ. tles of cour aes o'fIered. e nrellment in each
munlJar of

classnour s in ea en course.

Tl.'tile of course.

Enrollment.

~_----------------_.

------------------_.

COUl'S

e and

Hr s. 'Per wk.

------_.
--------------_. --.-.;----_.
-------------_. ---------

---------

7. NmnrJer and 1ira~nl.ng of 1na"Cruc"'Gors.
Special school

Degree.

COllege

•

Universl.1iY

•

8. Name Of Ql.rec1ior or heed of nepartment.
(104 )

----------__
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•

~rr

.

--

~l.ng

--------~-------~----------~.---------------------

10. Are your graduates fitted to go directly into a vocatLon?
Yes
_
No
•
11. Is

1nstruc~10n motivated

-by commercial interests?

Yes
No

•
•

Ie vocatl.onal guidance given tnrough the
of art occupatl.on?
Yes
•
No
•

inves~l.ge7l.on

13. Does your school ofTer a post-graduate oourse 1n art?
Yes
_
No
•
Wnat per cent o:t your gradU8'GeS nave founa. stesa.y
ployment in tne vocat10nal field?

10. Wnat otner lines of
been s uccessfuJ.?

ar~

em~

employment have your graduates

Com1!,_erc~al.
Arctll.:tectlll'al a.esl.gn and
Interl.or Decorettun:- Drar~l.ng.
Wl.nu.oVv De cor a"t 10"1-'-"
Pottery.
_ _ Costume De8~gnil:ige _
Printing and. engravl.ng •.
____ Dra!~ing.
~- Textl.les.
Wooa ana me~al decor8t~on.
Others.
•
_____________________ e

_-

e

e

-----------------------

:!'

-----------------_.
_______

~

~

e

------------------_.

16. How many of your graa.uates or "the last I'l.Ve orte! ..'
years are empolyed by commerc1.al :firms 01' Indianapolis?
_____________________________________________e

Questionaire tor

·7 Commerc1al Firms

o~

,I.ndianapolis

1. Name of person answering

•

2. 1? os 1'tlon neld

•

3. Employed by

•

4. How many persons are ~egU1arly
ment ?
•
How many for 1ine, rusn season?
6. Wha1i is

~he

~ployed

1n your depart•

yearly percen't or 'turnover of employees?

is the average
in your ~ield?

•

of an experienced artist
? A oegiDm1ng ar't1st?
•

6.

Wha~

7.

Cneo~ the ar't knowledge wnlcn
1n your department.
Applied. U.es1gn.
- - Arch1 tectural a.r~ing and
--- Ar't·appre01a1i10n.'
Cam ano. gear drawlng.
Car~oon dr13Wl.TIg.
Ceram1CS.
Cnarcoal dr t,i'-.V.Lng.
Color.
Commercial des1gn.
Crai:~ des 19n.
Decorative des1gn.
Developmen1i draw1ng.
Dra f't 1ng.
Figure d.rlJw.Lng.
Fur nl.'ture des 19n.
HistorJ[ of art.
Interior decora't10n.
W'a1ier oolor

wee~ly sal.~Y

you require Ior beginners
Le~1i er iog •
aesign.
LayoU1is.
Macnine drawlng.
--- Mecnan1cal dr~w~ng.
--- Nature draw1ng.
--- Me~al craIt.
--- Oil painting.
- - Fen a no. 1nk: dr awing.
--- Pure deS1gn.
--- Perspect1ve.
--- Pictorial pno~ograpny.
--- Pos~er des1gn.
--- Representation.
Snop s~etch1ng.
Textile a.esign.
Typography.
Tecnn1cal draw1ng.
pa1n1i1ng.

8. Besides spec1fio art training, as above, wnat rela1ied work:
woUld you w1sn your employees to haVe studied"? Please list.
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J...Q7

====::--:.-_ _.

====-======: I
-------------------_.
9.

-------------------------7
---.....
.
-~-_

""'---------_.

.......~.......................................~.........

Do you 1:avor 8.n appr entice snip tor beginners? Yes

No

10. Are nign school

11.

----------~~-----_.

Wha~ percen~

gradua~es

•

-----..-.

adequate to your needs?
Yes, 1ndeed
Fairly so
Not at all

•
•
•

of your employees are IndianapoliS tra1ned?

12. Wnich o~ tne following institutions provide the best
training as shown by those Whom Y9U have employed?

=

HIGH SCHOOLS
COLLEGES
Tecnnical Hign School.
Bu~ler Univers1ty.
Manual Tra1ning H.Lgh School.
Purdue Extens10n.
Wash1ngton High Scnool. L."tndiana Univ. Exiiension.
___ Snortr1dge H1gn Scnool.
Inaiana Central College.
Crispus Attuc~s High School.ART SCHOOLS
--- Broad Ripple High Scnool.
Herron Art School.
~ Cathedral Hlgh SChool.
_
IndiaWIJolis AcaC1.emy o~
S~. Agnes Academy.
Commerci~l Art.
St. JOhn's Acaa.emy_
The Stua.iO Ar't School.
---~~8r~ School for Boys.
--- The Taflinger Stua.io.
-.-- Tua.or Hall~
--- Ar~ Association VooationLaurel Hall.
al classes,

=
---

Please write the names and location
you prefer.

o~

any otners Whicn

---------------------_.

----~---------....;..--'.

---------------------_.
-----------------------

----------- -..----_.•

------------------_.

•

.....

13. Is the training in the scnool Which you have selectea above
oampletely satisfactory?
Yes
•
No
•
14. If not, maKe suggestions for improvement of courses.
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What fraction mos-i:; nearly represents the amount of :free
lance work ~hich you permit~
1/8

_1/4_ _ 1/2_ _ 3/4_ _ '1/5_- 2::/3_ _ 1/3_ _ :

WoUld you recammend ~he organisation of special training
classes for employees in your ~iald?
Yes
•

No

•

Please ma~e suggestions as to what to do for the organisation o~ such a project.

18. Wnat idangers shoUld be avoided?

19. What benifits, i~ any. do you think woUld resUlt
organization of suoh a project?

~rom

the

AP"'CrElillIX I I I

This outline is a tenative course of study of the
denartment of Arts and ~rafts of Shortridge High School
prepared by the followinv committees of teachers in the
Department.

Freehand DrawinaS

Ylo odcarvi ng,

Jqne Messick
Rugh "J ebe r Mann
!'!arie C. Todd
Thelma Close

Marie C. Todd

Je"'7el::y and
Silvers:mithing.
Potte!Z".

Commercia-l Art_
Essie Long
Jane Messick

Janet Payne
~t[~chanical

~owlea

8.nd Arch! tectural Drawing

T. 'T,hn Voorhees
Gordon O. Johnson

(lO~ )
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FOREWORD

The Aim of the Department of Arts and Crafts at Shortridge High Sohool" in helping to raise the standards of
living through the schools, is to create on the part of
the pupils a consciousness of beauty whether in fine arts,
industrial arts or nature itself. Our secondary purpose is
to disoover and enoourage special talents.
These aims are carried out by means of instructive
talks, gUided experience in the use of the various common mediums, by the association with things beautiful
made by man, and with those things beautiful in nature.
Realizing that the time allowed by the sohool program
is Short, committees of teaohers in the department have
formulated tentative courses in the· following sUbjects so
that there may be progressive learning throughout the per- .
iod of instruction:- freehand Drawing I-VIII, Commercial
Art I- VIII, Woodcarving, Jewelry and Silversmithing,
Pottery, Mechanioal ~d Architectural Drawing.
All oourses in the department are two period fulltime sUbjeots, Daily classes for one semester give one
credit toward the thirty-two required for graduation.Those
who will enter oollege may take one Art subject each semester for the four years. The student may spend all of his
allotted time in any of the above mentioned subjects except in Commercial Art, which sUbject requires a prequisite, or divide the time among the courses offered.
For the beginning stUdent, desiring a general art
training, courses in Freehand Drawing have been formulated. Those students desiring to develope their creativeness
by a craft are given the opportunity of choosing from the
subjects: Jewelry, Pottery, or Woodcarving. Those wishing
to learn the beginnings of Architectural or Machine design
may choose Architectural or Mechanical Drawing. Commercial
Art teaches the appreciation for the work of the illustrators and good advertising. It also aids those who wish to
devote their lives to Advertising Art.

111

Much individual attention is given to the advanced
students and those with decided talent. Scholarships for
senior students are extended by the Art School of the
John Herron Art Institute of Indianapolis. Art students,
upon recommendation by the department, are eligible for
Junior Scholarships to the Saturday morning classes at
the Institute.
The Selleck Memorial Art Gallery and the wall exhibit cases are excellent places in whioh to show'objeots
of Art from our own oolleotion and the muoh appreoiated
loan exhibits from the Art Assooiationof Indianapolis.
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FREEHA1~

I

DRAWING

I

Simple Lettering:
To teaoh the beauty of" line, form and balance
through the designing, exeouting and spacing of good
lettering.
Methods and projects are at the discretion of
the instructor.

II

lPorm Study:
Teaohing the student to draw objects as they
appear to the eye.
Methods, projects and medium to be selected
by the instructor.

III Color:
Teaching the student color th.eory and oolor
harmonies.
a.Hue.
Color wheel inoluding Primary, Seoondary
and Intermediate Colors.
b.Value.
Tints, Hues, and Shades.
o.Harmonies.
Analogous- neighboring
Oomplementary- opposite
Monochromatio- one color, different values.
Contrasting-. Black, white, gray, one color.
Perfeoted- Analogous plus complimentary.
IV

Scrap Book:
Teaehing general Art Appreciation through the
selecting and preserving of olippings, illustrations
etc..
To be done mainly outside of the regular olass
work. Instructor to give hints on covers, and the
seleoting and mounting.
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FREEHAND DRAWING

I

II

Review Perspective:
Involving principles of one and two point perspective; cylindrical perspective.

II

C:ompos1tion:
a.Design
1. Principles of Design
2. tettering in Design
:5~ Design from nature, human figure
4. Color harmonies applied to design
5. Design applied to cut paper or material.

III tife Drawing:
Simple drawing from costumed model.
Action, proportion and construction of human
figure.

rr

Simple Cast Drawing:
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FREEHAND DRAWING

I~

Drawing from Cast:
Block head.
Hands, feet.
Pull figure.

II

Oostume Pose:

III

Yigure.
Head.
III Perspective:

Review.
Interiors, furniture, still life.
Outdoor sketching or sketohing from
window.
l

rv

D~coratlve

V

Applied Design Project:
Sook plat~,
Wood blook.
Stencil •
. Stained glass effects.
Silhouettes.

Oomposition:
~olor harmonies using landscape,
figures and animals.
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COMMERCIAL ART

Aim:

I

I

To enlarge the appreciation of the student for a
better application of art principles in the commercial field.

Lettering:
Arrangement of lettering in a given space.
Dark and light pattern and knowledge of the
mediums of lettering.
Lettering adapted to definite problems.
Posters, magazine and newspaper adds.

II

Commercial Reductions:
JJethods.

II.I Interiors:

outs.

Adds for newspaper and magazine furniture lay-

IV Still Life:
Composition.
Pen and ink teohnique, perspective, water color,
opaque oolor, black and white.
V

Figure:
Costumed models.

VI

Xllustrations and Sorap Book:
Study technique of artists.
Learn to know the leading illustrators names
and works.
Scrap book contents- list of illustrators.
Mounted clippings.
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crOMMERCIAL ART

II

I'

Life Drawing:
Costumed model- teaching the use of the
figure in Commercial Art.
Oomposition in line, dark and light and
oolor.

II

Still Life:
Teaching the use of still life in advertising- composition and technique.

III Advanoed Lettering:
Designing of letters,
Spacing.
Balanoe in dark and light.
Correlation of lettering with other sUbjects.
Roman pen lettering, show card lettering,
letter heads, state Poster contest, school posters
for sc~ool activities.
IV Design:
Teaching balance,rhythm, subordination, accent
of color, black and white, good line composition.
Decorative heads.
All-over pattern8~ 'speed pens, outpaper.
Border patterns.
Decorative panels. nature and abstract.
Book jackets.
·V

Applied Design projeot:
Teaching prooess of reproduction of graphic
design.
Greeting cards.
Cutting and printing- linoleUJD blocks.
Originals for zinOs.
Printing cards from Zincs.
Book plates.
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COWaiERCIAL ART II I ADV

I

Historic Design and Ornament:
Historic Oostume.
Historic Design and ornament, plates
in ink and color.

II

Illustration:
Prac-tioa1 app1ioation of Oommercial Art
prinol,p1es.
Pall term- Christmas Eoho Cover oontest.
Spring term- Shortridge Annual illustration.

III Projects involving:
Good spaoing.
Proportion.
Composition.
Experience in handling various mediums.
Projects and mediums at the discretion of
the instructor.
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MECHANICAL DRAWING I

Honor.
I

ror the promotion of Learning, Skill, Industry, and'

~ettering:

Single stroke vertical or slant gothic caps.
II W-orking Drawings:
Use of instruments, Layout of plates, Location of
v'iews ( front, top, and right side ), Use of object
lines, dimension lines, projection lines, oenter lines,
section lines, and broken lines.
.
Drawings composed of straight lines, oircles, arcs,
fillets, tangents and angles.
Location of dimensions.
Sectioning.
Problems in projection.
III

~uxiliary

Drawings:

Two drawings to show the use of an auxiliary (helper)
drawing.
IV Oblique Drawing:

Simple oblique drawings. This is the first step toward perspective projection and two point perspective.
V Isometric Drawing:
Simple isometric drawings oomposed of straight lines,
circles and arcs.
VI Mechanical perspective:
Perspeotive projection, one and two point perspective, auxiliary vanishing points.
VII T'rac,1ng:

11:9

MECHANICAL DRAWING II

I,

Lettering:
Single stroke vertical and slant gothic caps for
titles. Slant gothic lower case for notes.

II Sbeetmetal Development:
Parallel l1ne development.
Rad1al development.
Triangulation.
One drawing to show the use and metbod of
triangulation.
III Cams:
Plate and cylindrical oams.
IV Gears:
Involute spur gear, approximate method.
Involute bevel gear, approximate method.
V'

Threads:
Conventional representation of threads, Hel.1x
and the path of a thread around a cylinder.(oonstructed)
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ME~rlANIOAL

I

DRAWING III

Working Drawings:
Working drawings of machine parts, assemblies.
Ink traoings.

II Shade and Shadow:
Use- of lines for shades and shadows.
III Simple Design:
Layout and detail drawings, traoings of small
meohanioal devioes as emery wheels, pulleys, jaok
sorews, simple engines.
Problems vary as to the ability of the student.
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ARCHITEOTURAL DRAWING

I Lettering:
Single stroke vertioal architectural lettering.
Roman letters and figures.
II Architectural Orders:
Orders of Architecture- Vignola.
III Shades and Shadows of the Orders:
IV Designing Facades, Entrances Etc.:
Pencil, ink, rendering.
( More than one semesters work may be had; the
nature of the advanced work depends upon the ability
of the individual student.)

1.22

VIOODCARVING
Aims to train the creative instinct to express itself
in the terms of the raw material- wood; to understand
and to take advantage of its limitations in designs to be
applied; to teach the adaptation of ornament to structure.
I

Study of Woods:
Kinds and characters of woods.

II

Tools:
Care and usage of various woodcarving tools,
gouges, chisels, mallets, saws, drills, oilstone, etc.

III Design Motifs:
Sources- ~Iature, figure, design plates,
photographs, clippings, original.
IV

Principles of Design:
Limited by the size and shape of the raw material, proper placing of design with grain of the
wood.
Abstract and natural forms.

V

Planning the Piece:
Design in ink, pencil, cut paper, 'clay or composite modeling.
Teaohing the student to visualize the finished
piece.

VI

Processes:
Applying ~esign to wood.
Methods of carving- low and higb relief,
round, pierced panels, wood sculpture.

VII Wood Finish Processes:
Bringing out the natural beauty of the wood,
preserving the character of the students workshowing knife or chisel strokes.
No sanding.
Finishes on wood: natural wood waxed, stained,
. stained and painted, painted.

WOODCARVING
First Semester
Five objects should be completed with a high standard of workmanship during the first semester's work. However, since this is creative work, the size and difficulties in technique may regulate the number of pieces completed.
1. Sawed object- natural form.
2. Large panel- sawed for pierced effect.
surface tooled with knife.
3~ lagazine knife or letter opener.
4~ Large panel in low relief.
5. Carved box or carved toy.

Second Semester
and Advanced Semesters
Work done depends mainly upon the ability of the
individual student.

1. Wood Sculpture- human, birds or animals.
2. Carved wooden bowls- from solid block de-

corated in relief, with added decoration in round
pegged to bowl.
3. Screens- telephone, candle, lamp.
4. Carved wooden toys- animals, wagon, sleighs
etc.
5. Architectural panels- wall decoration.
6. Panels for inserts in furniture- chair backs
ete.
7. Wood sculpture- over 18 n in height, animal,
human, bird or reptile.
One example of the students work showing fine technique is-left as a class record eacb semester. The remainder is the property of the student. All work not called for within a year becomes the property of the Shortridge Woodcarving class if worthy to be used as an example
of good craftsmanship.
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JEWELRY

The Jewelry course includes three lines of thought,
separated for clearness and technique, but brought together again to instill the supreme necessity of unity in
e~ery art.
I

Design Principles: - the spirit of which is creativeness.
Syllabus of the fundamental design laws taught
at the beginning of the course.
a. functio,n
b~ unity
a. balance
d. rhythm
e. harmony
f. proportion
g. variety

II

Mechanical Principles and Processes:- the outcome of
which is workmanship.

III Psyohological P~wers:- the outcome of which is
character.
1. Attention:
Physical attitude, detecting the point of wandering, recall.
2. Qoncentration:
Ability to acquire endurance by the practioe
of 'spans'.
3. Patience:
eontrol of nervous reflex or temper
Initiative to force a new start.
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JEWELRY AND SILVERSKITHING I

I

Design:
Nine principles of designFunction, unity, balance, harmonY,rhythD,
proportion, variety, structural strength and
emphasis, adaptation of ornament to structure.

II

Mechanics of Jewelry:
Nature and structure of metal.
Atollio action.
Exchange of ions in sulphuric aoid.
Oxids and flakes.
Processes- annealing, hardening, stretching,
bending, folding, '~bin8, twisting, calking,
doming, grooving, soldering, surfacing, sawing,
filing, polishing, hammering, design indegenous
to the meohanical processes, and creative experiment in all these processes.

III Projects:
1. Three stick pins.
Doming, folding, grooving, soldering.
2. One ring with simple motive.
3. One ring with initials, (graphic aocuracy)
4. Paper knife, ( hammering process as design,
beginning of smithing).
5. Ring with ca~ochon stone setting.
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JEWELRY AND SILVERSMITHING II

I,.

New Design Principles:
Practive in produoing unity from many arbitrary parts.
Study of line from simple to complicated, as
oonorete C wire ), as outline, as mass.
Logical method of oorrecting designs.
How to think design ( logical syllabus ).

II>

New Meohanioal Prinoiples:
More delicate soldering and soldering small
parts on large surfaces •
. S-tudy of soldering in many parts and angles,
dif~ioult proping.
Pierced sawing.
Wire-pulling.
Iore elaborate smithing and dealing with metal
reflex as design.

III

Projects::
Interlaced pendant. ( problem for unity from
parts ).
Interlaced clasp in wire ( problem for line)

dlve~se

Salt spoon.
Salt bowl ( second problem in smithing ).
Blng with stone, ( elaborated ).

7.

III

I

New De-sign:
I

II

Third dimensions and all-around treatment.
Dynamic proportion ( simple l.

New Keahanical Principles:
riner d-elicacy.
Pattern soldering.
Mitred smithing.
Tooling.

III Projects:

Pendant with balls and tragacanth soldering
.
Large spoon, fork and knife.
Raised· form.
Ring with paved setting. ( beginning of carving)

granulation~

Tooled problem, or
~ox which includes all the above problems
plus. hinge.
And one smaller piece of jewelry.

as

JEDLRY IV

aontinuation of Dynamio Proportion:

II New Keohanical

Principles~

Raiscing, simple and compound.
Smooth planishing.
Prong fitting.
New structural form.

III Projects:
Raised piece- cup, bowl, plate, (elaborated).
Ring, prong setting or eqUivalent.
Knife or fork or equivalent.

JBWELRY V and VI

All courses higher than IV are arranged from the
desires and abilities of the students. The projects
Must exemplify all previous principles of mechanics and
design, be advanced in difficulty, and be the amount of
one semester's work.
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POTTERY

I

Hand

BUilding~

Spills with handles.
Bowls with simple and douple curves and
flare.
Pitchers with simple presses spouts and
handles.
T'e-a Pot wi th built on spout, handle, lid.
Slab Yorms- Bood ends, Tea-pot, tiles.
Rottle and stopper.

Ir aare of O1ay- Use of rquipment:
IIr Turning or Wheel Throwing:
IV

v.

Gla~ing:-

Brushing and dipping.

Firing:

Am' APPRECIATION

Lesaon I
Chapter I

Introduction

1~

What is. Art?

2.

I~ the making of an exact copy of nature through the
use of a camera or by drawing, no matter how skillfully done, Art?

3.

How does man work as an artist?

4.

Why does man create Art?

5.

Why do we study Art in schools?

6.

Do exercise 1 on page 7 and exercise 5 on page 8.
Chapter II Design

1.

What do we mean by design1

2.

What are the three structural elements of design?

3.

What three principles control these three structural elements of design?.

4.

What is meant by rhythm of line? What is meant by dominance of line, balance of line?

5.

What do we mean by dark and light in design?

6.

What do we mean by rhythm, dominance, and balance of
dark and light?

{130}
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ART APPRECIATION
Lesson II
COLOR
1.

Give three examples of symbolic color,

2.

Name three c:010rs which suggest each of the following seasons: spring, summer, autumn and winter.

3.

What is the source of all color?

4.

If there were no vision, would color exist?

5.

Explain why we see objects in color, such as green
grass, leaves, red cloth etc.

6.

What are the three physical properties of color?

7.

Explain what is meant by each of the above mentioned
properties of color.

8.

What is meant by warm color?

Name some.

9.

What is meant by cool color?

Name some cool colors.

10. What is meant by color dimension and in what two ways
is color used in this respect?
11. Name five oolor harmonies.
of each.
12. What
a.
b.
c.

Define and give examples

1s meant by:
Repetition or rhythm in color?
Dominance or subordination in color?
Balance of color?
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ART APPRECIATION
Lesson III
ARI'

IN THE

CO!a~mNITY

1.

What is the meaning of a community?

2.

Vfuat is there about our school that has been beautified through community interest?

3.

What may students do to help keep our building in
order?

4.

What may be done by students in a classroom to make
and keep it attractive?

5.

Are our bulletin boards in our corridors always well
arranged and presentable? What can be done to improve
them?

6.

Why should city commissions be made up of men who
have good artistic and bu~iness sense?

7.

Do you know how much time if any is required for the
study of Art in Indiana public schools?

8.

What schools and museums are there about Indianapolis
to further Art interests?

S'ome of our Federal' bUildings show high standards of
architecture. Keep a well arranged page in your portfolio for buildings owned by the Uni ted- states or individual States that deserve a place on the honor roll.
Names of the architects may be found in books on American Architecture. Below are examples:
Name

location

style

Lincoln Memorial
Washington D.O.
classic
Geo. Rogers Clark Mem. Vincennes, Ind
"

architect
Henry Bacon
F.W.Hirons
F.W.Mellor N.Y.
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ART APPRECIATION
Lesson IV
ART IN- THE HOME

1.

What is the first practical consideration in the selection of a home?

2.

Ignoring the furnishings, what three problems in design must be considered in the decoration of a home?

3.

Of what respective value should the color of the floor,
walls and oeiling of a room be? Why?

4.

What rooms in a home should be finished in strong oontrasts and what rooms should be in more neutral tones?

5.

Does a rug without a pattern or with closely related
values and intensities give a more restful feeling
than one with more sharply contrasting tones?

6.

Should furniture, to be distinctive, be purchased in
sets or suites or by individually matched pieces harmoniously assembled?

7.

In what way should we be careful in selecting odd
pieces of furniture, pottery, lamps, antiques etc.?

8.

Uiscuss the

9.

Why are curtains and drapes used in the home?

pla~ing

of furniture in any room.

10. Where may intense color be used in a room to advantage?
11. Discuss lighting in the home.
12. How are the characteristics of an epoch or a nation
recorded in the furnishings of the homes of that day?
13. How are the swift changes of the life of today reflected in the furnishings and decorations of our
homes and pUblic buildings?-
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ART APPRECIATION
Lesson V

ART IN DRESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.

Why does the problem of dress selection deserve attention?
What relation have oostume aooessories to Art?
What questions are to be kept in mind in the selection
o~ a new oostume?
How is the term tline t used in dress design?
In ahoosing a new oostume what is as important as the
choice of color and fabrio?
What are some line types in dress design and what qualities do they express?
Are equal or unequal areaS of light and dark in oostume most pleasing?
.
The color value soheme of an ensemble oostume is effeoted by what?
Why are olosely related oolor schemes and values desirable in oostume?
Why are shining materials harder to wear than dull
ones?
The simple drab-hued dress of the ordinary oitizen is
being ohanged by men to what oolors?
In what artioles of olothing may brilliant oolors be
used now for men and boys?
Name· tour prinoipl$s of design one needs to know to be
able to oombine colors harmoniously.
How may color be emphasized in oostume?
How maya color be suodued?
How are three types ot personality expressed through
girls olothing?
What types of olothing are suitable for three different types of· boys?
What build of person has the widest choioe of materials?
Should the stout person wear oostumes of closely related values and oolors or strong oontrasts?
What style in dress should the slim person wear?
How should a girl plan her olothing to appear taller?

1:
Art in Dress
22. What plan should a stout person use for reduoing ourves?
23. Name some of the fabrios best suited to reduoe the appearanoe of size in a stout person.
24. Disouss the use of 0001 and warm oolors in dress.
25. What oolors should the Titian-haired type wear?
26. What range of oolors may a brunette wear?
27. What oolors should the blond type avoid?
28. How may distinotion in oolor ohoioes be developed?
29. How may one plan a harmony of oolors for his entire
wardrobe?
30. What type of person may wear the most intense oolors?
31. What is meant by aooessories in dress? Why are they
important?
32. What is the most important aooessory? What relation
should its ohoioe bear to the head and faoe of the
wearer?
33. How may shoes and hosiery effect the oostume?
34. What kind of hosiery as to oolor should one ohoose for
daytime wear? What for evening?
35. Of what value in costume are furs? Jewelry?
36. Explain what is meant by fitness of olothes?
37. Why should olothes be suited to the weather rather
than the season?
.
.
38. Suggest a boy's wardrobe for school; one for outdoor
sports; one for afternoon and evening formal dressj
and one for indoor wear.
39. Name a girl's wardrobe in the same manner?
40. How should spending money for clothes be planned to
the best advantage?
41. What is the most important appearance regardless of
expense in clothes for the boy or girl at all times?

ART APPRECIATION
Lesson VI
ARl' OF THE THEATER

What part does Art play in the theater and what does
it reveal to the audience?
2. What does stage decoration include?
3. What is th~ stage designer concerned with that the
painter is not?
4. What principles of design must the designer use in
order to create a world wherin the audience will live
in imagination?
5. Why has stage designing today gone. to the extreme?
6. In the designing of a set, with what must the designer
become thoroughly acquainted and what will he try to
interpret?
7. What are six types of stage setting? Describe eaoh.
8. What style of stage setting was used during the nineteenth oentury?
9. How was distance shown in this type of setting?
10. Name a Russian, a German? and an American, each a noted stage designer.
11. Why should costumes always be in harmony with the setting?
12. Who has been a successful designer in harmonizing
stage and costume? What are some of the characteristics of his work?
1.

THE STAGE
13. Describe two types of stage that have increased stage
decoration possibilities.
14. What type of stage has been used particularly in
'ranee and in the out-door theaters of this country?
15. What is the skeleton set?
16. How was lighting first used in stage work?
17. Why was this system replaced?
18. Why does the modern designer no longer need three
dimensional drops?
19. The modern designer uses lighting to bring out what
effects?

1~7

Art of Ihe Theater
20. How does lighting harmonize the whole setting?
21. Has lighting on the stage a furure?
22. Who designed the settings for 'Green Pastures' ?
KASKS

Why were masks used in the theaters?
Where were masks originated?
How have masks helped the actor?
What sections of the world have furnished the most interesting masks?
27. How are masks used in these sections?
28. Describe the simplest way to make a mask.
29. Do we use masks today for any purpose other than on the
stage?
23.
24.
25.
26.

ART APPRECIATION
Lesson VII
Lettering
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

In what way does lettering differ from printing'

Why should one gain some knowledge of fine lettering?

What elements of design govern lettering?
Are there any rules to aid in the study of lettering?
How maya person beoome skilled in lettering?
In what commercial fields is it necessary for one to
letter well?
Discnss the spaoing of letters and words.
Printing

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

What is printing?
What are Pictograms, cuneiform writing, hieroglyphics,
Phonetio writing and papyrns?
What was the first form of the book?
What had the monks to do With the history of the book?
What influenced the style of the e~ly printers?
Why is it more difticnlt at the present to produce
artistically printed books?
Discuss the spacing of printing on the well arranged
page.
Posters

15. What does a stUdy of the poster involve?
16. What is the function of the poster?
17. Why is detail eliminated in the good poster?

.-9

AR1'

APPREOIATION

Lesson VIII
THE USEFUL ARl'S

1. What do we mean by the Useful Arts?
2. Why was pottery first made?
3. What is to be considered in the placing of handles
and lips on pottery?
4. What early nation exoelled in the beauty of its pottery?
5. What is the difference between machine made and hand
made pottery?
6. What should be considered in the decorating of pottery?
7. Is pottery still a flourishing art?
8. Who is one of America's contemporary potters?
9. Oan you name several noted potters of the past or present?
Textiles
10.
11.
12.
13.

What'is meant by textile,?
HOW are tapestries distinguished from textiles?
How were tapestries used in the Middle Ages?
What are several methods of decorating textiles?
Ketal-work

14.0an you name several ~orms of Art metal-work besides
the one mentioned in the text?
Transportation
15. Discuss design and transportation?
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ART APPRECIATION
Lesson IX

ARCHITECTURE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
25.

What is meant by arohitecture?,
What is meant by plan in architecture? What influences the plan of a bUilding?
What has construction to do with architecture?
Where does design playa part in architecture?
What has color to do with architecture?
When oan buildings be called true architecture?
What influenced the architecture of Egypt?
.
What is meant by eaeh of the following? .
sarcophagus
pylon
obelisk
hieroglyphics
lintels
HYpostyle Hall
pediment
Corie
Ionic
Corinthian
bascilica
apse
What was the aim of the Greeks in architecture?
What was one of the masterpieces of Greek architecture?
\Vhat were the Romans noted for in arohitecture?
What is a noted piece of Roman architecture and when
and where was it built?
What is the classical style in architecture?
What characterizes the Byzantine style of arohitecture?
What is the Taj Uahal?
What is meant by:
clerestory
transept
nave
dome
campanil1e
Romanesque
fleche
buttress
tympanum
What characterizes the Gothis style of architecture?
What bUildings are called the flowers of French Gothic
architeoture? Name other fine examples.
What are the characteristics of the Renaissance style
of architecture?
What is ~aroque architecture?
Name several examples of Renaissance architecture and
tell where each is located.
What are America's two distinctly original contributions to architecture? Give-an example of each.
What are the characteristics of the Georgian style

1

Archi tecture
and what are some of the best examples of this style?
24. What influenced the style of the Southern Colonial?
25. What has been the general trend of American archi

tecture?

26. What has the American skyscraper developed and what

has been an important factor in its development?
27. When was the cage type of construction invented and
who is given credit for the idea?
28. Whom is probably the most noted American architect of
today and why do you suppose he has gained such prom
inance?
29. What is Landscape architecture?
30. Discuss city-planning and name one of the best ex
amples of a well planned city.
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ART APPREOIATION
Lesson X

PAINTING
1.

a.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9~

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

What distinguished a great painting?
What distinguishes the artist?
What was the first form of painting?
Who is often called the Father of Painting and
what was his contribution to design?
Where and when did painting as an independent art
begin?
Who was Giotto and what was his discovery and con
tribution to painting?
Who was the first to really use perspectiv~ (as such)
in painttng?
What were Lioardo da Vincits interests in painting?
Name two of his paintings.
What ideas did Michelangelo bring out in his painting?
For what sort of painting is Rapheal known?
Who was Titian? Name one of his paintings.
What sUbject was a favorite with the Dutch and Plem
ish painters?
Name at least three Dutch artists of note.
What characteristic is brought out in Spanish paint
ing?
la•• at least three Spanish artists.
Name two English artists and tell of the work of each.
Name at least tw.lve Modern French painters and state
the characteristios of the work of each.
Name eleven ~erioan artists and give the character
istics of the work of each.
What noted artist from Mexico has recently been in
volved in current Art discussions?
Does Art reflect the spirit of the times? Explain.

L

ART APPRECIATION
Lesson XI
SCULPTURE

1.
2.
3.
4 ••
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

What is the essential quality of good sculpture,
for the true appreciator?
When can we say that a piece of sou1pture has fine
sculptural form?
What characte,rizes the sculpture of the finest
periodS?
Is realism the aim of the true sculptor?
From what did sculpture evolve?
What is bas-relief?
Name a fine example of high relief.
What is fUll/-round sculpture?
Write the outstanding oharacteristics opposite each
of the following:
Negro Masks
Totem Poles
~gyptian King and Queen
Greek Priest
Greek Archaic Head
Greek Horse
What is the name of an early Greek sculptor who is
one of the most famous of all time?
Explain in your own words how sculpture is modified
when used with architecture.
What is the II'Porch of the Maidens" ?
Have you ever seen a .cast of Varrocchio's E~uestrian
Statue? If so, where?
Vfuo was the great man of the Rennaissance, one of the
greatest sculptors of all time?
Name six modern soulptors and one pieoe of work of
each.

ART APPRECIATION
Lesson XII
THE GRAPHIC ARTS

1.

Name eleven different kinds of prints.

2.

What is a linoleum cut?

3.

What makes a wood block print more difficult to do
than a linoleum cut?

4.

How are wood engravings similar to woodblocks? How
different?

5.

Why is a monoprint so called?

6.

What is necessary in making a dry-point that has not
been necessary in the prints mentioned to this point?

7.

List the steps in the making of an etching.

8.

What is the name of the print which is quite similar
to an etching?

9.

How does an aquatint differ from an etching or a dry
point?

10.

Is acid used in the making of a mezzotint?

1~.

Explain simply the two methods of printing - wood
blocks and metal engravings.

12.

Who is considered the- greatest engraver of all time?

13.

The process of making a lithograph is bases on what
fact?

14.

What four artiste are considered the greatest graphic
artists?

15.

How can we make sure that some kinde of prints are
original?

16.

Do exercise 10 on page 253.
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Am' APPRECIATION

Lesson XIII
PERSONALITIES
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

What is the name of a great Italian artist who was
also a soientist, bridge builder and arohiteot?
What three famous Italian artists lived at the same
time? Give the name of a painting of eaoh.
'Who were the two artists who deoorated the walls of
the oounoil chamber in the Palazzo Vecchio?
Who designed the Dome of st. Perer's and served as
ohief architect?
What are two famous pieces of soulpture by Miohe1
angelo?
What artist 8Xcelled in expressing the human figure
in sculpture and painting?
What artist tried to make beauty understandable to all?
Give the name of the Pope who was a great patron of
the Arts.
What artist is known as the painter of Madonnas?
What famous German artist exoe11ed in the graphio arts?
Name three ~amous etchings of this artist?
Why were the graphic arts a help to the German people?
What famous portrait painter lived in Amsterdam?
How did his paintings differ from his oontemporaries?
Name two Of his paintings.
What new ideas and methods did aezanne bring into
painting?
What artist wat at one time a missionary?
What artist was ona. a stook-broker?
What artist of note waS a cadet at west Point?
What are the oharaoteristios of Van Gogh's paintings?
Can you name two of his paintings?
Name three Impressionists who belonged to the Modern
group of painters.
What artist spent most of his painting years at Tahiti?
What famous Amerioan Artist was a olose friend of
Thomas Carlyle?
What famous artist was inf1uenoed by the Japanese in
his work?
Name one of his paintings now on exhibit in Chicago.
What are the characteristios of the paintings of
Henri Rousseau?

ART APPRECIATION
Lesson XIV
THE NATIVE AKERICAN ARTS

1.

What torm of Art oan be termed distinctly American?

2.

Discuss early Amerioan pewter and silver?

3.

V~at

4.

What is Stiegal glass? Why is it so valuable today?

5.

What are coverlets, qUilts, samplers, and hooked
Explain the process of the making of each.

6.

Why were the native American Arts in the torm of the
above rather than in paintings and sculpture?

7.

Discuss the steel and copper engravings used in early
American homes.

8.

Name tour famous Ehglish cabinet makers. How have
their designs ( styles ) influenced American cabinet
makers?

9.

What famous Amerioan cabinet-maker invented styles
which were distinctly his own? Describe the style
of his chairs.

is the name of a famous silversmith of the
Colonial period?

~ugs?

TEXT- Collins, M. Rose. B.S. and Riley, Olive L. M.A.
Art AP~re-eiation. Harcourt, Broae and Company,N.Y.

.

1931.
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OUTLINE OF COURSE OF

STUDY--FREEH.~ID

DRAWING I & II

This outline is not complete as only excerpt~were
taken from the original course of study as planned by the
Art Department of Manual Training High School.
I. Ultimate Objectives.
The purpose of Art Education is to reveal to the
pupil the beauty of nature, and of the arts, so that he
may recognize and enjoy the world of beautiful things
about him and gain an appreciation of the finest which
will reflect beauty in his life and in his living.
A. To engender love of beautz, by bringing the pupil
into personal contact with forms Showing fine arrangement
of line, mass, tone and color, so Lle may be led to realize
that color and design are influenced by materials and pro
oesses, and by the artists imagination, his genius, and
his environment.
B. To develop good taste, by helping the pupil to oulti
vate tne habit of thought consideration before making de
cisions whioh may involve jUdgment and choice in selection
and arrangement of things, thus establishing standards of
good taste.
C. To enrich life and train for leisure, by acquaint
ing the pupil witfi the finest expressions of the past, so
that his interest in the art and life of all countries and
of all periods may be stimUlated, and will aid him to un
derstand and appreciate more fully the art of the present
day, with its changes in. fashion, decoration and industry.
D. To gratify the desire to create, by affording the
pupil an opportunity to exercise fiis lmagination through
oreative design, which leads to the recognition of funda
mantals of art structure.
E. To encourage talept, by discovering the gifted pupil
and making the most or his n~tura1 ability.
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ESSENTIALS TO BE STRESSED IN EACH CLASS
1. Fine line, form, mass arrangement, and good composition.
2. Essentials of fine design - decorative and structural.
3. "Notan" in industrial, pictorial and decorative design.

4. Characteristics and uses of primary, secondary and
intermediate colors.
5. Appreciation of fine oolor combinations.
6. Single stroke letters, freehand, upper and lower case.
7. Characteristics of Historic Periods whose influence is
seen in architecture, ornament and illustration of to
day.
8. Appreciation of certain Masterpieces oareful1y selected
by the teacher.
FREEHAND DRAWING I & II

First Semester.
Lettering ( for spacing and optical theory) • . . • • 1 wk.
Co lor Theory • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 3 "

Design . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • • 3

n.

Still Life ( elementary perspective) • • • • • •
Cast Drawing • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • •
Plants and flowers(value stUdy in ink and color)
Adjustment • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

II

•
•
•
•

• :3
• :3
• 3
• 2

•

II
II
It

•

•

Seoond Semester.
Still Life (perspective). • • • • • • • • • • • ••
StUdy of head and figure. • • • • • • • • • • • ••
Flower study. . • •.• • • . • . . • • . • . • • • •

3"
5 a

De sign. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4"'

Outdoor Sketch. • . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • • .
Experimentation and adjustment • . . . • . '.' • . •
(Design is stressed .throughout)

:3

n

3

II

:3

n

II. Specific Aims.
l .. The enjoyment and intelligent appreciation of beauty.
2. A sincere appreciation of the spiritual value of
beauty in one's surroundings as a vital factor in
character building.
.
3. Recognize practical beauty, daily use, dress, home,
business, community, civic and world needs.
4. Understand basic principles involved in the creation
of beauty through choice, arrangement, structure and
appreciation.
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5. Knowledge and understanding necessary for the se
lection of beauty when choice is offered.
6. To develop habits and skills.
7. A desire to create beauty.
III. Training for Life Needs.

Aim is two-fold. Creative and appreciative.
Appreciation-- the training for life's needs applied
to every day problems of every day life.
The community, the home, the school, the theater,
art in dress, printing, and advertising arts, graphic
arts, art in industry, architecture, painting and
sculpture.

A TENTATIVE COURSE IN MECHANICAL DRAWING FOR 9B

First Semester
Sketches
Lettering
Dimensioning
Principles of three view drawings
Principles of Orthographis Projection
Interpretation Period
DEFINITION OF MECHANICAL DRAWING.
Meohanioal drawing is the un-emotional graphio re
presentation of an idea or thought reoorded with the aid
of mechanioal tools and instruments.
PURPOSE.
1. To disoover the individuals interest, aptitudes and

oapacities.

2. To develop the students ability to use meohanical draw

ing as a means of ooncrete expression.

3. To give the student information (vocational and tech

nical) that may be useful to him as a general enrich
ment.
4. To provide the student with an opportunity to see and
interpret applications of drawing from many fields- thus
giving exploration.
5. To oontribute a means of activity for leisure time.
UNIT OF WORK.
I.

Drawing involving three views of a rectangUlar object,
limited to parallel and perpendicUlar visible lines.
1.• Briok.
2. Blook.
3. End-lap joint.
4. Shiplap.
5. Drawer slide.
II. Interpretation period on principles of three view
drawings.
StUdents are expected to find dimensions of objects
shown.
III.Three view drawing of rectangular object involving
hidden lines.
1. Half-lap joints.
(150)

il
2. Box.
3. Stake strap.

4. Angle brace.

IV. Interpretation period of unit three.

Examples (sketches or clippings).
Three view drawing using 3.0 degree, 60 degree and
45 degree triangles.
1. Door strip wedge.
2. Angle Brace.
3. V-Block.
4. Bench stop.
~. Three view drawing using odd angles not found on tri
angle.
1. Tent stake.
2,. Hardy.
3. Form gate.
VII.Interpretation of all angles uses.
Sketches or clippings.
VIII.Two or more drawings using circles.
1. Funnel.
2. Plug.
3. Turnpin.
4. Washer.
IX. Two or more drawings using circles and tangents.
1. Plumb-bob.
2. Fuller.
3. Machine casting.
4. Model Aeroplane rUdder.
X. Interpretation period of ciroles and tangents.
Sketches ,and olippings.
XI. Three views u~ing sections.
A. Circular.
1. Pully.
2. Bushings.
3. Chain link.
B. Irregular.
1. Table leg.
'2. I----beam.
3. Moulding.
XII.Interpretation period-on seotioning.
Sketches or clippings.
XIII.Pictorial drawings involving the prinoiple of ob
lique and isometric drawings.
A. Oblique drawings.
1. Braces.
2. Strap.
3. Clock.
B. Isometric Drawing.
V.

52

1. Box.

2. Bench
3. Half-lap joint.

XIV.Interpretation period for oblique and isometric draw
ing.
Examples of isometric and oblique drawings. May use
sketches taken from newspaper or magazines.
Seoond Semester.
1. Auxiliary projection.
2. Development.
3. Co-ordinate line - enlargement and reductions of draw
ings.

Outline of Course of Study of Art
~road

Ripple H. S.

Credit: t Cr. per semester
Art I. Free Hand Drawing.
Lettering.
Note Book Arrangement.
Cartooning.
Christmas problem. (2 weeks)
Brass Caractures of notable people, soap carvings.
Perspective.
FIgure.
Still life in notan.
Mass.
Design.
Color.
Animal Drawing.
Art II. Freehand Drawing.
Lettering.
Note Book Arrangement.
Cartooning (advertising)
Christmas Problem or Craft (2 weeks)
Pencil rendering.
~l~~)
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Design.
Color.
Art. III. Creative Art and Art Appreoiation.
(Derived Modern Work Of Art from Masters)
Lettering.
Note Book Arrangement.
Craft. (2 weeks)
Wood Carving.
Opaque bUildings.
Historic Design.
Cast Drawing.
Art Appreciation.
Wall Decoration(hangings)
Design.
Color.
Ctrcus panel as project ..
Art IV. Commercial.
Lettering.
Note Book Arrangement.
Pen and ink.
Heads. BUildings, Costume Design,

Stipp~e

work.
Layouts.
Black and white mass patterns.
Appreoiation of commercial illustration,

and splash

1L5·5,

Free hand work.
Poster.
Signs.
Art V. Arts and Crafts.
Lettering.

(Backhand tyPe)

Note book arrangement.
Ba tik.
Oil Painitng.
Tooled Leather.
Wall Placques.
Wood Carving.

During this semester,

Brass caractures.

students should choose

Weaving.
Shiloutte Cross- stitch.

indivtdual problems
from this group.

Areoplanes (construction) gliders.
Crayonex Wall Decoration.
Opaque.
Wood Blocks.
Soap Carving.
Art Appreciation, Crafts of other countries.
Advanced Art, Includes all who have had Art IV. and V.
Gothic Lettering and original type.
Note Book Arrangement.
Christmas Problems ( crafts).
Water Color.

D.,5:O:.

~r~l

life and Landscape.

Pastel Heads.
Stage Design.
Study of Period Art.
Sketckes made from Russian Paintings. Wall decorations
in Harrison Hotel Tea Room~
Modern Architectural Design.
Modern Interiors.
Decorati~e

equipment to go into these interiors.

Suggestions.
Park lots.
Areoplane landings.

During thiS semester

Lunch and tea shops.

students should choose

Writing tables.

individual problems

Golf Clubs.

from this group.

Shows.
Dance pavilions •
Doctors waiting rooms and offices.
Filling stations.
Groceries,
Studios and lounges.
Museums.

1.P71

OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN ART

Tnis is the general plan of tne course of study in

Art Education as outlined by Francis Failing og George W
Wasnington Hign Scnool.

Art I. 2 per10ds.
Art 11.1 per10a..

Snow card I. 1 per10d.
Show card II.t credit.

Art III':'&iIVn_8.ne
combined.

No re qUirement.

Commercial Art
period.
t credit.
Re qUirement
Art 1,11,& III.
I

Art V, VI, VII &
VIII are com01n
aa..
Art Appreciation. i period, i credit, No reqUirement.
Art I thrOugh VIII i8 planned to meet the needs of every day
life. After Art IV. students usually specalize.
Art Appreciation - Survey - Ref. N.Y. City Course of Study.
Snow Card I & II.
( cOmmercial )

Snow card writing, brusn and pen - layouts

Commercial Art. More advanced commercial work - DeSign in
letter lDg, layouts,- covers & various Media.
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AP!>E1IDIX IV

TA.J3IJTI I. A SU....[rLartY 0F Tffu Al-d bllUCATION :nROG:RA1~ OF T:m :?UBLIC
A.1'ID PRIVATE :tUGH SCHOOl,S OF IJ.;-.DIAl'TAPOI,IS.

1 r ? I 3
6
7
II
8
4
5
'T'ech B_R C.A G ~J H.T P S S H_S st A total

"Brief Quest5_ons
of ~uestionaire
~.Enro11ment---------

I

2 Hra -ner wk --------

3:Subj:taught in dept
apo1ied design----art for extra cur.-·
archit.drg. & des.-:
art appreciation--cam ~ gear drg.---~
cartoon drg.-------.
;-.'
cerS1!ll c a-- - ---- - -- -charcoal drg.-----~
eo10r-------------~
com~ercia1 design---

craft design-------decorative design--deve10pmant drg.---~
drafting-----------figure drawing-----furniture desi~n---history of art-----tecanical drg.-----interi or de cora.ti on1ettering----------mac~lne drg.-------mechanical drg.----metal craft--------nature drawing-----oil painting-------~en & ink drg.-----pure design--------~erspective---------

212 85 12~ 21~ 400
7% 4 6 ~ 7 ' ':; 4

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

i*

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1,

1
1
1

I

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
I

1

1

1,

1

1

2

1,7~

67
7;712

40 6

I

I

1

~ictoria1

photo.---poster design-------

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

"

5
4
4
6
2
3
3

5'
6
6
6
7
4

:3
7
4
6

2
4
7
2
3
3

5
3
6

7
u

7
1
6

Figure 1, excepting in question, No.5, is used instead of yes.
1. Arsem~1 Technical High School.
2. ~road Ri~nle ~.~ •. '
3. ~ris~us Attuc~~ ~.~.
4. George ryashin~ton ~.q.

5. Manual Training H.S.
6. P~r~ School for Boys.
7. Shortridge ~.S.
8. st. Agnes Academy.

,
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TABL3 I.

CONTlli~~D.

Brief Q;uestions
of Q,uestionaire
- -

I

2
I
:3
4
5
6
7 I 8
_ Tech BR C.A G.W T[. T P.S '8 .:H. S St.A total

representation----shou sketching----textile design----tyuogranhy--------\'!TB.ter color paint' g. I
:3.0thers of importance
show card---------fashion des.~ill.-free hand drg.----jewelry-----------woodc?rving-------pattern making----foundry-----------4.Correlation with
voc. dept.

I

adv.~~ng.----------,

-orin t de s .layouts
nrint shop--------adv. ca.rnp .Resch. Pub.
indirectly--------H.S. subj.--------5.Check in order of
importance
worthy use of leisure--------------worthy ho~e m~~bershin--------------command of funda
mental processes--vocational fitnessEthical character-citizenshin--------

I

I

I
1

I
I

I
I

I

4
:3

I

I
I

I
I
I

1
2
6

I

1

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

2
2

2

1

I
I

I

I

1

I

2
I
I
1
I

?(;

I

health----~--------l

6.Are grads.fitted
for a vocation?YesNo-7.18 instruct.moti
vated by com.inter
Yesest?
No-8.1s voc.guid.given
through invest.of
art occupations?
Yes}TO __

1

I
J,.

I
I

I

I
1
2

1

2
I

1

I

I

2

I

1

I

I

2
1
2

2
:3

:3

:3
2

:3
1

1

:3

I

1

I

1

1

I

4

I
I

I
I

I

:3

1

6

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

1

I
1

1

I

5
2

II
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TABLE I. CONTllniliD.
Brief Q,uestions
of 0uestiona,ire

1

2 II 3

~ech H.R

~.A

~

_..--

4

6
7
8
G 1:! }~£ T :'='.8 S .. l{ S st A total
5

'9. Qub.1.matter included
in div. of voc. art.
( a) Indus t-rial Arts.
mechani cal drg. --"-,

,

I

1

archit.drg.~es.---

1

dra.fting----------city ~lanning-----...
brass-------------wea,ving-----------shon sketch-------machine drg.& shopwood working------forge ,!?e blacksmi thfoundry ,I'~ mach. shOf
cam % gea,r drg.---(b )Commercial arts.
com.. art ~~ illust.- 1
I

2
2

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

I

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

3
2
1

1

1

1

1
3

2
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
2

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

2
1

1
1
1

pers~ective--------

( c )~i ne Arts
fig. drg.---------dec.design--------color-------------nature drg.--------

1
1

1

jewelry-------~---~

pottery-----------wood-carving------crafts------------show c~rds & signslettering---------layouts-----------.J
cartooning--------metal crafts------mechanical drg.---Archit. drafting--photogranhy-------fashions----------design------------book making-------book binding------poster------------color-------------stenciling--------block printing-----

II

I

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1,

2
2
3

1

I
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TABLE I.
I

I

CONTImT~D.

I

Brief Q,ue-stions
of Ouestionaire

.,

,.

2
3
4
5' 6
,8
Tech :B.R C A GW KLT P.S S.H.,s st A total'

water co1or-------~
still 1ife-------
perspective-------
design------------
1ettering---------
pictorial design--
art appreciation--
animal drawing----
(d)Household arts.
home dec.---------
structural design-
dec. art----------
color and tone----
home management---
garden ~lanning---pictorial design--
applied design----
form study--------
~O.Objective empnasized
in mechanical drg.
. ti on------jII
apprec1a
shon-------------~-

archit. drawing---
It
design----
II
drafting--
electrical engine
ering-------------
mechanical drafting
civil engineering-
machine design----~
tool design-------
free hand sketch--
II.Subjects taught in
Interior decoration
Furniture design--
design------------
windows & draperies
paintB------------~

walls & wall covgs.
floors & floor II
wood & finishes---
lighting fixtures-
color-------------

.

1

1
I
I

I
I

1
1
2

1

2
I

I

1
I

1

1

I

I

I

2

1

1

I
I

I

1
1

1
1
1

I
I

I

1

1
1

I

0

1

I
I
I

1
1

I

I
I

1
I

I

I
I

1

1

1
1

2
3

I

1

1

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2

I

I
I
I

1
I

2
I

I
1

4
3

1
1
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1

3
7
8
2
4
5
6
1
Tech J3 R C A G "'r
.J
M T P S S H SI.St A total

Brief Q.uestions
of Q:uestionaire

-

1
1
1
1
1
1

texti1es----------design------------m~teria16----------

weavee-------------dye6------------~--

I

combination of mat.chemestry---------handling of materialB.----------~---dry cleaning-------~
upholstering fabric-

1
0
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

materials----------·

1

Piles--------------

1
1

kno~ledge

1

1
1
1
0

1

rugs----------------

of field-grad. course in
1
Art?
yes------- 1
13. % of grads. in stea.dy
eT'lnloyment?
10-15
14.Art employment tn
which grads. are -

J

~2.Post

1
1

1

1

1

5
10 .. 15

.

succe8sful~---------

commercial---------interior decoration
window decoration--costume design-----drafting-----------archit.draft.& des.pottery------------print.& engraving--textiles-----------wood & ~etal dec.--lithogr B phy--------sign painting------show card writing--fashion art--------department art-----adv. a.genci es---- ---

1

1

1

3
0
0

1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
I

5.No.grads.desire fur
ther trg.in vQc.a.rts 50~

50"lb

0
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
50~
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ABLE I.

Cm~Tn~

:Brief (~ueations
of !?uestionaire

•

r

1- -

-l-s 1

1- -J-21-~T4151 -6
-7
II
~trech B.Rlc .. AlG.-.;lJI..Tjp.s S.R.S St.A total

l6.Best place of trg.
Indianapolis------ 1
Chicago----------- 1
Cincinnati-------- 1
17.~ of grads. get
t'l"g. in
Indiana p olis------175"!,
Elsewhere--------- 25%

1
1
1

75-;;
25--~
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TkBI~

II A stn~RY OF VOCATIONAL ART EDUCATION IN
lUD PJUVATE VOCATIONAL SCEOOLS Al'ID

PUBLIC

BTtIDIOS.
I

Brief Q,uestions
of Questi onai re

Name of 3chool
3
1
2
4 5

1.Total enroliment-------------- . 109
2.Cost of course(tuition & materials) uer year---------- $200
2
3.No. of sessions - Dey--------0
Evening----0
Sunday- - ---8
, 4.No. of class hrs. Day--------0
::a.vening----0
Suna..ay-----5.Courses offered & enrollment
1?a.inting- - -- - -- - ---- -- -- -- 70
Sculuture----------------- 11
19
Commercial--------------9
Teacher Training---------Life drawing-------------Lettering &perspective---

--

Design---~-~--------------

Poster-------------------Publicity campaign-------Dynamic symmetry---------Commercial illustration--Color theory-------------Layouts------------------Clay modeling------------ ..
Wood work----------------~
PuP'Petry.. _- - _.-- -- -_ ... -----..
Drawing--.--------~-------

6. Tra.ining of instructors

----------

_...

total.

30 60

50

249
I

---- $200 "'175 ..... ~144.80
\(Jl

-------

-----

---------------

---- ..-------- ------- --

(\

3

:3

8

5

5

1

II

0

0
3
3

3

0
3

11
11
14

3
0

1

?

0

0
0
0
0

13
0
0
0
37

----

-------

----------

0
0
0

-30

a

0

0
30
30
39
39
30
30
30
0 15
0 15
0 15
15

------------

--

1 1
-
1 1
4 -Special ScnoolB----------4 --- -- -Univer9ity---- ..
-- -- ---Degree-------------------- 6 -- -- -

Number----~---------------

8

I
I

--~--------

Col1ege---.---.~-·~-·-----

I

-

1.John Herron. Art School.
2.Studio Art School
3.Taflinger Studio Classes.

4.Indianapolis Academy of
Commercial Art.
5.Christamore House.

3
83
11
J.9
9
37
30
30
30
39
39
30
30
30
15
15
15
15
11
7

4

--

7

I

I
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A.BIJE III.

A

S~\l:lY o~

A~T CQNTEnT
~OLLE~~S

THE 'TOC1\TIONAL

COURSES OF UNIV£RSITIES f~TD
OF I~~IiiliAPOLIS.
Brief
1.

st~te~ent o~

ouestions

Butler
Hone Ec.

OF ART

Purdue Ext.
ADJ. Design
187

Enrollment~---------------

2. Cost, tuition and

vary

materials------------
3. No. of sessions.

day------;-------·----
evenlng~-------------

4. No. of class hrs.
day-·~----------------

4-8

evening-------------~

5. Courses - enrollment

14
12

AD~lied design-------
Art an~reciation-----
History of Archit
ecture-----~-------

Color--------------·--

3

Decorative aesi~n----
Figure drawing-------
Interior decoration--
Lett~rin~--~---------
Princinles o~ art----

Pen & ink drg.-------
History of Art--~----
Pure design----------
Textile design-------

8
150

~lothi~~ const.----~-~
~ater color~------~--

Costume design--~--~-
History of Costume---
6. Grads. fitted for voc.
yes---------

1

1

1

1

1

1

no--------··

7. Inst. Mot. by com.

intere st.
yes--------
no-----~----

8. Voc. guid. t given thru.
invest.of art occup.
yea-"----- ... -

no----------
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TABLE III. CONTI1ITmD.
Brief

state~ent

Butler
Home Ec.

of Questions

Purdue Ext.
Ann. Design

9. Post-grad. course
yes--------
no----------~

10. %grad. in steady employ-
II. Lines of em~loy. grpds.
successful.

1

1

high

Qommercia1--~--------

Interior decoration---

COBtume~---~---------

indow dec.----------
Drafting-------------Archit. drg •. ~ dreft-
Pottery--------------
Print. ~ engTav.-----
Texti1es-------------
Wood & metal dec -----'
12. No. grads. 10 yrs.·

I

em~loyed-------------

13. Adv. trg. hest obtained
Indianapo1is---------
El sewhere- ----- -- -- ---

II

1
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10 YEARS AND OVER BY SEX AND
OCCUPATION FOR IlJDLb.lJAPOLIS IN 1930 '"

TABLE IV. GAINFUL ':'iORKERS

---------------------------------------------------------Occupations

Male

Fe
mal

Engravers • • • • • . . . • • • • . . ••
140...
9
Goldsmiths and silversmiths. • . • • ••
1 • ••
1
Machini sts, millwrights and toolmakers _. 4,278
2
Milliners and millinery dealers • • • ••
1 2 . . . 212
Mechanics
Moulders, founders and casters • • • ••
957 . . .
Painters,varnishers and enamelers • • • • 2,541 • • . 35
Upholsterers • • . • • . • • •• • • • • • 486 • • • 18
Tinsmiths and coppersmiths. • • • • • • • 565 • . • • •
Operatives
Clay, glass and stone industries . • • • • • 290 • •• 81
Olothing industries • • • • • . . • . • • • 289 •• 1,792
Iron, steel,machinery & vehicle industry 2,809 • • • 495
Metal industries • • • • . . . • . • • . • 124... 45
Lumber and furni ture industries • • • • • • 591 • • . 81
Paper and printing industries • • • • • . • 330 • • • 367
Textiles dyeing fi~ishing and printing ••
1 3 . . . 19
Inspectors of transportation and communi
cation • • .
12.....
Inspectors of telegraph and telephone . •• 12. • . • •
Trade
Advertising • • • _. • • • • • • . . • • . . 345 • • • 57
Decorators, drapers and window dressers •• 106 . • • 14
Department stores . • • • • . • • . • . • • 7 2 . . .
8
Furni ture, carpets and rugs • . • • • • . • 169 • •• 10
Salesmen and sales women • • • • ! • • • 7,753. • 2,675
Professional service
Architects • • . • • . • . . . . . • . . • ' 116 • • • . 2
Artists, sculptors and teachers of a r t . . 192 • . . 128
Designers, draftsmen and inventors. • •• 413. •• 29
Designers • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . . 37. •• 25
Draftsmen • • . • • . • . . . . • • . . . . 367 • ••
4
Technical engineers • • • • -. • • • . • • • 877 • ••
1
Theatri~1".1. nvmers, managers and officials.
98. ••
1
Total-----------------------------------23 ,877---- 6 , 194
--~~~

*

-

---~-------~----~-------------------~---------

U.S. Government Census 1930.

TABLE V. MALES

~{D

FEMALES 10 YEARS AND OVER IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONJ BY COLOR,
NATIVITY AND AGE IN INDIM~APOLIS TI~ 1930
Color

Female Occupations

&

Nati vi t

N.W.
--------------~------~----

Milliners & milliner dealers
Photographers . • • . . . • •
Artists,scu1ptors & teachers
Dressmakers & seamstresses ••

212
43
128
675

211
40
121
519

------------------------Ages
-- -----
2O 25 -35
45 55
lO-

P13

17 -1:;
--7
2
3

21

14
14

1

2.~

34
--

_~4 ~,

68
95 141
3
29
101 19 I 61 152

21 11
5738
41 22
69 38

34
18
32
34

5 . 11
9
2,1 11 /29
5 11

Il24 "

17

i-

_6.4
72 57 125
11
6 9
32 14
Q
72 57 25

Male Occupations

--..--_....-------------------

...~------

Artists,scu1ptors & teachers 192 177
Draftsmen • . • • • . . . •
357 353
Architects . • '
.. 116 112
Upholsterers • • • • • • . • 486 466
Painters,glazers & varnich
ers (factories) ••
619 560
Painters,glazers & varnish~
er s (bui 1ding). • • 1901 11764
----------------------------~-----~---

TOTAL . •

33

1

19

1

33

6

60

76

41

81

22

44

1

71~

1

10
7
15
18

20 1791168117911031 48

I

111 33 11631:~~1~:~i~~j_~::

4689

---------------------~---------------------------------------------------------

N.W. - Native white. F.B.- Foreign born. N.-Negro. Unk. - Unknown.

U.s. Government Census. 1930.
I-'
())

:lJ

'.

'
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v;,." ,n.?;I
Ul!' CUJJilli[L,BC IAI.

u.l.~

PtlAS~

-

:Mrief q,uestiJns
of 0uestio!lRire

f'.(

1

10

4.~xtras-------------------

-- 2
---- ---- ----

2.No.answering------------3.No.regularly employed---of turnover------------

6.Aver.V~A1y.sa1ary,exp.art-

ists--------------------7.Specific art Knowledge
Ap~lied design----------Archit.drg.& design-----Art Apnreciation--------Gam 81.: Gea,r drg.---------Cartooning--------------~erRmics-----------------

,



PhasE s of
mmercio,l art
I 1
2
31 4' 5
61 total

1.No.sent-----~------------

5.%

Charcoal drg.-----------r-01or-------------------Commercial--------------Craft design------------Decorative design-------Development drg.--------Drafting----------------Figure drg.-------------Furniture design--------Rist. of Art------------Interior decoration-----Lettering---------------Layouts-----------------Machine drg.------------Mechanical drg.---------Nature drawing----------Metal craft-------------Oil painting------------Pen and ink-------------Pure design-------------1.

1.Co~ercial

Y SIX

R8~UI

9
3 1Al~.

-1

--3

10
9
2 J./J..2( 1A.1!'
5 25
2
30

;)

-Q) ---1 ------- ----- --

$35

5c.~

6

47

1

18

3

-- -----

~)42

~40

2

1

1

37

30
14'it

2

39

-

6

---- 1 -1- 16
--- I -- II
-- I ---- --4
--3 1 -- - -- 1 --1 7
-3
I
-- I 1 1 7
3 ffi -3
I
1 -- ---1 57
3
1
I
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

--3
3
3

Artists.
2.Acivcrtiaers.
3 .j'Ja teri al s.
4.-rr;!l8:'raving;.
5 • :P r i n t i np: •

-----1 -----1 --- -----1

ffi --- --

--1
I

1
1
1

I

--I

------

2

I

----- ----

1
I

1
I

1
I

1
1
I
I
I

1

--1

----

--1
1
---

1

---- ---- - ----1
-- -- 1 1
-- -- -

I

6

4
7
4

5
4
8

7
4

4
6
I

4

6
6

6.Sign business.
A.Answered.
0.Unc1aimed.
X.No art department.
Q) Intensive study.

2. See last uage of this tRD1e.

1
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VI. CO:,T"!'l

.

..

\,r::;"'!'\_

Brief Q,uestions
of G.uesti oncdre

Phases of commercial art
i I 2 I :3 1 4 I 5 I 5

"t 0 t

al

1
7
1
1
I
Persoective------------3
5
1
Pictorial Photogra~hy--:3
1
1
7
1
1
Poster cesign----------:3 Q)
1
5
1
Representation---------3
I
I
Sho~ sketch-------------- -
:3
Textile design----------- :3
1
1
Ty~ograuhy---------------
1
4
Technic~l drg.----------:3
6
1
1
Water color painting----- :3 CD
8. TZelated work
4
1
Speed-------------------- :3
4
I
Acc~racy----------------3
:3
I
1
1
Sales~an6hip------------- -
2
1
1
Advertising-------------- -
2
1
I
Merchandising display---- -
1
1
Photo retollching--------- -9.No.favorin~ ?Dryrentice
ahius--------------------~ :3
J
0
3 ~ 0
I
8
10 .R. S.grads .8.decuB.te------- n2y 2LO yes ly2 I! yea 5y3f:3n
-- .- 7:3~
53:3~
.75~.'
ll.~ Indule. trpined-------- -
12.Inst.providing best trg.
2
1
I
Tech.H.S.---------------- -
1
1
M.T.H.S.----------------- -
Wash~H.S.---------------- -

1--

.

S.H.S.-------------------
C.A.H.S.-----4-----------' -

I

1

2

1

1
6

B.R.H.S.----------------- -
C.H.S.------------------- -

St.A. Acad.-------------- -
st.J. Acad.-------------- -
Park schoo1-------------- -
Tudor Hall--------------- -
Laurel Hall-------------- -
Butler University-------- -
Ind.Univ.Exten.---------- -
Purdue Exten.------------ -
Herron Art ~chool-------- :3
Indpls.Aca.d. of ~om.Art-- -
Studio Art qchool-------- -
Taflinger Studio Claases- -
Art Ass'n Voc. Classes-- -

1

I
1

--
1

I

:
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TABLE VI. C OJ~T HTUED •

Brief Q,uestions
of G.ue s ti onai re

~hases

1

of

13. Others- - -~-- - ------ ---- ___ I
Cincinnati Art School----- -Chicago Art Academy------Uni versity of ~TebrHska.---- - 14.18 trg.a.bove sC'tisfactory~
yes------ -3
l~o------15.Suggestions for imnrovmts.
J,{ore drawing-- -- ---- -- ---- :3
Better foundation--------- 3
Practical problems-------- :3
16.~ of free lance----------
17.Recom.of 8~ec.trg.clas?es
·yes-----1i1o------18.Sugg.estions for orgr-mizat
ion.
Contract men in field----Pract.Com.Art prob.------Trg.in present Com.Req.--Viaits to 6tudios---~----- -19.Dangers to avoid---------
Fine arts trg.wort~less--Less theory more practice20.Benefits-----------------
Fetter trained artists---- 3
Ability to solve problemsGreater saving in time ~
money--------------------- 3
Better art work----------- 3
Im-orovements of resul ts in

--

commerci&~

3

2

I
I
I

I

------ ----..--- --- ----

~rchitectural fi~ld.------

Make the archit. field.
~ore attractive.---------Better conce~tlon o~ new
styles and tendencies.---A corp of better trained
sales neonle & decorators.
A very Dr~fitable ~roject
for Indnls. to sponsor---Elimination of annrentice
shi~s---------------------

Revolutionize the interior
decoration business.------

I
I
I

5

6

--- --

-- ---- -- I ---
--I -- 2I I -
--- -
I
I
__

J

I

-- -
-,.
... - -
--- -- .... - -
2/3 3/8
--

-- --- -- ---~
v

4

art

--

----

---

-- -I --- --

-- --

--

I
2

I

--

-

- I

--
-- -- II --- --
I
- - -
--- -- I -
---- ---- II --
-- -
---- --I --
-- -- -- -
-- -- -- -
-- -- -- -
I
I
-- -
3 --- -
3
I
-- -
3 --- -

---- --

I
1

.I

total
I
2

I
,2
6

4
-4
4
1.12'~

6
3
I
I
I
I
I
I

4
I

3

4
I
I
I

2

4
4
3

I
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5~ of 25
73t of
75~ of
2

•

8.2
1.5

18.2

1.5 19.7

19,7
37

100 53. 3)~

5 is 14~ of the total number employed.
umber of Indianapolis trained.
un"

"

Total num'\:)er of Indiana1)olis trained.

of tne total number employed are
Indianapolis trained.
This method of computing averfge percents is used
in all of the tables in r.hapter VI.
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TABItZ VII.
1i'n);
"'-'T

'lrief ~ue fl tions
of Ouestior"8.ire

~-rome

rnak'ng - construc'tion
:3 I 4
1 J 2
6
5
total

1 • No • sent------------------- 10 12
1
2.No.answering-------------- 3
3.N"o. regula.rly e'.,,·oloyed----- 1-12
4.Extr9.s------------------- 3-12
5.~ of turnover------------~
~ .Aver. wkly • s8,1 ry • exp. arti s 1 ~50
~.S~ecific art knowledge
3
Au~lied design-----------Archit.drg ~ design------- 3
Art auDreciation---------- 3
Ge.ID ~ ~ear drawing-------
cartooning---------------
~eramics------------------ 3
Cha.rcocd drawing--- --- ---
Golor--------------------- 3
Commercial---------------
Craft desi:~----- -- - -----Decorative desi~n--------- 3
Development dr~~ing------Drafting------------------ 3
~igure

drawing-----------~

Furniture design---------~
History of ert-----------~
Interior decoration------Lettering----------------Layouts------------------
Machine drawing----------~echanical drawing-------Nature drawing-----------Metal craft--------------Oil vainting-------------Pen ~ ink----------------
Pure design--------------I.Architects.
2.Furni ture.
3.Interior Decoration.

12
3
7
50~

5
1

49
9

3

26
8
I
I

I

1.3~

~j50

5
5
5

2
2

2

3
2

1

6

2
2

1

2>

5
2>

2
2
2

3

10
1
4

I
1

3
6

2
3

3
I

3
3
1
3
I
2
4.0rnamental Iron.
5.landscape artists.

3
3
1
3
1
2
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•

Brief Q,ue s ti on~s
of Que s t i onai re

HO!l1e ron.king - constructlor
1 II 2 II 3 I 4 I 5 I 5
Itotal

~~rsnective--------------~ 3
ictorial Photogra~hy---
3
Poster design-----------
3
Re~resent2tion----------

Shon
., sketch--------------
Textile design-----------
Tynography---------------
Technical dr2~ing---  -  ---I
''TateI' Color painting----- 3
18.Related ",.rork
~ree hand dr~wing-------- 3

1

3
2
2

2
2

3
3
3

3
Ceramics----------------- 3
Charcoal drawi~g--------- 3
Color--------------~----- 3
Decorative design-------- 3
Ristory of art----------- 3
Interior decor~tion------ 3
Nature drawing----------- 3
Oil painting------------- 3
Perspective-------------- 3
Pictorial ~hotography---- 3
Poster design------------ 3
t~e~etics--------------

SalesmRnshi~-------------

Ynowledge of the market--
~oods x finishes---------
Walls and finishes-------
Electrical wiring & equip.
~loor coverings----------
Textile weaving----------Dragery------------------
Dry cleaning-------------
Dye-stuffs---------------
Fabrics------------------
Ornamental II'on ~ ~ro~z--
She~t metal ~ wire work--
liod deBi~n------------
Modeling & Dortrait------
Com~osition of glazes----

4
3

Z>

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE VIr. CONTI

•

Brief Q,uestions
of O.uestionaire
Chemestry---------------
Mechanical engineering--
Wood ~ metal natterns---
General foundry---------
Clothing construction---
Stencil process on silk &
organdie screens--------
Free brush lettering----

1

1

Co~position-------------~

Fashion drawing---------
Fabric textures---------
~orking knowledge of
field-------------------
9.No.favoring apprentice

~

ships--~---~------------ ~

l1yln Iyes
no fair

yes
O.H.s.gr~ds.adeqUate------
<d
..

5
~air

~O%

11.~

1ndpls.trained--------
2.1nst.Providing best trg.

Tech.H.S.---------------

1.3%

1

1

M.T.H.S.---~------------

Wash.H.S.---------------

S.H.S.~------------------I 1

1

2

B.R.H.S.----------------
O.H.S.-----·------------

1

1

C.A.H.S.----------------

..

.

st A Acad --------------
st.J.Acad.--------------
Park Schoo1-------------
Tudor Hall--------------
Laurel Hall------------~·
Butler Uni versi ty--- - --I 1
Indiana Univ.Exten.-----
Purdue Exten.-----------
Ind. Central College----
Herron Art Schoo1--------1 1
1ndnls.Acad.
of Com Art-
.
studio Art Schoo1-------
Taflinger Studio C1asses
Art Asstn Voc. Classes--
,

2

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
2

~

1

13.0ther~

Ohio State Univ.--------
Univ. of 111.--'----------
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

_ _ ..
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TABLE VII.

CONTIKu~.

BrIef
of

0..uestions

Horne

")'lestion~ire

1

~makfng ~':-constructio1

I

2

3

I

4

I 51

6

total

Iowe. sts.te -- - - -- -- ---- - - --
Alfred Univ.---------------
Chicsgo Art Institute-----
Pratt Institute-----------
Art Student's League-------
~4.Is trg.above satl~factory?
1To---------

1

3

4

3

4

3

3

'[e8--------

~5.Suggestions for improvementE

ore pI'-nctical trg.for work
under ~ressure-------------l 1
More flgure drg------------
Practice for sueed %accurac~
~ore comulete courses------uecializstion in field of
cera~ics-------------------

Teachers maKe illore contacts
in practical field---------- 1
16.% of fr3e 12nce ~ork------- 251
[?Recom. of sDeci~l tT~.cl~ss
eSt
Ves--------- 1

25~

3

1

5

3

1

5

3

1

4

3

1

5

3

1
1
1

4
4
4

1

1

2

1

1

2

0---------

18.Suggestions for organiz~tion
'"lonta.ct outsta.nding men in
various "9hases of Gom.work--I
Courses must be on strictly
Vocational basis-----------
Make connections with Mfgrs.
Plan courses to supply de
mand of com.field-----------I
19.Dangers to avoid
Inadequate training--------
Self-satisfaction----------
Cocksureness---------------20.Benefits
Earlier productive results
by graduated student--------I
Earlier financial 6ain by
employer and employee.------Il
Benefi ts those vrho could not
pay tuition of ~rivate tuto~

"4

3

1

1

3
3

1

1
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" VII I.

nlT OF A..'iT ENom:JJ;'1>GE AS

OF VOCATIONAL ART IN
USTRIAL FIELD.

Brief ~u~estions
of Q.uestionaire

1

-

Indust-iiaT art
3
2
4

7
7
7
1.No.sent---------------------
1
2.No.answering---------------- 2alo ld
10
3.No.regularly employed-------
25
4.Extras----------------------
5.~ of turnover---------------
,~45
6.Aver.wkly.splry.exu.artist--
7.Specific Rrt knowledge
1 I
Anplied design--------------
I
1
Arc~it.drg & design---------
1 I
Art appreciation------------
I 1
1
C~m ~ Gear drawin~----------
Cartooning------------------
CeramicR--------------------- 1
Charcoal dra~in~------------
Color-------------~--------- 1

Commercial Design-----------
Craft design----------------
Decorative design-----------
Development drawing---------
Drafting--------------------
Figure dravring--------------
Furni ture design-------------I
History of 3.rt---------------1
Interior decoration---------
Lettering-------------------
Layouts---------------------Machine drawing-------------

1

Nature drawing--------------
Metal craft-----------------
Oil painting----------------
Pen & Ink-------------------
Pure design-----------------~ 1
Perspective------------------I
Tile
2.Heta1 Products
3.Pattern makers
4.Art Glass

I

I

6
1

tQtal
27
4
10

25
.1%
$45

2
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

.1%

1
1

2

1

~echanical drawing---------~

1.Terr~z7,o ~

"UIFJID BY

1
1
1

2
1

1

a-answered.
o-unclailned
x-no department or artist
d-dissolved
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TABLE YIII. CoNT

•

!

:Brief Q,uesti ons

of Q.ue s t i anai re

1

Industrial. art"
I 2 I 3 I 4

total

Pictorial Photograuhy----------
Poster design------------------
Re~resentation-----------------

ShOD sketch---------------------
Textile design------------------
Typography----------------------
Technical drawing---------------~
Water Color painting------------~
S.Rela,ted work

1

1

1

1

~reehand drawin~----------------

Mathematics---------------------
Cerami c B--- -- -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - ----I 1
Charcoal drawing----------------

1

Color----------~-~------------~-

------1

Decorative design------ - --History of ?ort------------------
Interior decoration-------------
Nature drawing------------------
Oil painting--------------------
Perspective---------------------
Pictorial Photogra~hy-----------
Poster design-------------------
Knowledge of the market---------
WoodB & finiBhes----------------
~allB and finiBhes--------------
Electrical wiring & equip.------
Floor coverings-----------------
Textile weaving-----------------

Drapery-------------------------

Dry cleaning-------------·------
Dye-stuffs----------------------
Fabrics~-----~-----------·------·
Orna~ental Iron & Bronze--------
Sheet metal & ~re work---------

Period design-------------------
Modeling & portrait-------------- 1
Composition of glazeB------------ 1
Chemestry----.-------------~----- 1
Mechanical engineering----------
Wood & metal patterns------------

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

_.
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T}~Ll~

VIII. CONTINUED.
Brief Q,ueations
of C.uestionaire

1

Indl1atrial art
I 2 I 3 ~ 4 Itotal

--I

Genera.l foundry--- - - -- ---- --Clothing construction---------
Stencil urocess on ~ilk ~
organdie Bcre~ns---------------II
?ree brush lettering----------

1

1

1

1 3yes
yes. ln2y

Com~oBitiQn-------------------

1i'8.shi on drawing-- -- -- --- ------
Fabric textures---------------
orking knowledge of field---.
9.No.favoring ap9renticeshios--~ y-n
No
[O.B.S. grads. adequate----------
~1.1 Indnls. trained------------- small
[2.Inst.Providing best trg.
Tech.

H.S.--------------------

yes
50~

1

50·t?

1

2

.T.~.S.----------------------
~ash. H.S.--------------------

S.H.S.------------------------
C.A.q.S.----------------------
B.R.H.S.----------------------

C.H.S.------------------------

st. A. Academy----------------

st. J. Academy----------------
Park SChD01-----~-------------
Tudor Hall--------------------
Laurel Hall-------------------
Butler University-------------
Indiana Univ. E~ten.----------Purdue Exten.-----------------
Herron Art School-------------
Ind9'1's.Acad. of Com.Art-----
Studio Art School-------------
Taflinger Studio Classes------
Art Ass'n. Voc. Classes-------

Q3.0t~ers

Ohio State University---------
University of Illinois--------
Iowa State University---------
Alfred University-------------
Chicago Art Institute---------
Pratt Institute---------------
Art Students League-----------

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
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'"

•

Bii-ef-q,ue s ti on s
of CJuestionaire

Industrial art
1 I

2 I

3 I

14.1e trg.a.bove satisfactory?
es------
~'O--------;I

15.Suggestions for improve~ents
10re ~ractica1 trg. for work
under pressure-----------------I
~ore figure drg.--------------
Practice for speed % accuracy-
[ore comulete courses---------
S~ecialization in field of
Ceramics----------------------
'!'e·<?.chers rneke more c ont~ c ts in
nractic~l field---------------
16.~ of free lance work----------
17.Recom. of ~ecial trg.classes.
yes------

1

1

1

3
1

1

1
1

1

2

1
1

1

~or O~~?~i7etion---!

Contact outstanding men in var-'
ious phases of com.w.ork-------
Courses must be on strictly Vo
cational basis----------------
llake connections with Mfgrs.--
Plan courses to sunnly demand
of com. field----~------------
19.Dangers to avoid--------------
1nadeouate training-----------
Self-satisf&ction-------------
Cocksureness------------------
20.Saving in time & ~oney .for
emnloyer & em~loyee-----------
Peonle could get desired trg.at
ho~e-----------------------~--

loyers would not have to go
out of st~te for uelp---------
Local neoole
. would be used----J

1

1

2

1

1
1

1

2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

I

~

1

1

.... 0-- - - - - - 

18.~uggeAtions

I

4 ttotal
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'1"ABI..E IX. A TA:alJLhr.i.'IV1~ OF AR.T E1WWLEDGE AS m'~c:.UlRED
THR~'H: PHASES OF VOCATI01~AL ART IN
~ DE"OA:q~~}TT

STORES.

De1)arfme-n tstoreart,
1 I
2 I
3
Ito tal

questions
of O.uestionalre

nr~ef

1.No.sent----------~--------2.Nc.answering-----~---------

1

8
4
8
2

cartooning--------~--------CeramicB--------------~----Charcoal drawing---~-~------

5
5
10
5

1
5
10-15

:3.:Ho.regularly emuloyed-----4.Extras--------------------small
5.1 of turnover-------------6.Aver.wkly.salry.exp.artist-- I..~50
7. Specific a,rt knowledge
2
Anplied design-------------Archi t. drg .,~design---~-_-----2
Art anureciation-----------Cam ~c Gear drawing---------

I

small

2

Co~ercia1------------------

:3

Craft design---------------Decore.ti ve de sign- - - - - - - -- -Development drawin~--------Drafting-------------------
Figure drawing-------------~
Furniture design-----------History of Rrt----------~--Interior decoration---------

2

Lettering------------~-----~

Layouts----.---------------Machine drawing---~--------Mechanical drawing----~-----I
Nature drawing-------------
lll'etal craft------------ ----
Oil ~ainting------~--------Pen & Ink-----------------4~
Pure design-----------------

small

decoration.

small

$15

~j35

$35

1
1

5
5
5

8
5
8

1

5

6

1

5
5

I
8
8
2'

1

5

6

3
2
2
2
2
:3

I
I
I

I

2

2

3
:3

A~res.

8

5
5
5
5
I

8
7
8
II

5
5
5

I.Commercial advertising of dept. stores.

3~Window

14
10
23
17

I

Color----------~-----~------

2.Gift shan - L. S.

IN

5
7
7
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TABLE IX. C01ITImDID.
Brief Q,ue-stions
of Q.uesti onaire

Department s'fore art
1 I
2 I
:3 I total

Persyective---------------
Pictorial Photography-----
Poster design-------------

:3

5

8

:3

5

Repre6entation----~-.-----

2

8
2

5

5

Sho~ sketch---------~-----

Textile

deBign---------~--
Typogra~hy----------------.

Technical drawing---------
Water Color painting-----~-,
8 .Related work
.
I
Freehand drawing----------
}!athemati c s-';'--- - - -- - ..-~-- --I

Ceramics----~--------·----

Charcoal drawing----------

Color---------------------·

Decorative d~sign---------
History of art------------
Interior decoration-------
Nature drawing------------
Oil ~inting--------------

Per5~ective---------------
Pictorial Photogra~hy-----

Poster design-------------
Knowledge of the market---
Woods & finishes----------
Walle and finishes--------
Electrical wiring & equip.
Floor coverings-----------
Textile weaving---~------~~

Drapery--------------:-~--

5
5

5
5

5

5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5
5

5

5

Dry cl ea,ning-- -- -- -- --- -- - ....

Dye-6tuffs-----~----------

Fabrics-------------------
Ornamental Iron x Bronze---,
Sheet metal & wire work---
Period desi~n-------------
Modeling ~ ~ortr?it-------
Comnosition of glaz9s-----Chemestry-----------------
Mechanical engineering----

183

'r1>J1T,;;:: I X• C01'1 T nnJ1.sD •

Brief Q,uestions
of Q.uesti ;maire

~Department store ar?J
1
I 2 I
3
total

Wood & metal patterns------~
General foundry------------.
Clothing co nstruction------
Stencil process on silk &
organdie screens-----------~ I
Free brush lettering------- I
Comnosition---------------- 2
Fa.ehi on drawing- - - - ----- - -- 2
Fabric textures------------- 2
~orking lmowledge of field-2
9 .No~favoring apprenticeships-'
IO.H.S. grads. adeauate------- 2n-2f
o
ll.~ Indpls.trained-----------
12.Inst.Providing hest trg.
I

Tech. H.S.-------··----~--- I

M.T.H.S.------~------~------ I

H.S.-----------------
C.A.H.S.--------------------'

~psh.

S.~.S.-----------------~-~--I

1

.11:

I

5
I

o
few
4/5

5
5

yes

'7
2
2
6

?

ly2f2n

50~

41:1,

I
I

2
2

I

2

B.R.H.S.-----------~----·--

C.~.S.-------------------~-

st .A. Aca_d. ---- ---- .. -- - - - -._-
st.J.Acad.-----------------
Park School----------------
Tudor Hall-----------------
Laurel Hall--·--------------
Butler University----------
Indiana Univ. Exten.-------
Purdue Exten.--------------
Herron Art School-------- .. --I 2
Induls. Acad. of Com.Art---
Studio Art School----------
Taflinger studio Classes---
Art Ass'n Voc. ~la~~es-----
13.0there
Ohio ~tate Univ.-----------
Univ. of IlI.---------~-~--
Iowa St8.te----------~~-----
Alfred Univ.---------------
Chicago Art Institute------~ 1

r·
5

?

1

2
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rABLE IX.

CO~ryI~ruED.

Brief Q,uestrons
of Q.uestiona.ire

Dep?rtment store art
1

I

2

1 . 3

to~
~

Pratt rnstitute-----------
Art Student's League------~4.IB trg. above satisfactory?

1

1

yes----·--I

1-To

2
2

1
1

1
2

5

[5.Suggestiona for im~rovemente
More practical trg.for work
under pres5.ure-------------~. 2
}!ore figure drg.------------, 3
Practice for sneed & accura
More complete courses------- 3
Organization in field of

I

7

2
3
3

CeramicB-----------·~-------

Teachers make more contacts
in nractical field---------
16.~ of free lance work-------17. 'Recom. of ~ ·ecia~ trg. cla.ss-"
yea------

es.

No------

18.Suggestions for organization
Contact outstanding men in
various phases of Com. work--I
Courses must be on strictly
Vocational basis------------I
Make connections with Mfgrs.
Plan cours~e to ennuIv de,
mand of com. field----------l
19.Dangers to avoid-----------
Inadequate training--------Self-satiBf2ction---------~-

Cocksurenes5---------------20.Benefits
Highly trained group of
arti ste- ------------ -- - - -- --I
Nore efficient work under
pressure--------------------I
A gre~t saving in time,money
and energy for employer &
emnlo~ee------:------:-----~

More Interest In sellIng ~r~'1
wares as a vOc8tion--------.

3
25"',

2>
25~

3

1

3

4

8

4

7

3

1

4:

8

3

I

4

8

1

4
4
4

5
5
6

1
1
1
2

2

2

2

2

2
1

1

I
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~ABLE

IX. CO

~.uU.!:i.U.

Brief Q,uestions
of Q.uestionaire
:31imination of

Deuartment
store nrt
.1

2

3

total

4

4

4

4

~_r:l1.n·enticf:--

shi~s-----------~----------

Enlarge nossibilities for
Ind'u'l's
..
----------------
Only a few good window

.

tri~erB-----~-------------

1Xore window trimmers on

4

de'mand- -- ---- ...... - --- ---- .....I

'1\

4

18:6

TABLE X.

A

SlJ}ID~~-qy

OT:'

m

PHASES OF

~I\~

Brief Q.uestions
of Q,ue 5 ti :mai re

1

CO~mRCIAL

2

3

49
27
I.No.of olanks sent-------~- 57
18
19
4
2.No. answering------------
26
3.No. regularly emo')loyed----i , 37
10
30
8
25
4.Extra9--~----------------5.~ of turnover of regularly
1m'
. em~loyed~----.---------~-- 14"/, 1 • 3''''"'
;.. } .1'
6 .Aver ..w"kly. salary-ex n .artist$39 $50 $45
7.S-necific art knowledge
-.
required
6
1
5
Ap~lied design------~----~
1
5
1
Archit. drg. & design----
2
5
Art ap~reciation---------- 6
1
I
Cam & Gear drawing--------I
Cartooning----------~-----

Ceramics-----------------
Charcoal drawin~---~-----Color--~-----~------~--·--

Commercial-----------~~~--

Craft deslgn----------~--Decorative design---------,
Develo9ment drawing------
Drafting-----------------
l?
d
·
~~gure
raw~ng-----------Furniture design----------'
History of Art-----------
Interior decoration------
Lettering----------------
I

I

Layouts----~-----.--~-----

Machine drawing----------Uechanical drawing-------
Nature drawing-----------
Mete.! craft------ .. -------
Oil Painting---~---------:.,
Pen & ink--------------·-~I
Pure design--------------
Perspective--------------
Pictorial Photogra~hy-----

-

I

-

1

4

7
7
5
7
6
4
7
4
5
4
8

7
4

4

--
--

3
6

I

3

1

2

--

3

8
5

~

8
1
-.;,,

6
I
8
8
2

-
-

--- - 6
-- -
,

'2.
v

-

3

-

1

8
8

- 1 --

4
6
6

- 2

__

I

4

5

3

--

I

7

2

-

1

7

---
--.
--

I
I

-
-
-

,
-

total
175
59
96
80
16.4~
~41.75

.1'1
$33

-
--

I

--

1

I

--

3
3
1
3

6

8

--

- --
- --
3
6

14
10
23
17

-

I
I

2

28

-
... 
-

1

3
5

5

-

-

-

4

ART.

8

--
-
-

I

5
7
7

8
~

,

I

20
12
21
3
1
10
11
16
16
12
18

6
8

10
10
20
14
19
16
5
9
9
2

12
13
16
19
9

--

1. ConmsTcial Art.
3. Industrial Arts.
2. Homemaking &; Construction. 4. Clothing and Accessories.
5. De:9B.rtment stores.

1:67

TABLE X.

CONTI1~D.

Br1ef Q,uestions
of (iuest.i:Jn2.ire

I
I

1

Doster deaign-------------Representation------------ShOD sketch---------------Tectile design------------Tynograryhy----------------Technical d~awing-------~-~ater Color painting------g.;:lelated work
...
d
' '.

;")

J:j

7
5
1
3
1
4
6

~pee ----------------~~~~--

4
4

SalesmanshiD--------------Advertising---------------}~e rchandi sing di s,?lay- - ---Photo retouching----------Free-hand drawing---- 4 - - - - Mathematics------- .. --------

2>

Accuracy-------------~---~-

3
2

--
-

I

~abrics-------~------------

Ornamenta.l iron & bronze--Sheet metal & "VId re work---Period design---- .. --------Modeling & portra.it-------Composi tion of glazes------,

-

-
-
-.-
..--
-

~

2>
2>
2>

3
2>
,

'1

v

~
.....
.~

.....

3
:)

"\

2
I
I

1
I
I
I
I

1
1
I
1
I

-
--- ----

--1

-----

18

---

2
5
1
5
14

9

I

--

5

--

.

3

8
2

-..

4
4
10

--5
----

r,

CeTamics------------------~

-..

---- ----'
--

2>

2>

tota.l

j

--2 -- ----- --I ----- --.
-- -- --- --2
---- ---- --- ---- ..----

I

Na.ture dra.wing- - - -- -- --- .. -Oil Painting----------- .. -- .. 
Perspective---------------Pictorial Photography-----
Poster design-------------- -
Knowledge of the market---- -
"Toods and finisnes··-- ... ----Walls ~ finishes----------
Electrical wiring ~ eouin.
Floor coverin~s----------~Textile weaving-----------D'raue ry----- --- --- -- --- -.---Dry cleRning--------- .. ----Dye stuffs-----------------

4

I

2
2

---
Charc·oa.l drawing----------- -
Color---------------------- -
Decorative design---------- -
History of Art----- .. ------- -
Interior decoration-------- --

:)

2

2

-_..
-----

--

---

---- ------ ----_... ------ ------ ------- -- ----- ---- 5
-- -- 55
---- ---- 5
---- ---- 55
---- ---- ----- -- --- -- ----- ---- --5

I
2>

3
4
2>
2>

3
2>
2>
~
.....

2>
~
.....

5

,

I

1

--

-,.

---

I

3
3
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
I
I
I
1
I
6
1
-1
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T..AJ3LE X. COlIT ThlJED •

Briefq,uestions
of Q.uestionaire
Chemestry----------------Mechanical ~ngineering---~.
Wood & Metal patterns---~General foundry----------~Clothing g.o; const-ructi,on--Stencil urocess on silk & '

2

I

-
-
.
-.
-

3

4

-

9.~0.favoring apprenticeship~ 8

Itotal

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

org8ndie-screens----------~' -~

Free brush lettering------ -
Pictorialcomnosition----- -
Fash~on drawin g ------------, -
abrlc te~tureB----------- ' -
,'orJcing knowledge of the
field---------------------~

5

I 5

3

In.Are H.S. grads.adequate?
I
2
yes-----
5
I
1
No------- 2
1
fair----- 3
I
ll.~ Indianauolis trained-----53.3~ 1.3 d 50td,
12.Inst.providing best trg.
2
Technical H.S.-----,-------
2
I
Manual H.S.-----~---------- I
-
~ashington H.S.---~---~---- -.
-
Shortridge H.S.------------ 2
2
Crisuus Attucks ~.S.------- --
Broad Ri~~le ~.q.---------Cathedral ~.S.------------- -1
st. Agnes Acedel11y---------- --
St. John' s Ac~ademy--------- --
pprk School------~---------·- -~

1

I

o

1
1
7
2
2

1
1
7

6
7

6
24

1
2
2

9
'7
6

2
2

41~

38~

2

7
3

.-

2

6

2

-- -

Tudor

~all----~------------

--

Laurel Hall---------------- -
Butler University---------- -
Ind. Vniv. Exten.-----~~--- -
Purdue Eyten.-------------- 1
Indiana Gentre,l College---- -
Herron Art School---------- 6
Tndnle. Acad. of Com. Art-- -
studio Art School---------- -
Taflinger Studio Glass----- 1
Art Ass'n Voc. Classes----- -

1
1
1

1
1

-
II

1
2

1
1

-

2

2

1

--

1
1
7

16
2
1

lfS9

'rABLE X. CONT
Brief Q,uestions
of O.uelstiona.ire
13.0tners.
Cincinnati Art School-----
Chicago Art Academy-------
Ohio State University-----
University of Illinois----
Io~a State University-----
Alfred University--~------
Chicago Art Institute-----
Pratt Institute-----------
Art Student'e League------
University of Nebraska----
~4.IB trg. in a~ove Indple.
Schools satisfactory?
yes--------
~TO---------

1

~8.Suggestions

No-~-------

3

4

5

1
2

2
2
2

1

1
2
6

6

2
:3
2
1
2

4

:3

1

7

21
4
4
4

4

1

1

2

1

1
1

2
:3

8
:3

:3

1
7

1

5

1
1

4
25"!

:3

for organization
4
Contact men in field------
Prectical co~. 8Tt PTob.
taught---------------------I
1
Trg. in present com. requirments------------------I
1
Visits to com. studios----1
Courses must be on a
strict vocational basis---~ --

total
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

115.Suggeetions for i"nprove.....,ents
4
More drawing--------------
4
Better foundation---------
4
Pra.ctical problems--------
More ~r~ctice;trg. for wor~
under nressure------------
More figure drawing-------
Practice for sneed and
accuracy-------------------, -
1wre complete cou~ses------ -
S~ecialization in field of
Ceremics------------------
Tea.chers m.a.ke more contacts l
in practical field---------I -
116.% of free lance work------- 1.51,
l7.Recom. of special trg. q1ass

yes---------\

2

:3

25t
2

1

8

32
4

1

7

19

1

5

2

8

5l~

1
1
1

4

1

1

8

14

1

TABLE X. COl~T lNUED •
>

-

Brief C.uestions
of C.uestionaire

connections with Mfgrs.Plan courses to sup~ly

~Rke

demand-------~-.~------------

1

0~,

---

--

19.Dangers to avoid.
Too ~uch fine arts trg.------ 1
Too much theory-------------- 1
Inadequ8,te trg.-------------Self... sati~~action-----------Over-confidence-------------20.Benefits
Uighly trFined e.rtists------- 4
Ability to solve problems---- 1
Greater saving,time & money-- :3
netter art work-------------- 4
Barlier nrod.results by
gr~duated student-----------Helps those who could not ~ay
for tuition or C. trg.------I-rnprov. in results of arch.
field------------------------ -¥ake arc~it. field ~ore
attractive------------------Better concent. of neVT style
and tendencies--------------Profitable project for IndpIs. to sponsor-------------- -Illiminate ap9renticesnips--Revoluti0nize int.dec. bUB.-Efficient ~ork under ~r~ssure
Larger ~ossi~i1itie~ of
window tri~ng in Induls.--!.fore window trim"Tlers' on deI

-----

---

----

,c:;....

--

-I

4
4
4

Secure desired trg. B,t hO"TIe-~ould use local peoule-------

4

I
I

2

;)

--I

I

8,

----1 ----1 --'5
1

1

5

I

1

6

-- ---1 --- ---- -- -- --

rI

G

rI

2

2
I

.

I

I
I

4
4
:3

G

-- -- -_.
-- --- -- ----

Itota.l

--

2

--

_
.
~

-- -- --- -- --4
-- --

-- ---- -- 2
-- -- -- -- 4
-I- -- 4
-- ----I
-- ---- --

..--- --

mand-------------------------

:3

1
16

1.
1
11
11
12

8
I
8

4
2
I

I

1
I
4

8

...':z.
2
4

4
I
I

I

